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'RV' - A SPECIAL TYPE OF REGISTRATION
•
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Almost unknown to philatelists there is a special registration service
available in Switzerland only, to big firms, banks, insurance companies
and others for sending cash and documents at a cheaper rate than
'Insured'. This service can also be used by individuals, but is rare;
I have one on a white 06 cover.
The most obvious sign for this service is that the plain white 'R'
label has a 'V or 'RV' added, either printed, stamped or by hand,
usually in black as shown in the three figures above. Note that the
green 'R' for 'PP' labels is also possible for bulk mailings above 50
pieces (figure 4). The old red 'R' is now being replaced by the new
black 'R'.
What does 'V' stand for? It depends who you ask: Valeur=Insured,
Vermerkt=Listed, Versiegelt=Sealed. This brings in the second indicator,
the letter must be sealed on the back with sealing wax impressed with
the firm's official seal, that is the same as Insured letters. About
10 years ago the PTT allowed a new heat-sensitive dark-blue sealing
strip to be used, also impressed with the official seal. This has the
great advantage of being flat and can be exhibited under glass, which
is seldom possible with lumpy sealing wax. One seal I found had only a
four-figure number, it was the same as their franking machine number!
Thirdly the envelope is mainly heavy yellow/orange-coloured, as is
usually used for many large-sized registered letters, or it is buff.
Sizes are usually B6 up to 04. The colour also shows that 'RV' lies
between 'V' for insured and 'R' for registered.
There is no extra charge for this service and the usual rates for
registration apply. The franking is usually by a red frank, often on a
sticker as the sealed cover would be too bulky to go through the
office franking machine. The compensation on loss is also the same, now
a maximum of CHF 450.- (raised from CHF 300.- in February 1992), even
1::=0
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though the cover might well contain thousands of francs in notes.
Although the letter is handled as a normal 'R' letter, it is actually
listed numerically during the transfer from sending to receiving PO,
which is not the case for ordinary 'R' letters. In a way this is more
like the UK system of Insured where the Swiss ' R° is more like the old
UK Recorded Delivery system.
So 'RV' is cheaper but the risk is higher. However, cash transfer
via the postman is more expensive and the risk of the postman being
robbed is to be considered.
These labels should never be removed from the cover however, if the
top and both sides are cut through the rear will remain attached to
the front for exhibition purposes, to show the seals.
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- Figure 7 - Tark-blue sealing-strip applied with heat, then struck with the
firm's seal, in this case the 'V', as also printed on the cover, stands
for 'Volksbank'.
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* STOP PRESS * One of the new bar-coded '
labels as an 'RV'.
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Meet me at the followin venues:- 6 Jan. SWINDON, 7 Jan.
BLETCHLEY, 13 Jan. CHINGFORD, 14 Jan. WOKINGHAM, 28 Jan.
DUNSTABLE and 4 Feb. HATFIELD. Whilst many prices have increased
due to the strong Franc, I have been able to hold my prices and
g
some have one down !!
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Felix Winterstein

Following member D A Dixie's query in the October 1995 issue of the
Newsletter, p 78, concerning the 45c charge on a court summons Fred
Pickard has supplied the following information. This was first published in the SBZ of December 1983 and translated by Henry Alsberg for
publication in Tell in November 1993.
The delivery of all kinds of judicial papers by post commenced on
1 st November 1875, and is still in use today, making it possible for a
court authority to pay the postage, in advance, for the return of, for
example, an accepted summons. Certain conditions applied, the following
being the most important:
1. Two identical copies were to be presented at the Post Office, one
of which was to be delivered to the addressee, the other being returned
to the sender with the declaration of successful delivery, i.e., it
had been signed for.
2. The postage charged was that of an internal registered letter with
return receipt. This was to be attached in stamps to the copy to be
returned to the sender. This was made up for either local or the rest
of Switzerland, a registered surcharge of 10c plus a 20c fee for the
internal return receipt (instituted on 1st September 1871).
3. Delivery was by normal postal personnel using their customary routes
according to the regulations for the delivery of registered letters.
The Post Office gave the same guarantees concerning liability which
applied to other registered letters.
With the exception of later tarif changes, these regulations remained tp.
The illustration below shows an
'Acte judiciaire' No. 2 which
was sent from Martigny in the
Valais to St. Gingolph and
returned with a declaration
of successful delivery. The
40c rate was only possible
for 10 months. Note also the 'fiscal'.
Dated 23 December 1875.
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We held no Summer Sale (you kept us too
busy!), so a bit of stock clear-out is long
overdue. We have a special SALE LIST of
SWISS + LIECHTENSTEIN Material, all
offered at 25% discount. Ask for your free list
today, if you are still not on our mailing list.

STAMPEX 24-28 January
Stand 41

r-44

•

25% DISCOUNT SALE!

Visit us at the new, much improved venue
(Business Design Centre, Angel, Islington,
London Ni) - YOU WILL LOVE IT! Our Sale
offers will be available there, as will most of
our standard stock, and to help with the
Christmas bills we offer a free BUY NOW PAY MARCH extended credit offer.
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practically unchanged for decades. On 1st January 1918 the simultaneous
increase in both the letter and registered rates by 5c brought the totals
to 45c and 50c. A further increase occurred 3 years later.
This table shows how the charges were calculated and varied during the
early period from 1871 to 1884.
Total
Return
Letters* R surcharge
Distance
In force

1.9.1871
1.9.1876
1.11.1884

receipt

local
rest Switz.
local
rest Switz.
local
rest Switz.

Sc
10c
5c
10c
5c
10c

10c

10c
20c
20c
10c
10c

20c
20c
20c
20c
20c
20c

35c**
40c**
45c
50c
35c
40c

*While the weight limit for simple letters was raised from 15g to 250g
at the beginning of the 1890s, this weight was already valid for
judicial papers from 25th July 1877 (decree No. 179/1877).
**Only from the 1st November 1875.
Very few examples have been preserved from the first short period and
only
no pre-printed forms are known, perhaps this new facility spread
commany
slowly. From 1876 to 1884 mixed frankings occur frequently in
binations, including those stamps from the 1882 issue which could only
d
have been used for about 2i years. After 1884, the franking now reduce
by 10c are not rare.
After 1907 Basel courts had a special private printing for judicial
the
documents destined only for local use charged at 35c and 45c (see
Zumstein Ganzsachen catalogue). No regulations have yet been found
concerning 'multiple addressing' i.e., one document addressed to more
than one person. A few of these documents have come to light which
appear to have been sent on a regular basis so the system must have
worked.
WHO CAN HELP now
we have solved the
query above?
W Varlow of Kent
would like to know
why the Nachnamen
char g e was 60c on
this cover sent
from Illgau and
postmarked Ried on
13.111.95, received
in Schwyz 10 km
away the same day.
The recipient was
a business called
'Ehrler' but the
first two words
of their title
are not clear.
Information to the
Editor please for
in
publication
_
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Forthcoming meetings
Northern Group - February 3rd - Annual Competition.
London - February 14th - Mixed Frankings - All members.
Sussex - March 16th - A Trip round Ticino - R S Johnson.
FRENCH MAIL CANCELLED IN SWITZERLAND?
On the 15th December the Postmaster of Geneva Montbrillant was
interviewed on the 'France Inter' radio programme to explain why he
had accepted 28 tonnes of French mail for processing in his Post
Office. He explained that this was done to help a fellow member of
the UPU as the post in France was on strike. Did the French supply
a 'crown' to be used in the Swiss franking machine? Was the French
mail cancelled as if posted in Switzerland? Is the only way to see
if a French cover was processed in Switzerland the tell-tale bar code
marks at the bottom. Keep your eyes open for something from this 28
tonnes. Any information to the Editor please.
DUTCH MAIL CANCELLED IN TICINO'. from Bob Johnson.
This postal stationery item from 1926 bears a LOCARNO TRANSIT postmark
which is unusual in that it is '-30-III-1926'. The cancel is very clear
and sharp and almost looks as if it has been printed on the card. On
the back of the card is a sales message from a hatter in Amsterdam
about Stetsons and Borsalino hats, and addressed to a customer in
Amsterdam. Was this a gimmick to post it in a foreign country or was
the postage less from Locarno than the Dutch domestic rate? All the
comments you may have to the Editor please.
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K-cancels and corrections courtesy of the SVPS-ASCEP

2947 Charmoille is K 1457 (not 1458); 6999 Astano is K 1458 (not 1457).
K 1460 2725 Le Noirrnont
K 1461 4446 Buckien
K 1462 2542 Pielerlen
K 311a 8180 Billach
K 1463 2906 Chevenez
K 1464 6153 Ufliusen
K 1465 8314 Kyburg
K 255b 8058 Zurich Flughaten
K 1466 8212 Neuhausen 1
K 1467 6285 Retschwil
K 1468 Buchs LU
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When the title of the display is "Favourite Swiss Town or Region"
what criteria does one use to determine what to show in the light of the fact that there are
so many beautiful places in that country? The answer came from one member who said
that what he was going to present was about the area to which he would return if he knew
that that would be his last visit to Switzerland. A sentiment with which there was total
agreement. So what was displayed by the three members who had brought along material?
D. Hope elected to show items relating to the Bernese Oberland, with particular
reference to the Thunersee and Brienzersee. There were a number of covers bearing the
cachets of the various vessels which ply along the lakes, although the postal cancellations,
of course, were made on shore. Numerous early publicity 'K' cancellations presented a
flavour of the many resorts in this region, plus various issues of stamps, photographs
and postcards which reflected the scenery and culture of the Bernese Oberland.
Zermatt and the surrounding area was the choice of R. A. Hoyle, starting with mint
and used blocks of four of the 5c, 1913 P.J. issue depicting the Matterhorn in the
background, followed by complete mint sheets of the 10c. & 30c. issue of 1965
commemorating the Centenary of the 1st Ascent of the Matterhorn. This was followed by
a wealth of material which included photographs and postcards centred around what is
probably Switzerland's most notable mountain. Included in this section were a 5c. Essay
in a Post Office competition in 1933 and
featuring the Matterhorn which had been entered
g
To conclude his display Mr.
mountain.
the
depictin
also
a number of Soldiers Stamps
to the Engstlensee, near the
relating
items
postal
Hoyle showed a few photographs and
1929, this being an area
of
issue
P.J.
10c.
the
on
Joch Pass and which was featured
Hoyle!
Mrs.
favoured by
Aspects of Lac Leman was chosen by D. Cairns with material relating to Geneva,
Lausanne and Montreux. Only a little of the wealth of philatelic material associated with
the lake could be shown but sheets dealt with the Red Cross (Geneva), the Olympic Games
(Lausanne), the Rochers-de-Naye Railway and Chateau Chillon (Montreux). Additional
items in the form of cards and covers highlighted aspects conference, tourism and the
extensive areas of vineyards along the shores of the lake.
It was pure chance that the three members had selected completely different regions
but in his vote of thanks Mr. D. Whitworth stated that it had given at least one member
who had not been to Switzerland for more than twenty years an appetite for renewing his
acquaintance with that country.
D. C.
NORTHERN GROUP.

On December 13th twelve members and a visitor attended the last LONDON MEETING of
1995. Held in the Victory Services Club as usual, the evening began with Claude Mistely
reading a letter of appreciation from Tony Hoyle who had been elected a Society Honorary
Member at last month's AGM. The entertainment then began with six displays using the
evening's theme of, Letter T - all members.
As is usual on such occasions members ingenuity was in considerable evidence. Material was
displayed under Jnterlaken, UPU Jubilee, Junk Mail, stamps issued in January, June and July,
perfins used by firms with a J in their initial or name, Junkers aircraft, Joint issues with other
countries, Jet flights, Jamborees, Jungfrau cards, and Jura Industriel Railway stamps. Of course
Pro Juventute featured but not to any great extent probably because members thought
everybody would bring such material! And how large a collection of stamps can you display
where the initial of the person shown contains a J? Slogans were not forgotten either - St Jacob
an der Birs was featured on a variety of Pro Patria cards.
As was only to be expected some items took the notetaker's eye. The unusual postal rates
displayed on meter marks was one - where else can you see 36ct for instance. And fancy seeing
perfin impressions on pre-printed postcards; the 1909 lOct Helvetia card in this case. And do
you always look on the back of the postcards for sale in dealers boxes? Here we had two of the
1900 UPU cards one with small designs in oil paint and the other with an exquisite pen and ink
drawing. Not philatelic you might argue but a delightful reflection of the social times. One of
our members showed a 5ct UPU card with the three UPU stamps added and posted in Zurich.
He explained that he had purchased the accompanying 10ct card some years later - three
additional UPU stamps as before, addressed in the same hand to the same person, and stamped
Zurich but an hour later and from a different sub post office. It is such finds that make
collecting so enjoyable.
In ending the meeting Claude said we had seen some scarce and attractive material, and had a
lot of fun into the bargain. Having wished us a happy Christmas he reminded us that the next
JAC
m plating was Switzerland 1920 - 1929 - there must be something I can take along!
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M Rutherfoord

- that on 1.1.96 the inland and foreign rates went up, although at the

time of writing the PTA announcement has been made, but there are none
of the usual tables or booklets available giving all rates in detail.
Basically the A & B mail go up 10c to 90 & 70 inland and 110 & 90 for
Europe, and overseas is 180 (no change) & 110. Inland registered letter
now CHF 5.- (including 90e A mail), while for all foreign the additional
charge is up from 3 to 4 CHF. Large covers B4 and above are called Maxi
but more on this subject later.
- that a completely new rule has been introduced aimed directly at the
philatelists, in that loose stamps for cancelling must have a value of
at least 20c. This is because of the number of people who collect K and
other special cancels on loose 5c ATMs. No mention is made of such low
value stamps being stuck on cards or covers, as is done in the SVPS
New Issue Service (to cut costs), so I expect that is still acceptable.
- that another important change which affects stamp clubs and others,
is that the previous minimum number of 100 Newsletters, Bulletins etc.,
handed in at the same time is raised to 1000. This means that about
3000 such clubs, music, gymnastic, shooting and others will have to pay
the normal B mail rate, i.e., about a 400% increase.
- that when I tried to order new booklets for the 70 and 90c stamps,
with sheet number and printing date, the Philatelic Service in Bern
wrote to me 'not available', though they told our member in Boston, USA,
that they were available, FD cancelled only. We will see.
- that not only the 'old' 80c A stamp is not officially listed, but
also the 80c booklet, the 60c postcard, and the 3 and 3.50 labels. The
Philatelic Service told me they are to remain on sale until exhausted
at all counters. A funny way to sell things.
- that I came across this gem while looking for something else. During
her stay in Luzern in 1868 Queen Victoria went up Pilatus, on the pony
she had brought from England! The lake steamer 'Winkelried' was put at
the disposal of the royal party for their various trips. Where are the
letters sent back to England now, with this ship cancellation?
- that I have been looking through more 500 Postman stamps and have
found that, with a 10x magnifying glass and good light, there are
vestiges of the 'stroke in T' on all sheet stamps too, but I think
this is only a curiosity. On coil stamps it is clear and complete, on
booklet stamps upper and lower bits only, on the second printing. The
first booklet printing and sheet stamps, including the red surcharge
of 1987, show vestiges.
- that the PTT Museum has updated its Junior Action Area with the installation of four computers. On two of them you can design your own
stamps, from a vast store of views and objects which can be placed in
the standard Helvetia format in any size and layout, in colour, but
the print-out shows a large single and a cancelled block of four in
black and white only. On the other two computers are listed some of
the remarkable covers and other items to be found in the Museum, with
their data, and a quiz can be answered (with the help of the Zumstein
catalogue on the table, if necessary). For those reaching maximum
points, for beginners and advanced, a certificate is printed out. Very
well done and an additional attraction, with the aim to learn how to
use the catalogue and exhibits. German, French, Italian or English
can be selected by the user.
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MORE HELP NEEDED ON ROUTES AND RATES by our member John Millener
The entire shown here raises questions not only of the markings but of
the contents of the letter. Some of the questions are answered by
previous articles in the Newsletter but not all.
.
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The letter was written by someone called Ribiollett in Frontenex pres
Geneve, on 25 8bre 1843 ( October was the 8th month) to a wine merchant
in Reims (spelt Rheims on the address) ordering a panier of 50 bottles
of 1st quality sparkling white wine of Champagne. A quarter were to be
in i bottles (you work it out). It is cancelled Geneve 25 OCT 43 in red,
boxed LG in red, Suisse Ferney 25 OCT 43 in red and 2 in red. If the 2
represents the refund of postage to Switzerland from Geneva to the border
was it in French decimes or Swiss Kreuzer? The 1d in an oval struck in
black is the French Rural Decime presumably for the redirection from
Rheims to Ay. On the reverse it has Paris 28 OCT 43 in blue, Reims 29
OCT 43 in black and Ay 29 OCT 43 in black. On the face is a manuscript
mark which could be a 9. The article on p 19 of the Newsletter, March '91,
explains the workings of the Rural Decime which it seems should have
been struck in red not black but even Larousse can not explain why the
town of Ay to where the letter was sent is written clearly as 'Jay'.,
M. Ribiollett says that if the wine is not as good as that which the
representat.,..ve offered to taste when he called then they could take it
back again: I hope he was satisfied.
---A STRANGE CANCEL from Michael Rutherfoord
l'x
23.496-1 ;
(

1

.

Deemen ,
lOOiahre

-Poche

This is the most peculiar cancel I have ever seen.
It should not have been classified as a 'K' as it
will certainly be used for only a year. Basel 32
is located in the factory area of La Roche the
chemical company and is not public.
Can anyone help D Ripley with this mark?
These 'Chiffres Taxes' marks were used in
0 0-.
the pre-Federal post period 1840-50. This
`Ilk%
was struck in 1858. Was it used to show
that postage had been pre-paid or what?
,
, Suuestions to the Editor please.
--.
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M Rutherfoord

A SWISS LABEL FOR WARTIME SHIPPING

About 20 years ago I asked at the Winterthur HP0 (following Ivan
Tillen's advice) for a sample of all their labels, and collected a
pile the next day. Among them was the first label shown below. This was
new to me and so I asked at the counter. Eventually an older staff
member was found who could tell me that this label was used on foreign
parcels only, during the war. It enabled the sender to have the name
of the ship carrying his parcel passed on to him, so that he would
know what had happened to his parcel if the ship was sunk.
Then a few weeks ago I saw this label again in the extensive label
collection of Max H Wehrli in Zürich. He was able to confirm the reason
for this label and, in addition, he had an unused example of the postcard which had to accompany the parcel to the port of shipment.
In the PTT Library I then found, by accident, the other label shown,
almost identical, the same brown colour, but rouletted not perforated.
The printing date of the first label was January 1941, but that of the
second was May 1972! Who was sinking ships in 1972?
Further checking could reveal no other printings, but the postcard,
first printed in January 1941, was reprinted twice in 1941, 100 000
each time, and again in 1946, indicating usage after the war had ended.
In the PTA for 31.1.41 I then found the start of the story. At that
time only Portugal would co-operate; the service cost 60c, to be paid
in advance on the parcel papers. The questions are: has anyone else
heard or seen anything of the service? were other countries involved?until when was the service in use?
•
._.

Einschiffungsmeldung
Avis d'embarguement
Avviso d'imbarco

EinschiffungsmelduMi
Avis d'embarquement
Avviso d'imbarco

Einschiffungsmeldung
Avis d'embarguement
Avviso d'imbarco

No 802. — 1.41. 20,000x 10.
kot mat ./, 1) 9 (48x 17).

Einschiffungsmeldung
Avis d'embarguement
Arlin d'imbarco

PTT 237.19- V 72 10 000x 10
Format V,09 (48X17) Ou 80

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSLI5Oth yearlNo.

2Ipp 9-16ILondon

These labels are in the usual
strips of ten and, as can be
seen from the printing details,
have changed their number from
801 to 237.19 over the years.
The rest of the details on the
tab are obvious except for the
'Qu 80' on the 1972 version.
What does this mean?
The second ship seems to have
lost its anchor!
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PIONEER FLIGHTS 1913 by Evert Poel
Reprinted, with permission, from Jungfraupost, journal of the 'Studiegroep Zwitserland, Nederland, and translated by R S Johnson
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THE BAD LUCK OF THE POSTAL FLIGHT FROM
.
.
HERISAU - MARCH 1913
The flight - The National Committee of the
4;
p.
Flugspende (the foundation for establishment
of a military airforce) honoured the town
tn.r
.01
of Herisau with the task of organising the
second postal flight in Switzerland (the
^
first was the Basel flight of 9th March).
r
Herisau lies in the immediate neighbourhood
_
-of St. Gallen in the north east of the
481 1,
_4,•
country. The motive was two-fold - a flying
meeting had been organised for Easter (23rd
- and 24th March) in St. Gallen and a number
a •
of top pilots (Taddeoli, Favre, Maffei)
were available to carry out the postal
flight on the 24th of March. How the 'Fliegertag in Herisau' was to be organised is, to my
knowledge, no longer known. Due to bad
weather it did not take place. This postal flight suffered right from
the start by being under an unlucky star and was delayed time after
time. On the new date of 30th March the weather was miserable and
finally Favre was ready to carry the items collected together (2179 in
total) on his proposed flight on 31st March from St. Gallen to Geneve.
(Meanwhile the date of the postal canceller was 30.111.13!)
This flight did not have a happy ending because the pilot encountered
bad luck with his motor near Zdrich (Niederglatt) and had to give up
his flight. The mail was taken on to a post office in Zdrich.
Philatelic Specialities - The special cancel put on the 2179 letters
and cards contained two historical faults. The first has been mentioned
(wrong date) and the second concerned the wording 'II Schweiz. Flugpost'.
The delay resulted in this flight finally being the fourth postal
flight. However, the special stamp referred to the second postal flight
(obtainable for 50c). The stamp has no date as for the Basel stamp;
probably this flying stamp was printed for the planned flight of 24th
March. There are two issues of this stamp and thereby two different
types. Type A, on white paper, is on all the flown mail; Type B, on
chamois paper, is not on any of the items. Probably the organisers were
afraid that the first issue would be insufficient (the total is not
known, but estimated at about 5000) and decided quickly to make a second
issue. This was never used postally.
The usual (imperforate) trial print (second issue; with unclear print)
exists. The Zumstein Handbook mentions 'Handpresseabzug' (hand press
proof impression).
Philatelic scarcities - Too early, items prepared for the flight and
probably put in the wrong box so getting the ordinary cancel 30.111.13.
Stamps with the lower side imperforate. Stamps with the left corner not
printed, due to a fold in the paper. A letter with the special stamp and
cancel - scarce because almost all the flown items were on the official
card (see the illustration opposite).
ILO

t:=0"
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Postal Stationery envelope flown from St. Gallen

to Niederglatt (Zurich) on the 31st March with
the special cancel of 30th March
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Postcard with ordinary
Cancel of Herisau for the
30th March which has
probably not flown.
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.--Hon. Secretary John Cordingley asks The November 1974 issue of The Helvetia Newsletter had the first part of an extended article Mail Carried
from Switzerland to the UK during World Warll by L.M.C. Dutton. This went into some detail about the
markings and routes of Swiss mail during this period. Much mail went through German censorsh
ip and as
a result gained many hand markings, official paper sealing strips and labels, and handstam
ps.
The
offices applying these can be identified by a unique letter on the seal and handstamp. A list of various
these was
included and is reproduced below:
Letter Censor Office
Country in which the mail was posted
which was censored at each office
a

1

Konigsberg
Berlin
Cologne
Munich
Frankfurt
Hamburg
Vienna
Berlin
Copenhagen
Lyons
Oslo
Paris
Bordeaux

Baltic countries and Russia
Transit and airmail, N & S America
Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, N. France
Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Italy
Switzerland, N & S America, S. France
Scandinavia
Balkans, Hungary, Turkey
German POW mail from end of 1944
Sweden, Finland, Denmark
S. France
Sweden, Finland, Denmark
French and Red Cross Mail
S.W. France

As a non-specialist hoarder of odd envelopes including some with censor marks, a number of
come
to mind. Has this list been superseded, amended or corrected since the article was produced 20queries
years
ago?
One of my covers dated September 1943 from Neuewelt in the Baselland addressed to Rotherham
has paper
strip and tied handstamp showing an x - Paris according to the above list. Is this what I should
expect
because reading the table I would have expected either d or e? Can readers please help?

Prop: Geoff Hubbard

P1 S

EUROSTAMPS

Tel: 071-7948078

P.O. BOX 940
LONDON

VISA

NW6 2JP

Bargains this month especiall y PICTURE POSTCARDS - just the
thing
for all Heimat collectors. Meet me at the following venues:17
Feb. THATCHAM, 24 Feb. TOLWORTH, 25 Feb. LETCHWORTH and 3 Mar.
at BROMSGROVE. Let me try and fill y our Wantlists.
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YOUR QUERIES ANSWERED we hope!
In the October 1995 issue of the Newsletter we published an article
about those strange numbers to be found on Geneva letters and cards of
the 1870s. Members whose photocopies were sent to Charles LaBlonde have
.
helped the research. Now extend your search as a letter of 1809 has been
found going from Vevey to Turin via Geneve (French territory all the way)
with a 5 in circle on it Look at your pre-stamp items again!
The query from Mr D Ripley last month seems to have been a Postage Due
of 5c as the postage due stamps had not then been introduced.
Page 4 last month had a query about a Nachnamen cover from K W Varlow;
it has been suggested that Swiss officialdom being what it is the 60c
was the cash on delivery and the franking was Sc for a local letter and
a service charge of 15c to collect the 60c! Thank you CKK & LES.
The Champagne letter on page 8: it is suggested that the rate to Ay
was 9 decimes, being 7 across France and 2 in Swiss struck at Ferney.
Marieul is near Ay and would account for the rural decime but it still
looks like a capital J - why?
An interesting postcard from 1879 sent in by D A Dixie shows a Mr J C
Steffan of Basel offering Basel Dove s (genuine) at 5 francs while Zürich
4 rappen were 16 francs!
The November issue on Swiss meter marks by Michael Rutherfoord has
prompted the following from E C Walt on: a wartime censor cover from
Basel to Montreal, 10.IV.43, airmail to Canada with 70c Warrior stamp
and 30c meter mark type 2 of Goth & Co A,G. printed on a gummed and
perforated strip. Is this a collecta ble variety of meter marks? The
cover is also interesting as it was censored by the German OKW but was
not examined by the Allies in either• Bermuda or Canada:

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
Northern Group on the 2nd of March have a display by the Chairman.
London Group on the 13th of March have a display of Postal Stationery
by Derrick Slate and Fred Pickard.
Sussex Group on the 16th of March are taking a trip round Ticino with
Bob Johnson.
03.01.96
TG
NEW K-CANCELS FROM THE PTT
SO
GE

K 1469 4616 Kappel
K1470 1217 Meyrin 2

04.12.95
09.12.95

K 1471 8565 Huge1shofen
K 761a 5507 Mellingen
K 1472 8566 Neuwilen
K 1473 8573 Siegershausen
K1474 8196 Wil

Y/)
co

-9.12 95-9 1

-

VILLAGE

\ a-SY-3.496-8

40 -3.-1.96-8
Stadtrecht seit 1296

-3.-1.96-9

AG
TG
TG
iff

03.01.96
03.01.96
03.01.96
08.01.96
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RONGELLEN - THE POST OFFICE IN AN APIARY
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Marc Guillon

On the 1st April 1991 another small post office with a low income was
closed. This was not the smallest post office in Switzerland but was
unusual in that it was situated in a small hut of the type used as an
apiary. It should be explained here that in some areas of Switzerland
bees are not kept in box-shaped hives but in 'bee houses' with slots
in the walls to allow them to come and go to the individual hives
inside. Each colony is kept separate but can be 'worked' from behind,
with as many as 50 colonies in one 'house'. It is not known if bees
were kept at one end of this post office and business conducted at the
other!
What was there about Rongellen that made it noteworthy? It was like
many other small post offices in Switzerland. It opened for only 1 hour
daily and served a community of some 70 people spread between 15 houses
scattered along the Via Mala 840m above sea level in the 'most beautiful and terrifying gorge' in the Grisons. When the post office was
opened on 1st April 1851 it was situated in a house on the valley road.
It gained additional income in 1903 when the Via Mala gorge was made
accessible for the first time by a series of steps. The inevitable
kiosk sold picture postcards and for many years marked them 'ViamalaGallery' in violet ( and the PO cancelled them with its cds). In 1947
the PO moved to the 'bee house' on the side of the Splagen pass road.
Later the new San Bernadino pass road was opened, in 1967, and new
walkways were built in the Via Mala gorge. The PO was connected by
stairs to the post bus stop on the new road. Further down still came
the modern N 13 road.
Progress must have made it uneconomic to maintain this PO, as it has
done for many others. Tourists have no time to stop and look at views
or buy postcards. Postal deliveries are now made from Thusis, and
Rongellen exists only in collections of cancellations. In its 140
years of service it had only nine cancellations: two straight-line
cancels, three cds without postcodes or time reels and two with the
postcode, the last with a time reel. Two replacement cancellers were
used when a canceller was being changed - 3. TI.00 and 23.1.40.
Next time you see a small post office in Switzerland post something,
you might save it from closure!
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30.-4.91-11

the last dayl

*

1959-12.V11.1967 13.V11.1967-18.X.1980 20.X.1980-30.1V.1991
Does any member have a good postcard or photograph of this PO?
A good photocopy of it would be appreciated by the author.
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MEETING REPORTS
"Surprise Packet" was the tongue-in-cheek title given to the January meeting of
the Northern Group, simply because at the time the programme was compiled, the two
members who offered to stage displays on this occasion had no idea what their material
would be! But surprise us they did and in a most enjoyable fashion.
Mr. D. Whitworth's speciality are the Sitting Helvetia issues of 1862 onwards and
of which he has made a most detailed study. Starting with well mounted and written up
sheets of all the different values (mint and used), colour changes and shades of colour of
the various issues, Mr. Whitworth explained the different purposes for which the values
were initially issued. This was followed by a wide range of material to illustrate the
variety of postage rates as used on printed papers, newspaper wrappers, Nachnahme items
as well as normal letter or postcard correspondence within Switzerland, to European
countries, the Americas and India. There was also a secondary display of postal stationery
of the same period where the embossed value had been supplemented by additional values
of Sitting Helvetias to make up the correct postage. What also was made apparent by
this spendid display was the wealth and variety of postmarks which were in evidence at this
period and which add so much more interest to the study of these early issues.
In contrast to the above, the material provided by Mr. M. Proctor was much more
wide ranging. In fact it was really a compilation of five mini-displays. First, items of
early postal history ranging from an entire of 1791 from Lugano to Milan to a 30c.(blue)
embossed envelope for a letter from Basel to Paris in 1875, followed by a range of Postage
Dues from 1878 to the later 'T cancellations all used on cover in their correct manner. It
is remarkable what a wealth of items can be found around one particular stamp, but Mr.
Proctor showed his flair for this with the Centenary stamp of 1943 and the associated
miniature sheet. The fourth group dealt with aero-philately, with a number of interesting
early flights with cachets and vignettes. Amongst the latter was an example of the 1924
"Les Rangiers" with missing aeroplane. Finally came what Mr. Proctor, in his modest way,
described as his "odds and ends" but which contained a cover of 1902 with the hotel post
stamp of Kurort Stoos cancelled with the hotel's own circular canceller. One of many
items which Mr. Proctor continually (to quote his own words) "just happens to come
across" at the various stamp & postcard fairs he attends!
In his vote of thanks Mr. R. A. Hoyle stated that what had commenced as a most
boring day - shopping in Leeds - had turned out exactly the opposite in the light of what
had been displayed during the afternoon and which once again proved that there is always
D.C.
something new to learn at these group meetings.
On January 10th fourteen members and a visitor attended the first LONDON MEETING of 1996 held in
our usual venue of the Victory Services Club in Seymour Street. Our Chairman Claude Mistely
welcomed a new member and then led us into an evening of entertainment with the theme of,
Switzerland 1920-1929 on which seven members made contributions.
The 50th Anniversary of the founding of the UPU produced two values of stamps printed by two
different firms and used two different gums. Our first exhibitor demonstrated to us within a
magnificent display of this issue the way the rows of short (23 teeth) and long (24 teeth) stamps
alternated in a sheet of the 30c value. He also explained that a third green gum variety existed
probably as a result of accidental chemical spillage during the end of a print run and that there were
two sizes of the 20c stamp. He urged us to examine our own collections for such rare items and
obviously hoped that if we found any he could have them to complete his collection. With a validity of
9th October to 30th November i.e. 50 days, commercially used covers are not common but even so a
variety of superb material was on show. Together with used blocks and items with first day of issue
cancellations this was a most interesting and informative display.
In the 1920 - 29 period a number of Special and Propaganda flights were made. Many of these
provided the opportunity for special postmarks and vignettes to be applied to mail and a selection of
these was displayed by several members. Other fund raising activities produced the Pro Juventute
stamps which a member displayed to highlight the designs and emblems that appear in the borders
that surround the coats of arms - quite fascinating if you have not looked closely at these issues.
Bundesfeier cards both used and unused featured in several member's contributions and copies of all
the cards issued in the period must have been shown. Outstandingly there were three copies of the
scarce 20c card of 1927, one unused, and one complete with the St Gallen Special Flight cancellation of
1927. Also of considerable interest was a card with the slogan cancellation for the centenary of the
1824 shooting festival in Aarau - the first national festival.
Very fine contributions to the evening included Tellboy/Tell booklet panes on and off cover, together
with a small but fascinating collection of Lake steamer cancellations. Among stamps on display was a
double print/impression on a 25c sitting Helvetia subsequently overprinted for the 1921 provisional
issue. And the concluding display successfully showed appropriate postcards linked to stamp designs
of the period. The meeting ended with Fred Pickard giving thanks to contributors for making the
JAC
evening such a success.
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M Rutherfoord

- that I am late in reporting that Aarau has had a modern letter coding
and sorting installation since October 1995. This is of the ILV type
with one electronic reader and 12 video desks for mainly handwritten
addresses. The reader can determine from the street name and house
number, the postman's round in that town or city suburb anywhere in
Switzerland.
- that on the 12th March a new postcard will be issued, in white, with
a multi-coloured impressed stamp, for 70c. As these postcards are used
practically exclusively today for various competition entries (win a
new car:), they carry an 8-bar code at the top, just left of centre.
This allows these cards to be sorted out automatically at an early
stage. The same system is used for Giro postal payment envelopes.
- that there are special postcodes for these competitions - 8099 Zftrich,
3024 Bern and others. Of course there is no PO or cancellation for this
inward-only traffic.
- that for the Technical University in Zurich there is also a special
inward postcode, 8092 Ztrich, but no PO. However I have just come across
a red franking machine cancellation showing this non-existant PO (see
figure 1). ETH stands for 'EidgenBssiche Technische Hochschule' i.e.,
Federal Technical University.
- that another non-existant PO is shown in figure 2. This is a selfadhesive all-black label (Type 9) made, apparently by the bank, which
has been given the number 'Geneve 70' and is not listed anywhere. Note
the 'staggered' edges of the rounded parts of the 'R', a sure sign of
a computer printer. Has anyone seen any other such 'funnies'?
- that if you want a copy of the 1996_0V (list of POs) let me know soon,
the cost will be CEP 3— and the issue date is in June.
- that the classic dealer Gottfried Honegger in CH-8716 Schmerikon has
again issued a superb catalogue, with hundreds of singles and covers
all in full colour.
- that the catalogue of Swiss stamps issued by the Dealers Association
is available in a French-only version at CHF 23-, as well as the usual
German/French version, which also costs CHF 23-,
- that someone had a good idea for the new K-cancel for 9196 Wil ZH;
note the day of issue in figure 3.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD 1996 CATALOGUE
50th JUBILEE EDITION
IS AT THE PRINTERS AND DUE FOR PUBLICATION FIRST WEEK OF MARCH. IF YOU
ARE ON OUR MAILING LIST ORDER FORM WILL FOLLOW AUTOMATICALLY.
H.L.KATCHER
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF CANTON ST. GALLEN
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James R Fahs

St. Gallen is the fourth largest Swiss canton in population but only
the sixth in area. St. Gallen became a member of the Swiss Confederation
in 1803 but the city of St. Gallen, which is the capital, was founded
by an Irish monk Gallus in AD 612. A hermitage was founded and later a
Benedictine abbey formed which became a flourishing seat of religion
and scholarship.
In the 15th and 16th centuries St. Gallen prospered as a linen industry developed. In the 18th century the craft of enbroidery was introduced and led to considerable exports. Metal working and machinery manufacture have also prospered in St. Gallen. The population of the city
of St. Gallen is about 75 000. About 90% of the people in the canton
speak German.
St. Gallen has sites for tourists, holidaymakers and winter sports.
Bad Ragaz has been famous for decades for its thermal waters. However,
St. Gallen is less dependent on tourist business than most Swiss cantons.
The terrain of St. Gallen was well suited for the early railways in
Switzerland. For example, the trains carrying mail travelled from St.
Gallen to Winterthur and Zurich; another line was southward out of St.
Gallen to Chur and then westward along the shore of the Zfirichsee tack
to Zurich. Currently there are a few Bahnpost wagons on trains operating
from Wil to resort areas and to towns near Constance on the Bodensee.
Early air mail events often involved military planes. The Graf Zeppelin
dropped off mail at St. Gallen in 1930 but didn't land there. With the
Zurich airport reachable by train in an hour there hasn't been an incentive to have commercial airline facilities at St. Gallen.
The Germans were prevented from building aircraft in Germany by the
Versailles Treaty after World War I, so the Dornier Company moved their
flying boat facilities across the Bodensee to Rheinek SG and built the
DO-X flying boat there.
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This folded letter from St. Gallen to Paris in 1843 has a number of
interesting postmarks and accounting marks. It would be interesting to
have an explanation from a member who knows just what they all mean.
There is a 5 in red,6 by the Belfort cancel, LZ 12 Kr at the top, and
a manuscript 19 (?) in the centre. Suggestions to the Hon. Editor.
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THE DUCHY OF

LIECHTENSTEIN

1 9 9 6

50th year

AND THEIR NEW ATMs

-.

M Rutherfoord

When it was announced that the Duchy had bought twelve new Frama ATM
vending machines, their first, and that these would be used to issue
eleven consecutive stamps showing the arms of the eleven political
•
communes, I realised that I must study the arithmetic, and the geography,
of the Duchy in some detail, especially, when I saw that there were thirteen villages, but only ten publicity K cancels.
2
I can also tell you that the area of the Duchy is 160 km (the Isle
of Wight is 380) with a population of 30 000, of whom about 10 000 are
foreigners. Vaduz, the capital, has a population of 5000. There are
some industries, with the selling of postage stamps about the most important, and also banking and other financial services. Swiss currency
is used, and PTT buses.
Commune/Village

Balzers
Eschen
Nendlen
Gamprin-Bendern
Mauren
Schaanwald
Planken
Rugg ell
Schaan
Schellenberg
Triesen
Triesenberg

Vaduz
11 Communes
13 Villages

Postcode
9496

9432
9485
9487
9493
9486
(9494)
9491
9494
9488
9495
9497
9490
12 POs

0 g;,

listo mommunmui
WMOUSEMMUMM
MWERWERN4ja
' MINNERTMMEGRARN
WNWEMENUMMW

K No.
1099

-

1145
1074

0

1144
1117
1116

GMMMWMIZANIER
UNENIMMERGRUM
UR PMERM EIGEW

UMMOWITMURES
MWESUMMOMIX

.0.6 0

FUERSTENTUM
LIECHTENSTEIN

1098

i

Enlarged version of the
'stamp' issued for Vaduz.

1097

Article continued over
the page with a map of
the Communes/Villages

1118
1146
10 Ks

1

;7

Note:
each;
have
have

two Communes have two villages
one Commune has no PO; two POs
publicity slogans and therefore
no K cancels.
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This explains why, in the official FDC
set of eleven, the Planken stamp is
cancelled with Schaan, the nearest PO
by road. The day of issue was 4.12.95.
As mentioned in the September issue
of the Newsletter these 'new style'
Framas were first used in Denmark, in
a set of three, on 26.1.95.
The eleven Liechtenstein stamps
are printed by Courvoisier in six
colours on white non-fluor paper with
PVA mat gum and with coloured safety
fibres visible on the back. The size
of each stamp is 40 x 36 mm.
Each stamp shows the arms and 'long'
flag of that commune, with a description of the arms of the commune.
The impression of the selected
value (up to CHF 99.90) is in black
and is printed 'on site' through a
silk tape. All Swiss coins are accepted, except the 5 centimes.
The main technical innovation of
these 'new style' stamps is the
electronic control of the very accurate separation of each stamp from
the roll. This is done by means of
the small silver strip about halfway up the left-hand side of each
stamp.

Feldkirch
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SOME OF YOUR QUERIES ANSWERED or 'The Truth is out there'
In the September 1995 issue of the Newsletter, on page 70, was a query
about a cover from Diepoldsau to Hamburg in 1932 with an octagonal 'PP'
cancel and a straightline 'Porto Bezahlt'. Dr G Balimann of the SVPS
suggests that the 'Porto Bezahlt' was not surplus but was required on
printed matter going abroad at the time. Official Swiss PP cancels were
often not recognised as substitutes for stamps abroad and in the PTT
Gazette of 26th August 1930 senders were asked to print or mark, in
addition to the 'PP', the full text 'Porto Bezahlt', or its equivalent
in the language of the country of destination, on all printed matter.
(As it is not in English on items from the PTT the local post office
tries to collect tax from your Hon. Editor from time to time!)
In the October 1995 issue of the Newsletter, page 78, was shown a
Court Summons served by post. Dr Balimann says that the perforated top
edge shows that the form has been separated from the letter after being
signed for in the lower right corner and the 'Rückschein' sent back to
the Court. The postage was 50 for a letter in a local area, 20c as the
registration for the 'Rfickschein e , another 20c to return it; total 45c.
The 'Rückshein' was introduced in December 1874; the fee was 20c if
paid in advance and 400 if paid only after receipt by the sender.
In the January 1996 issue of the Newsletter, page 4, was a Nachnamen
cover. Ernest L Bergman of the AHPS suggests that the first two words
of the address can be explained as: !'The first word is 'Fürsprech' which
is the same as an advocate or lawyer. The second word is 'Fvz' or 'Fiz'
and may have something to do with 'finanziell', 'Finanzen' or even
'Finanzmann'. As it was an 'Official' letter sent from the Commune
office it might have contained copies of documents for which the office
charged and this was recovered by using the Nachnamen service.
Harlan F Stone of the AHPS adds that as the amount to be collected was
60c this was made up of 10c fee (to collect up to 100c), Sc for local
postage of a distance less than 10 km, total 75c.
On page 8 of the January issue was shown the letter to (J)Ay and
Harlan Stone and Rudolf Buschhaus, a member in Germany, offer the explanations: The treaty between France and Geneva of 1st July 1831
provided for a charge of 4 Kreuzer to the frontier at Ferney. The
exchange office converted this to 2 decimes. France was divided into
10 Rayons or zones and postage was charged on distance from the point
of entry into France. Reims is in the 300-400 km zone and was charged
at 7 decimes. The wine merchant had to pay 2 dec+ 7 dec = 9 dec plus
the 1 Rural decime. The 2 decimes would be returned to Geneva. .
On page 16 in January was the letter from St. Gallen to Paris. This
query has also been answered by Rudolf Buschhaus and by Stuart R
Mackenzie, our member from Scotland. The crayon 6 is the charge in
kreuzer to Zürich where the L.Z.12Kr. was added. The 12 Kr converts
to 5 decimes at the border with France and the charge to the destination
is 7 decimes for the distance 300-400 km. This makes 12 decimes and
the manuscript mark is '12' not '19'.
Now can any member help Herr Buschhaus with a copy of the Postal
Convention between Switzerland and Great Britain dated 31st October 1868'
He would also like to know the meaning of the mark 'P-F' in an oval
marked in red on a cover from Havanna via London and Calais to Basel
dated 23.11.1836. There is a GB rate of 1/2 (1 shilling and 2 pence)
and the letter is paid to the French border.
The Hon. Editor will forward any information you may have.
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PTT Philatelic Bureau, Envelope Sealing Stickers

M.Rutherfoord

Self-adhesive white paper. PTT No,182.14 (IV 73), also 120 607 (1290).
PTT
No. Fig. Colour Logo
).,

Size

1

110x30

1

Blue

blk,rd

, Date

Notes

Used (few dates seen)

light blue

66

It

2

2

3

3

S

120x35

67 - 69

4

4

blk,rd,y1 128x35

69 - 71

5

5

1159x35

75

6

6

165x40

71 - 72

7

7

8

8

9

8

10

8

V

76

12

8

II

78

"

81

11

9

V

77

"

78 - 80

13

9

111 80

"

81 - 82

14

9

II

81

"

82 - 83

15

9

111 82

"

83

16

10

17

10

III 85

2'000'000 WV

85 - 88

18

10

II

86

1 Mio WV

87

19

11

I

89

WV

89 - 91

20

11

12

90

WV

21

11

10

91

(120 607) WV

92

22

12

9

92

(120 607) WV

94

23

12

4

94

(120 607) MP

95

66 - 67

75 - 76
blk

78
77 - 78

III 75

wht

IX

Red

Nos. in blk

77 - 79

84 - 88

83

120 607

91

24
A la

IBl.gryi , blk

1160x45I IV 731 INTERNABA

173 - 74

Forerunners
Repetitive printing on glued paper, 38mm wide, logos spaced c.3.5 and 4.5 cm.
I

i

I

II ii

L.Brn d.blue
d.brn

38

Logo 40x30

47 - 51

41x31

58 - 65

NB: Issue No. 12 (II 78) should have had Fig.9 (3030 Bern) as the PLZ had been
changed on 1.6.77.
Issues Nos.10 & 12 have "3000 Bern" in thinner letters.
The colours, even within a printing, can vary.
*** If any members have better dates for these stickers, or even a
type not listed please send details to Michael Rutherfoord or the
Hon. Editor to further the research. The Philatelic Bureau have
... ^+ 1,,nesn n'hlo ÷r, Hrzln_
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The February 14th meeting of the London Group in the
Victory Services Club started with our Chairman
Claude Misteley expressing regret that Mrs Lee, our
President, was still unwell and suffering from a viral
infection picked up before Christmas during a trip
abroad. A letter was being sent to express the good
wishes of the Society. His second concern centred on
the intention of the Swiss PTT to issue stamps with a
face value in excess of SF40 during the coming year, He
feared that some spurious issues were going to be
produced but hesitated to raise the matter with the PTT
because of the need to have their cooperation with the
cancellation of the special cover being prepared for the
Golden Jubilee of the Society later this year. Plans for a
celebratory day meeting in Leamington Spa at the end
of September or early in October were advancing well
with the intention that we would have three major
presentations plus several displays. Full details should
be available next month.
The meeting then turned to the title of the evening
'Mixed Frankings'. Claude suggested that this title
needed a wide interpretation possibly fearing that if too
closely adhered to there would be very little to display.
He need not have worried because as usual members
surpassed all expectations with nine of the fourteen
members present providing selections from their
collections.
A superb collection of Sitting Helvetia frankings
showed an excellent mixture of values with an
interesting variety of postmarks and all covers in such
beautiful condition for these rare and illusive items.
Your note taker would have appreciated at least an
hour to look at these items alone! What a pity that our
meetings do not give us this opportunity but instead
provide us with other gems to contemplate. Some
really choice 'postage due' covers caught the attention:
material originating in Switzerland with Swiss or
foreign 'due' stamps, and also material from abroad
with Swiss 'dues' often showing different issues.
Indeed several members showed items in this category
and one dated 1924 even showed the use of ordinary

Larch 1996

stamps used for postage due purposes. Postal
stationery was also in evidence with cards, wrappers
and envelopes all having additional stamps many
matching the stationery design.
Members had found a considerable number of covers
with a mixture of the1934 and 1936 Landscape designs.
Some appeared to be of genuine use rather than
philatelic but it was dear that 'philatelic' frankings
were being prepared at a very early date: were being
produced by the PTT during the 1950's and are very
popular with many present day dealers. Members
showed a variety of this material. There was a good
selection of meter and FRAMA frankings sometimes
showing multiple values and sometimes with
additional stamps. Parcel cards, telegraph charge
cards, parcel labels, invoice envelopes and custom
carnets all provided examples of mixed frankings.
What was a little surprising was the lack of Airmail
material on show with only one member bringing such
material - very fine quality it was too.
During the evening several members commented on
the difficulty of defining 'mixed franldngs'. Did the
term include or exclude stamps of different
denominations from the same issue? Should we be
restricting ourselves to covers with stamps from
different issues but sold at the same time and thus
excluding postage dues? What was the difference
between a 'mixed franking' and a 'multiple franking'?
Indeed it appeared that when a couple of national
judges had been approached before the meeting their
definitions had significantly differed. But did it really
matter because we had had an excellent evening and
seen some remarkable material. Bob Johnson in giving
the vote of thanks reminded us of how Claude had
gone round this year's STAMPEX twisting people's
arms in an attempt to support an evening he had
thought might be a bit of a flop. It had been
surprisingly successful and the person who had dreamt
up the subject should be very pleased at how successful
JAC
it had been.

Throughout this season, the attendance at the Northern Group has been rather
smaller than in previous years, due mainly to sickness amongst some members whilst
others have been abroad on meeting days. This was the case on Saturday, 3rd February,
when the Group held its Annual Competition. Nevertheless, there were some very
attractive entries in the five categories but it was left to just two members to take all the
honours; Mr. D. Ripley with "Swiss Mail to the U.K., 1779-1910" (Postal History) and
"Swiss Airmails to the U.S.A., 1939-45" (Aerophilately), whilst Mr. D. Hope offered
"Provisional Issues, 1915-30" (Philatelic), "PTT Postcards" (Postal Stationery) and "The
Ruth Oath" (Thematic). On the second vote for the two trophies, the "Highsted Cup" went
to Mr. Ripley for his Postal History entry, Mr. Hope taking the "Moore Bowl" for the
Philatelic display.
Although it is clearly shown on the Programme, would members please note that
there will be two meetings in March, the second being the AGM and mini-auction on the
30th March instead of in April, owing to Easter this year falling across the first weekend
D.C.
of that month.
FORTHCOMING MEET INGS
London Group - March 13th Postal Stationery, display by D Slate & F Pickar
April 10th Cup Competition and Moore Trophy, see notice.
Northern Group - March 30th AGM and Auction.
n.
Sussex Group - March 16th A Trip round the Ticino with R S Johnso
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Rutherfoord

- that in April 1996 the PTT will, in the new letter handling instal-

lation in Lausanne, face letters (turn them to face the canceller)
without the help of fluoresence on the stamps, but by establishing the
grey image of the stamp. This method has been on trial in the Zarich
HP0 since 1993 to segregate A from B mail, using equipment supplied by
the firm AKA Developments of 1024 Ecublens, near Lausanne. The total
grey image value of a stamp is determined optically/electronically no matter how the stamp is placed - and memorized. About 40 commonly
used stamps are thus registered now and can be used for sorting A from
B, with two (later three) stamp values being added if necessary. This
is done after cancellation. Now in Lausanne the same device is being
installed to face the stamps ahead of cancellation.
- that, if successful, •next year will see the end of fluor-coated
paper in Switzerland. However, the PTT say that no stamps will be
printed on both types of paper.
- that the A from B selection is already in operation where Japanese
NEC facer-cancellers are installed, namely Zarich, Basel, St. Gallen,
Geneve and Luzern, with Lausanne and Bern to follow.
- that the new (12.3.96) 70c white postcard (see illustration) is also
part of this test programme. The eight bars at the top are designed to
indicate B rate, but if a 20c stamp is added then it is A mail. In
Lausanne the system is also used to face the cards. However, there is
also the usual fluor bar to the left of the stamp for use in facing
in the older installations.
- that the present 70c postcard, issued on 28.11.95 in the old beige
colour, will not be used for long, so don't wait before stocking up.
- that a prosaic explanation has been found for the rapid sell-out of
the 60c AIDS stamp of 15.10.94 (Z No. 870). The Co-op used one in each
packet of a new range they were promoting.
- That I mentioned that loose stamps for CTO cancelling had to have a
value of at least 20c, but if stuck on to cards this could remain at
Sc. However, in the PTT Gazette the translation into Italian omitted
'loose', so that in the Ticino they insist on 20c for cards too, much
to the annoyance of postmark collectors.
- that the old 60c Lac de Tannay stamp is now available in rolls of
1000, 5000 and 10 000 for the mailing firms which apply stamps automatically to junk mail to make it look more interesting. The Philatelic
Counters are not selling strips of eleven, so if you want a roll order
direct from them at 3030 Bern.
- that, following the example of the Basel Dove on the new standard FD
cancel from Bern, Liechtenstein has decided to let their latest bird
also have its tail breaking the circle, see the illustrations.
/"4-c, V4 5->

c)be.-.1"‘"
AmMay996.

1)1111J
FLUOR
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Annual Competition

This is being held this year on Wednesday
the 10th of April at 6.45 p.m. in the Victory Services Club.
s, one entry
The competition, in two sections, is open to all member
in each section. If you are unable to take your entry yourself send
g
it by post to the Chairman, to arrive by Monday 5th April. Judgin
ne
everyo
that
so
will be by popular vote, as usual, by all those present
can gain some experience of judging.
be of any postage
HELVETIA SILVER CUP - Entries of twelve sheets can
stamps, charity issues, airmail, specials, postage dues, officials,
postal history.
miniature sheets, flown covers, or anything except
Thematic entries will be judged as part of the Cup Competition. The
won
Cup is awarded annually, to be returned by competition night. If
or
three times in succession by the same member it shall become his
year.
next
her property and the Committee shall provide a new cup for the
y.
MOORE TROPHY - 3ntries of twelve sheets on any aspect of Postal Histor
Awarded annually; to be returned by competition night.
then
Let us see a good number of entries. If you are not competing
ing.
turn up and help judge, you are sure to learn someth
There will follow a discussion of the programme for next season.
JAC

ANOTHER POSTMARK QUERY

Geneve. The
I have a rather battered 20ct postcard, a piece of postal stationery (Zu 118) showing a view of
mail
possible
ng
concerni
Romford
in
e
addresse
an
to
9.39
card appears to be a hand written reply dated 21.
left in the Geneve 1 Post - Restante office.
The message side has the accompanying cancellation in black ink at the top, and C EN EVE I
P
also at the bottom with the respondent's initials. The face of the card has the
OSTE- RESTANTE
been
has
itself
card
the
and
on,
illustrati
same cancellation in the panel below the
machine cancelled in the Genève 1 EXP. LETT. office on the same date.
ion or
Have other members anything like this, and does anybody know the duration of use of this cancellat
those that are similar?

DUTCH MAIL QUERY from R S Johnson, Newsletter January, page 5
d
Michael Rutherfoord writes:"This is surely a fake cancellation applie
in
in Holland. Firstly the date '-30-111-1926' dashes were never used
an
such
on
this way, it would be '30.111.26', and where is the time
important canceller? The 'S' of 'TRANSIT' is not in the style of the
PTT. Finally checking in the PTT Library I c ould find no such PO, or
D66?
canceller, 'LOCARNO TRANSIT'. Nevertheless a very nice item. Why

Prop: Geoff Hubbard

P1

AUROSTAMPS
P.O. BOX 940

S

Tel: 071-794 8078

vmA •

LONDON
NNI16

Meet me at OXFORD (9 Mar.), WOKINGHAM (10 Mar.), GREENFORD (16
Mar.), WIMBLEDON (23 Mar.), HATFIELD (24 Mar.), BLETCHLEY (31
Mar.) CHINGFORD g(6 Apr.) and LETCHWORTH (7 Apr.) Please keep your
.
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from the Chairman C P Mistely

SPECIAL NATIONAL MEETING
To commemorate the Golden Jubilee of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society, a special Society Day is being arranged on Saturday
,
28 September 1996 to be held in the Regent Hotel, The Parade
in
on
locati
This
4AX.
CV32
kshire
Warwic
Spa,
Royal Leamington
ent
the Heart of England has been chosen to enable members from differ
al
parts of the country to attend so that we can have a truly nation
gathering. The hotel is situated in the centre of an attractive
town with a wide variety of shops for wives to browse through
and two pleasant parks.
The cost will be E20 each for members and £15 for spouses,
inclusive of lunch, morning coffee and afternoon tea.
BOOK SATURDAY 28 SEPTEMBER IN YOUR DIARY NOW
The hotel has a limited number of rooms available at a special
members' week-end rate of £27 per person per night for bed and
bre.Wcfasto You are advised to book now direct with the hotel
if you will need accommodation. State that you are a member
of the Helvetia Philatelic Society when you write.
Society Day booking forms will be sent to members shortly.
JAC

TIMES ARE NOT WHAT THEY WERE!

Looking through a collection of Newsletters, copies of
Swiss Philatelist etc the following little snippet came to
light and gave me a wry smile. The first thought was that
this was a very attractive item and one in which I would be
interested in seeing if it were available now. What a pity
that it wasn't! Then I wished I had had the opportunity to
view it when it was available, but then I remembered. I
wasn't even working then and a young lad didn't have 10/a week pocket money.
However, with the several clues indicated would readers
like to guess the date of the advert?

COLLECTION in blue spring-back
album, nicely mounted and written up, starting with 1839 Prestamp covers through to 1902.
Includes, covers, cards, Newspa122 ITEMS
per wrappers, etc
(19xx Cat. value over £10 - $28)
Very reasonable at only 90/($12.85) Allow 3/- inland Post
or $1 overseas Postage please.

(answer on page 29)
HELV PHIL SOC L:6WSLI 50th yeariNo.

4pp 25-32ILondon

Apr. 19961I3SN 0951-0001
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by JAG

12 in 20 YEARS - BERN CANCELLATIONS in the early 1900 s

sorts of bits and pieces that we
I suppose that most of us have a series of boxes and drawers into which we put all
box into which I have sorted
can't think what to do with at the moment. I certainly have. But there is one specific
and add to until I have a
into envelopes better collections of material that I have gathered over a period
worthwhile number of items. I try to put a label on the packet!
envelope labelled 'Keep for pink
Filing away one or two new purchases from the last Stamp Fair I came across an
time to have a closer look.
the
y
probabl
study' and realised that I couldn't remember what it contained. It was
d some time back, put
acquire
had
I
lation
Enclosed was a bundle of newspaper wrappers, part of a large accumu
so many addressed to
were
there
because
these
back
the best in the collection, got rid of the main surplus, but kept
January 1917 3cts
r,
wrappe
of
issue
same
the
the same individual in Bern. Not only that they were all
find.
to
easy
bly
reasona
is
orangebrown Tellboy (Zu 34) - an inexpensive wrapper that
ON or BERN BRF. EXP.
The wrappers dated from 1917 to 1920 and all were stamped with BERN BRIEFEXPEDM
Back to the box and
style.
in
n
variatio
rable
conside
a
was
cancellations (Bern Letter Delivery Office) but there
etc.' Low and behold another BERN
another half remembered envelope was unearthed - 'Odd wrappers kept for pmks
cancellation from the same office but of a different type.
1905-1925 - or what I could
Curious, I decided to see what range of cancellers I could find in use during the period
least a start. I found I have
at
find within my own collection; hardly a balanced or representative selection but
a total of eleven different
makes
That
three of the five different type of 'razor blade' cancellers and eight others.
on newspaper wrappers,
are
ntatives
types in use in the same office during a 20 year period. Most of my represe
es.
some are on postcards and a few on pre-printed stationery envelop
iate date. References such as
The table opposite shows examples of cancellations found, together with the appropr
ds, Env to Zumstein
postcar
in
Zumste
to
refers
PC
ue.
W34 give a wrapper number in the Zumstein catalog
stationery envelopes. The Type numbers are my own and for reference only.
.
Type 1 has two variants both shown: one with dots in BRF. EXP. and the other without
g) and N - Nachmittag
(mornin
ag
Vormitt
V
N,
and
V
as
ted
designa
Type 2 illustrations show the postal times
(afternoon)
es within the Type entry
Type 5 includes all the 'razor blade' cancellations with details given of the sub-typ
A number of observations and queries arise.
date of 1904 and several more
Type 1 without dots is in use as late as 1918. The basic design is the oldest with a
What was the reason for this
years.
ing
interven
the
modern designs have been introduced and been in use in
canceller to be produced?
r in 1919 where the time of
There are two instances, one with a Type 6 in 1920 and the other with a Type 7 cancelle
has times of use of -4 and
r
cancelle
6
Type
the
because
odd
use is designated in Roman numerals, V111. This looks
Roman equivalents?
mislaid
or
d
damage
to
due
or
use,
tal
- 18 using Arabic numerals in 1919. Is this just acciden
this mail left until
was
,
stamped
hand
be
to
all
matter
printed
of
consists
But as most of the mail I have looked at
and postcards? Do nearly all
the afternoon using the morning for the machine cancellation of more uniform letters
please.
the cancellation times then represent times post meridian? Comments to the Editor
Below is a pictorial representation of the Types of cancellation used in the years 1904
1905

1900

06 07 08 09

01 02 03 04 .

Type

D
DP
'
•... 4,............... Ilit ...............

1 ..
2
3
4
5 ..
6 ..
7
8

11 12 13 14

21 22 23 24

16 17 18 19

1930
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,
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........................... •... •.......
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:

'

-
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i

5/3
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.

..1

11•0•111

I-age 27

1011n..

-o.K.Ft 4,.4bE . Ft +
:aim.

k

t

API .

Type 1

It). ILO;-2
\ /;',.. c> t? -

I it.ti

1

Ip.n z:r.:7

.4'."' 0

sc.-7'

46 E. p 4,
.1160...
.--.

Type 2

26 I I.

. •- 8

Ni!liblv

Type 3

I 17. X1.09, 9 V.

W19
P08
Env7
Env6
W30
W34

10. II. 04
18. VII. 05 - 12
-2.IV. 08 - 8
-2.IV. 08 - 8
29. VIII. 05 - 12
7. II. 18 - 2

W20
Env6
Env6
W23
Env18

26. II. 08. - 8
23. IX. 08. XII 17. IX. 08. - 5
12. III. 09. - 1
- 5. I. 12. - 8

W19
W26
PC
W26
W28

19. XI. 06. 8N
17. XI. 09. 9V
-3. VIII. 10. 6N
12. X. 10. 6N
31. V. 11. 8N

PictPC

14. VI. 11. - 8

19, XI.Oti, 8 N.

I

Type 4

dots
dots
dots
dots
dots
no dots

"7 .14.111.11.-8
Iti<

W28
W36
W32
W36
W38
W37

Types 5

Type 6

19. XI. 14-4
19.IV. 19-6
21. III. 21 19
10. X. 21 - 20
12. X. 21 22
-3. III. 22 12
18. VII. 22 10
W34
W34
W34
W34
W34

(4 15.111.1A-4

W33
W28
W32
W34
W34
W34
W34

Type 8

21.1/..20..23

W37
Env

15. IX. 23 12
25. II. 28- 2

4.05
4.03

4.03

4.05
4.01
4.05
13. XII. 17 - 3
- 7. II. 18. - 2
15. III. 19 - 4
-6. MI. 19. - 18
10. IV. 20. VIII

13. IX. 16. - 2
27. XI. 16. -4
25. I. 17. -6
- 6, VII. 17. - 8
- 1. XI. 17.- 7
15. III. 18. - 2
14. VI. 18. -6

W32

Type 7

4.03
4.02
4.05

21. V. 20. 23
30.X. 20. 15

W34
W34
BundPC

12. X. 18. - 4
-7. MI. 18. -4
16. X. 19. VIII
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THE CONSILIUM PHILATELIAE HELVETICAE
Hertsch of Zumstein & Cie,
<Adapted from information kindly supplied by Mr Max
Eric Lienhard>
Zurich and translated from the original German by
for Swiss Philately, was
The Consilium Philateliae Helveticae, the Council
n of the then President
formed on 24 April 1945 in Basel at the instigatio
Heinrich Ganz of
of the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies (USPS).
President. It was originally
Winterthur, who also became the Consilium's first
ts, primarily consisting
constituted as a fo rum for leading Swiss philatelis
the special purpose of enabling
of former Central Presidents of the USPS. It had
available their experience
those philatelists to maintain contact and to make
and proposals, to Swiss
without self-interest in the form of suggestions
to the Swiss PTT authorities.
philately in general, particularly the USPS, and
by interested parties.
It would also respond to requests for advice and help
raised to 12 in 1954 and to
Membership was originally limited to 10, but was
be unanimous as had any
14 in 1979. The acceptance of new members had to
changes to the rules.
by the USPS, cases of the
The early meetings discussed any business referred
topics. Special displays
collectors' protection section and general philatelic
Leeman's Hotel Posts,
were given to the Consilium including Doctor Hans
r's plate reconstructions
Joshua Buhler's 19th Century material, Ernst Mulle
Essay Collection. An
of the Rayon II issues and Fritz Moser's Proof and
expertising Committee was formed.
members, the first of these
In 1984, dealers were admitted to the Consilium as
the rules were made in 1986
being Zumstein's Max Hertsch. Further changes to
rship of the Consilium
stipulating an age limit of 80 for full active membe
making the acceptance of
(those over this age becoming Honorary Members) and
to a majority decision of
new members and changes to the rules now subject
nt any change to the rules.
all members. A single member could no longer preve
several deaths amongst its
The 1980 s were difficult for the Consilium with
Baumberger, that it survived
members and credit is due to the President, Hans
undamaged during this period.

er reforms. An expert
In 1991 it was felt that the Consilium needed furth
President, Hans Baumberger,
committee was set up under the chairmanship of the
den and Pierre Guinard.
and consisting of Paolo Vollmeier, Doctor Theo Dahin
statutes for the Consilium
The work of this committee led to proposals for new
t 1992. Following the
which were agreed at a general meeting on 20 Augus
Paolo Vollmeier, was
retirement of Hans Baumberger, the current President,
changes were made to the
unanimously elected at this meeting. Fundamental
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Constitution of the Consilium. The maximum number of active members was
raised to 40, not including Honorary Members. The prime purpose of the
Consilium was now to foster philately and its study and to obtain publicity
for philately. The Consilium was now a society with a working committee.
In the fulfilment of its purposes, it was co-operating closely with the USPS,
the Association of Swiss Philatelic Societies (VSPhV), the Swiss Stamp Dealers'
Society (SBHV), the Swiss Stamp Expertising Society (SBPV), the Fund for the
Promotion of Swiss Philately and the Swiss PTT as well as some scientific
institutions. All these organisations appointed a delegate to the Consilium.
While the Consilium offered the knowledge and wisdom of its members, it
strictly avoided interference in their affairs.

At the General.Assembly in Bern, on 27 March 1993, 14 new members were admitted
to the Consilium, including the first foreign member, Albert Fillinger from
Mulhouse, a Swiss philatelist closely associated with the "Regio Basiliensis",
also well known for his articles in the Swiss specialist journals. Seven new
working parties were formed to deal with such subjects as presentations to
philatelic events, public relations, philatelic literature, philately for young
people and international co-operation. The first tangible result was from the
Philatelic Literature Working Party which co-operated with the Zurich State
Archives and the PTT to copy the Post Treatise Records of the Postal Directorate
in Zurich for the period 1724 to 1849 on microfilm and have them published in
printed form. The Consilium donated its first trophy at the 25th Regiophil
Exhibition held in Bellinzona in May 1994.

The Consilium celebrated its Golden Jubilee in 1995. The list of nominations
of new members included our President, Mrs Alma Lee. She was duly elected as
an Honorary Member of the Consilium in Bern on 25 February 1995, the new
additions bringing the total membership to 32 plus 4 Honorary Members.
The Consilium played a significant part in the planning of the Basler Taube'95
National Exhibition commemorating the 150th anniversary of the famous Basel
Dove stamp and donated one of the awards. The Golden Book of Philately was
instituted at this event, to be signed by all Consilium members. Our
President signed the Golden Book on 23 June after making a presentation to
the Consilium on the subject of the Royal Philatelic Society, London.

The Helvetia Philatelic Society is very proud that its President has been
admitted to the prestigious Consilium, the first lady to be so honoured.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS - London on May 8th
Odds and Ends - Queries and Bits & Pieces
Contributions welcomed from all members!
The latest issue of FOCUS, with information
on the New Issues, is available from the PTT

pateadde
.6g61.
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Wednesday March 13th saw 14 members in the Victory
Services Club for a meeting entitled "Postal Stationery'
organised by two of the LONDON group, Fred Pickard
and Derrick Slate. Those attending were given a useful
set of guidelines issued by the HP Postal Stationery
Commission in 1988 as a starting point in defining just
what was and was not postal stationery. However for
the evening's displays this definition was to be
expanded and the headings within the 1984 Zumstein
'ganzsachen schweiz' catalogue were to used.
Starting with those produced for Geneva in 1846 and
the use of cutouts from these, Fred showed the
development of envelopes until their withdrawal from
sale in 1887. He told us about the eight different
possible positions of the dove emblem used in the
watermark and surprised us by saying that the postal
validity of the envelopes remained until 1924.
The 1914 National Exhibition envelopes, available for
5ct over face value were shown and the theme
continued with examples of the illustrated folded cards
issued in 1938 for the National Exhibition in Ztirich.
Also displayed were the rather unpopular Aerograms
first issued in 1962 but whose use had died out within
10 to 12 years. Airmail envelopes are still available with
examples from various hotels being shown. Together
with appropriate FRAMA labels these made an
attractive and interesting display.
The development of the postal stationery postcard was
shown very well. Starting with the first issue of 1870
using the same design as the envelopes these proved to
be very popular because the postal rate was half that of
the envelope. Reply cards were introduced in 1874 as
part of the requirements of countries within the UPU
and examples of the different types were shown - those
where you could not tell the difference between the
outward and inward halves, those where the printing
was on the same side of the combined card and those
where the outward and inward halves were printed on
different sides of the unseparated card. Fred advised
us to look out for different sized cards - some are 2 mm
larger - but also to be aware that for appearance sake
many cards on offer were trimmed with a sharp knife
and rule. With cards issued for the UPU celebrations of
1900, the 1914 National exhibition and from 1875 cards

produced by the PTT with names and addresses of
commercial firms along the top, there were many cards
to look out for before those issued showing Swiss
views. Some cards such as the deckle edged card
produced as a run of 2000 in 1909 on hand made paper
was on display - something the notetaker had not seen
before but now would be on the lookout for! Are
readers aware that one of the cards with illustrations
shows a golf course and as a result is in demand from
thematic collectors? Those showing postbuses are
sought after especially those specially produced in 1937
for the travelling post bus introduced in that year.
Some cards produced in the 1940 s have a special
number alongside the illustration giving an indication
that it had been approved by the censors - examples
were there.
Not only were there early examples of postcards but
alsothose issued for commemorative purposes such as
exhibitions but added to this we saw official cards
issued by railways, semi-official cards with designs
superimposed on standard cards, and stamped to order
pieces. Examples of these produced for Gebruther Roth
are well known even if the range of values produced is
not really appreciated "they went balmy over these" said Fred.
But this is not the end to postal stationery and there
followed a magnificent display of internal and
international mandate envelopes from Derricks
collection. One used specimen with a 20ct Tell had a
replacement cancel of Valangin dated 23.IV.29 and an
additional numbered town label showing the postal
district 4. This particularly caught the eye. To follow
was a most fascinating collection of SUCHARD cards
many with additional postal labels some of which had
been cancelled contrary to postal regulations. Ending
with a sample of the earlier newspaper wrappers that
included a full unused sheet of the first issue of 1871
and a private wrapper from the Banque Steiner & Co
Lausanne we had seen a collection of postal stationery
rarely assembled in its completeness and diversity.
Claude Mistely in his vote of thanks expressed the
difficult in doing justice to such an outstanding display
JAC
from just two members.

EUROSTAMPS

Prop: Geoff Hubbard
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i. Rutherfoord

- that I made a silly mistake which has been kindly pointed out to me
.
by the Liechtenstein Study Circle, in that Liechtenstein is a : rincipality and not a Duchy as given in my article last month; I apolo7ise.
- that, according to L„arkus Seitz, the four regions, if not quite the
f
p
four language areas, are each aired with one of the our seasons in
the set of four new ATE sttimps coming out on 14th ',.Jay 1996. They are
as follows: Spring, 4116 letzerlen (Jura); Summer, 7550 Scuol (Engadin);
Autumn, 6596 Gordola (Lago Ylaggiore); Winter, 3863 Gadmen (Susten).
All manner of FDC can be ordered from him at Postfach, 011-6002 Luzern.
- that these multicoloured stamps are printed by Courvoisier and introduce a new aspect of collecting Swiss stamps. Denmark and Liechtenstein
preceded Switzerland with new Frama vending machines. For the first
day 32 machines of this new type will be in service, the older 2500
will be modified as time goes on.
- that on the 7th March I attended the launch in Bern of the new Sport
stamp, 10 years after the first, and most successful, issue. Surcharged stamps, like PP and PJ, are becoming less and less popular.
We will see what happens to this one. There is also a booklet with a
strip of ten, taken from sheets, for 0il2 10-.
- that 'Portomanie', by an anonymous exhibitor, is the title of the
new exhibit in the PTT Museum in Bern from the 19th Larch to 23rd June.
In 1678 the PTT introduced tax stamps to persuade the public that it
was socially OK to put stamps on their letters, because too many thought
it was an insult to the recipient, "could he afford it?". This series
ran until 1910, in 35 editions, and they are all shown. I am looking
forward to it.
- that later this year the PTT will issue self-adhesive stamps in
booklet form, for A post I believe. This is something they have long
tried to avoid, and it will be interesting to see how the public take
it up. Again something new.
- that the auction on 12/13th,April in Zürich by Schwarzenbach, with
75% of the lots for Swiss material, will be interesting. In particular
an important collection of material partly from the Winkler treasures
is attracting attention.
- that in the Rölli auction of 8-10th February much extraordinary
material was offered. A pair of Rayon II on cover with a ship's cancel
the oval 'Dampfschiffahrt Zürich & Walensee' (dated 22.11.53), was
offered at CHF 800-, but went for CEP 11 500-.
- that according to the February issue of the 3BZ, in 1995 Courvoisier
delivered 363 stamps to a total of 29 countries, including no less
than 23 to Bosnia-Herzogovina.
- that last year the PTT started a new method of coding large envelopes, C4 and B4, i.e., the French system as part of the flatsorters
from the Cegelec firm. This was in Luzern from September and in Aarau
from December 1995. A long line of '4 'state' bars are sprayed along
the lower right-hand edge of the cover. This contains postcode, the
delivery round and other information as for letters with their redorange coding. I have not yet been able to work it all out, but this
coding is in black, something quite new. hatch out for it.
- that I am looking for information on the green registered labels,
for letters, parcels and COD. Does anyone have any dated covers,
especially from the 1920s and 1930s?
ogi See the illustrations on the facing page for examples of the green labels.
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The major part of the NORTHERN GROUP'S meeting on Saturday. 2nd March was
devoted to the Chairman's Display. I seem to remember the time when this display was
y
presented much earlier in the season but for some reason, in recent ears. it appears to
have crept almost to the very last meeting on the programme! I wonder why?
Nevertheless it was well worth waiting for. Mr. P. Vaughan gave a fascinating account of
the development of the Swiss railwa y system between the late 1850 s and the 1880 s and
with this growth, the establishment of the T.P.O. on virtually every railway route that

appeared. The attractively arranged and well written material displayed amply illustrated
this development, taking members through the various stages of the T.P.O. cancellations
and the difficulties encountered by the collector when attempting to identify routes from
the late 19th century onwards on what eventually became the SBB lines. As Mr. Vaughan
pointed out, there is no single definitive reference book to assist anyone researching these
mobile post-offices. In the course of the display an interesting point was raised with
regard to the straight-line cancellations often found alongside T.P.O. cancellations. Were
such marks applied at the point of departure by station staff or in the T.P.O. van itself by
postal workers following the train's departure from a particular station? Nobody attending
the meeting felt sufficiently knowledgeable to pronounce on this one way or the other.
Perhaps other members would care to comment? All were agreed, however, that there is
still much room for further research into this particular aspect of our hobby.
I said earlier that the major part of the meeting was devoted to the Chairman's
Display but prior to that members listened with interest to what Mr. I. Gilchrist had to
say about his visit to the American Philatelic Exhibition "ARIPEX-96" which was held at
Phoenix, Arizona from the 4th to 7th January. On the first day members of the American
Helvetia P.S. took the opportunity of meeting together, joined by a few from Europe
including Ian and Roland Kohl of the Swiss Aerophilatelic Society. It was most
enlightening to listen to an account of a major American Philatelic Exhibition and its
organisation comparing it with a similar exhibition in Europe. It is probably true to say
that philatelic organisations on both sides of the Atlantic still have something to learn from
D.C.
each other.

DID YOU KNOW — that, apparently as a result of the 1994 UPU meeting
in Seoul, the new A & B post labels are to have English and French
texts (see below). The three 'Par Avion' labels are dropped, the new
ones have the same numbers, except for the middle size. The new small
label is slightly bigger, but also supplied in strips of twenty. The
big ones are in strips of five. Note that the 'Economy' label, for
parcels only, is green. All the others are dark blue as before. M R
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On the 14th May 1996 a set of four 'New Style' Frama stamps, 90c,
will be delivered to all standing order customers of the Philatelic
Bureau in Bern as part of the new issues of that date. Framas have
arrived! These multicoloured stamps have been printed by Courvoisier
of La Chaux-de-Fonds, on white, fluorescent, mat-gummed paper, size
40 x 29mm. Each of the consecutively-printed stamps represents a
seasonal aspect of a tourist region of Switzerland, and they look
like stamps.
The value desired is printed in black, in 10c steps up to 0HF99.90,
as selected on the vending machine. On the first day 32 machines
have been installed at HP0s, and the other 2500 will be converted
in time. On the left is a silver bar which guides the printing and
the precise cut-off of each stamp from the pre-printed roll of about
1000 stamps. Exact cut-off is vital to the success of the 'New Style'
Framas. On the right is a ladder-like shape. This indicates to the
electronic value reader which is the right way up, so that correct A
from B segregation can be carried out.
FURTHER INFORMATION on the Red Cross Airmail letter to London in
the March issue of the Newsletter. Charles LaBlonde has supplied the
following explanation of the other 'marks' on this interesting cover.
is an internal Red Cross mark, To the right
In the middle 'Sec •
of this the '800' is the German censor's serial number, and the marks
at the bottom right are the censor's initials. To the bottom centre
are further notations of the censor, his number, day 74 i.e., 14th
March, the number of pages in the letter (an 'F' would denote that
photographs were enclosed).
Now we need someone to tell us what the A? in circle means. Ed.
HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 50th

year No. 5 PP 33-4

0

London May 1996 ISSN 0951-0001
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NEWS & NOTES - Gene Kelly, our erudite revenue philatelist, reports the
'best news this month is about the First Swiss Tax Stamp Exhibit in a
traditional Swiss postage stamp exhibit. One frame, 16 pages, of the tax
stamps of the Kanton Zurich and tax stamps and documents from a few
towns along the shores of the Lake of Zarich.' His monthly Newsletter
gives a few excerpts from the exhibit.
Does anyone have any correspondence addressed to: Alfred Berdoz, GPO,
LUCERNE in 1902 or thereabouts. A member has a letter from Fiji to this
person, dated 17.1.02, and redirected to Moudon on 7.3.02. From the appearance of the cover it seems it was possibly philatelic. Herr Berdoz
had no doubt sent it to Fiji for return to himself.
For members wishing to buy their new issues direct from the PTT in Bern
we understand that they will accept cheques in Sterling and 'credit the
value of the cheque to your account in Swiss francs'. No credit cards yet.
Our member John Wilson no longer has space to store back numbers of Tell
and the SBZ. Any member interested in this valuable reference material
and prepared to pay the Parcel Force postage is welcome to them. They
comprise: Tell, 9 complete years from 1985 to 1993, most in binders,
weight 6kg app. postage about £5:25; SBZ 6 complete years from 1988 to
1992, in binders, weight 10kg app. postage £8.40. Contact John direct
at:Harbottle Castle, Harbottle, Morpeth, Northumberland NE65 7DH.
Peter Rickenback of 14 Rosslyn Hill, London NW3 1PF is attempting to
import three books on -Swiss philately which should be of interest to
members wishing to extend their specialised studies. They are: 100
years of the postmarks of Biel/Bienne; A study of the philately and
postal history of the Ticino and Lake Maggiore; The blue Icarus 65c
airmail stamp. Further information direct from the address above.

vAtImmammoo

Bob Johnson notes that a new sideline in postmark collecting
has been revealed in the SVPS 10/94 which showed this mark
alongside the cancel of the Lausanne EXPO special date
stamp. Can members say how many there are?

The Board of Directors of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society has
elected Richard T Hall, the Society's secretary since 1982, to Honorary
Life Membership. He is the 12th life member selected by the board for
service to the Society or contributions to Swiss philately in the US.

Prop: Geoff Hubbard

EUROSTAMPS

Tel: 071-794 8078

P.O. BOX 940

P1S

LONDON

VlSA •

NW6 2JP

Meet me at the following Fairs:- 12 May. WOKINGHAM, 19 May. LETCHWORTH
1 Jun. St.ALBANS, 2 Jun. BROMSGROVE, 8 Jun. BOURNEMOUTH (P.S. Event),

15 Jun. SWINPEX, 22 Jun. THATCHAM, 23 Jun. LETCHWORTH, 30 Jun. HATFIELD
6 Jul. TOLWORTH and 13 Jul. CHINGFORD.
Please keep your Wantlists coming - WANTED, BUNDESFEIER CARDS. URGENTLY.
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Ken Reeves of Swansea was given this item. His
limited knowledge of German tells him that it
is some form of Christmas greeting from
General Guisan. He asks 'was this a regular
occurence? - the stamp is brown, were there
other colours? - il l s any other member seen
this? More information welcomed please.
e ties?
Orgr
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"The Stamp Fair & Auction Diary" is published six times
a year and can be mailed to your address for as little
as £3-70p a year including postage.
Please make cheques, postal orders or cash payable to:S. Reeves,
PO. Box 109, Enfield, Middlesex, EN3 5QF
TELEPHONE 0181 292 5361
The diary can also be obtained from the
following regular and yearly advertisers:-

FAIR ORGANISERS
ANNE SCOTT POSTCARD FAIRS
BARNET STAMP FAIRS
BIG STAMP
BIL & Co
BIPEX PICTURE POSTCARD SHOW
BOURNEMOUTH COLLECTORS FAIRS
CAMBRIDGE STAMP FAIR
CHARING CROSS MARKETS
CHRISTINE BORWICK FAIRS
CINDIPEX NORTH
CITY CENTRE STAMP FAIRS
COLIN SOUTH
DAVE CHURCH
F & T FAIRS
G & M FAIRS
IRISH INTERNATIONAL FAIR
J.V.R. FAIRS
M. D. S STAMP FAIRS
MERSEYSIDE STAMP DEALERS
NATIONWIDE COLLECTORS FAIRS
NORTH WEST CARD FAIRS
PHILONDON
RAY HOW
S. P. C. FAIRS
STAMP '96
STRAND STAMP FAIR
THE SCOTTISH 1996 COLLECTORS SHOW
THEMATICA 96
WELLINGTON STAMP FAIRS
YORK INTERNATIONAL POSTCARD FAIR
YORK STAMP FAIR

DEALERS
A. TONY FIELD
AVION STAMPS
B & B STAMPS
DAVE CHURCH
DAVE COOK
DAVID MASSIAH
DOUG WARREN
EUROSTAMPS
GRAHAM O'HARA
GRAHAME MANN
HYAMS STAMPS
LEN MASON
MIKE SHORTEN
NEWTON PHILATELICS
ROBERT POWELL
ROBSTINE STAMPS
T. A. BARNETT
TEAR & PIPE (Magpie)
SHELDON KOSKY
WELWYN STAMPS
WILLIAMS AND WOOD

THE COLLECTORS GUIDE

TO FAIRS AND AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS
BRIAN REEVE AUCTIONS
CAVENDISH AUCTIONS
CHARMINSTER AUCTIONS
CORBITTS AUCTIONS
J & M HALLS
JOHN AULD
P & it POSTAL AUCTIONS
PHOENIX INTERNATIONAL
PROVINCIAL PHILATELICS
RICKMANSWORTH PHILATELIC AUCTION
ROMFORD STAMP AUCTIONS
THAMES STAMP AUCTIONS
UNITED PHILATELICS
SHOPS
COFION
ENFIELD STAMP SHOP
KOLLECTABLES
LARKSWOOD STAMPS
LEO BARESCH LTD
SOCIETIES
CAMBERLEY PHILATELIC SOCIETY
CHESHUNT & DISTRICT STAMP CLUB
EAST MIDLANDS CONVENTION
ENFIELD POSTCARD CLUB
GOODMAYS PHILATELIC SOCIETY
HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
HERTFORDSHIRE POSTCARD CLUB
LEEDS PHILATELIC SOCIETY
NORTH BEETS STAMP CLUB
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SWISS MACHINE CANCELLATIONS in the 1920 s -

some notes

by

J AC

The first machine canceller was put into use on 11th September 1911 in the Bern 1 letter despatch office. It
was supplied by the 'International Postal Supply Co. of New York' It provided for a cancellation in two
parts - a circular date stamp and a flag in the form of a slogan or design and was similar to those in use in
New York at that time. Somewhere about the same date, certainly in the same month, the Bern 1 letter
distribution and letter delivery services were using the machine but with just the date stamp. This practice
1).
was followed by other offices. Such cancellations are found as receiving marks on the reverse of mail (figand
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In 1912 a Norwegian made
two flags was installed in the Basel 2 office on a test basis. It lasted until October 1921 before it was
withdrawn (fig 2).
At the beginning of 1920 seventeen postal offices were using machine cancellers and by the end of 1929
the number had increased to twenty nine. Machines were introduced into offices where the mail flow was
more than 10 000 items per day.
An examination of machine cancellations will show that the circular date stamp can be either on the left or
the right of the flag. Prior to 1939 this date stamp was always to the left. The first time the date was placed
to the right occurred for the 1939 National Exhibition in Zurich where it was used in the PTT Pavilion post
the
office. The period 1940-1943 saw a transition of the placing of the date stamp from the left of the flag tovery
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right and by 1944 all had been transferred. So this
clear date but an indistinct flag over the stamps.
There is a variety of flags to look out for.
Some consist of a number of straight or wavy lines sometimes including the Swiss cross or PP. These are
referred to as 'mute' slogans - stumme flaggen/fiches muettes (fig 3).
There are neutral slogans - neutrale flaggen/fiches nuetres - where the words are not in any of the Swiss
national languages but in Latin or Esperanto. The slogan Pro Infirmis is an example. These neutral slogans
can be used in any part of Switzerland because they are not associated with any linguistic region (fig 4).
Some slogans involve just one language - einsprachige flaggen/fiche en une langue and so have their use
restricted to a particular linguistic region (fig 5).
Slogans in multiple languages - mehrsprachige flaggen/fiche en plusieurs langues - can be used in more than just
one linguistic region (fig 6).
The slogan part of the cancellation need not be restricted to the use of one particular office but can be
be used
circulated among a number. These travelling slogans are often of a general nature and as a result can periods
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of a year. Occasional slogans are used for a limited time and advertise such events as exhibitions or
anniversaries (fig 7). In addition each post office was supplied with two permanent flags; PP for bulk
mailings and one for emergencies. It was also the case that most offices had a local publicity flag and a
seasonal flag.
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Slogan cancellations need some sort of classification and over a period of time the following groups and sub
groups have become the accepted organisation for cataloguing.
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Group 0- no publicity text or picture
circular date stamps with no slogan
0.1
wavy or straight lines with/without the Swiss cross
0.2
slogans with PP
0.3
postal cheque offices without slogans
0.4
Group 1 - slogans for services and operations of the PIT (first cancellation in 1919)
Group 2 - slogans concerned with other general campaigns
charity fund raising (first cancellation in 1924)
2.1
public interest organisations or campaigns (first cancellation in 1919)
2.2
Group 3- town or locality publicity slogans (first introduced in 1940 for Baden bei Zurich)
Group 4 - slogans for events limited in duration
exhibitions, fairs, museums (first cancellation in 1912)
4.1
anniversaries (first cancellation in 1913)
4.2
conferences, congresses (first cancellation in 1922)
4.3
musical, song, theatrical events (first cancellation in 1922)
4.4
sporting events (first cancellation in 1922)
4.5
slogans concerned with anything else (first cancellation in 1931)
4.6

Chronological List of FIT Offices using machine cancellers
together with first date of use.
1913
Lausanne 11

1911
Bern 1
1912

11. 9.11

Basel 2
Basel 1
Zurich 1
St.Gallen 1
Luzern 1
Zurich 3
Geneve 1
Neuchatel 1
Lausanne 1

26. 6.12
-. 8.12
-. 8.12
9.10.12
11.10.12
31.10.12
28.11.12
13.12.12
-. -.12

Geneve 11
La Chaux-de-Fonds

1915
Winterthur 1
Zurich 2
Zurich 6
Lugano 1

1922
16.10.13
-. -.13
-. -.13
-. 8.15
2.10.15
-.10.15
25.10.15

1920
20.1220

Bern 7

1921
Aarau 1
Biel/Bienne 3

17. 8.21
-.10.21

6.1222

Schaffhausen 1

1924
Fribourg 1
Chur 1
Solothurn 1
1925
Olten 1
1926
Bellinzona 1
Vevey 1
1927
Luzern 2
Zoffingen

7.11.24
15.12.24
-.12.24

„:15
17. 2.26
-.12.26
28.327
-.12.27
circular date

During any particular year it is likely that the office cancelling machine could use a variety of both
available for use

stamps and flags. For instance during 1923 the Geneve 1 office used eight slogans. Three were
throughout the year and the other five were used for limited periods. Some research needs to be done to see if the
first three slogans were in use during the limited periods reserved for the others. Certainly it would seem that
4.1.16 and 4.4.2 were in use at the same time, according to the catalogue.
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LONDON GROUP meeting of 10th April 1996. Our Chairman, Claude Mistely,
opened the meeting with the sad news of the death of one of our members
Ivan Tillen. He had been a member for about 40 years and, although he
lived in Birmingham, he often travelled to meetings in London and visited
Switzerland regularly. It is hoped that a tribute will be penned for
inclusion in a forthcoming Newsletter.
The evening's meeting was devoted to the annual Cup Competition and
Moore Trophy. The cup was won by John Mitchell with his display of
Strubels; covers and shades, as well as different printings were all
represented. The runner up was John Akers with a fine display of WW I
Soldier stamps, as well as covers and paper varieties. Two other displays
were judged - Single stamp usage and The Dawh of the Swiss legend.
The Moore Trophy went to Alex Newall with an airmail selection of Swiss
mail carried on foreign services; the runner up was again John Akers with
his First and Special flights - there were no other entries.
Finally the evening concluded with a discussion on the possible items
for the Programme next season. One part will be a speaker to introduce
G W H
us all to Liechtenstein.
COMMENTS ARE INVITED from members following a discussion at the end of
the above meeting on two suggestions:
1. The AGM to be held at the end of our year as opposed to the beginning,
this will enable the programme editor to include any new Committee
members in order to have the programme up-to-date when despatched.
2. In order to raise much needed funds for the Society it was suggested
that a Philatelic Handbook be produced for our 50th anniversary. A 60page booklet, possibly A5 size, with five or six writers offering 1000 to
1500 words each. Contributers who would be happy to assist were asked to
contact the Chairman, Claude Mistely.
IN THE MARCH Newsletter we asked if any member could help with a copy of
the Postal Convention between Switzerland and Great Britain dated 31st
October 1868. No one has written to help Herr Buschaus - does anyone know
where a copy could be found? Also an answer to his other query, please.
"The Consilium Philateliae Helveticae, at its 3 February 1996 general meeting, established
the category of "corresponding membership" for philatelists outside of Switzerland who are
intensively engaged in Swiss philately. Long time HPS member Charles J. LaBlonde was
elected the first corresponding member and the first American member of the Consilium at
the general meeting."
The Northern Group held its A.G.M. on Saturday, 30th March, with Mr. P. Vaughan in
the chair and seven other members in attendance. Apologies for absence were received
from Messrs. D. Ripley and I. Gilchrist. In their respective reports both the chairman and
the secretary commented on the high standard of displays that had been enjoyed during the
season in spite of the decline in the number of members attending the meetings. This
latter aspect is something we are trying to address but in the end it does come down to
individual members within reasonable travelling distance of Leeds being willing to come
along to the meetings and share with others their interests in Swiss philately. We try to
dispense with formality and, to quote Michael Proctor in his vote of thanks to the officers,
"the Northern Group is a friendly group".
Making a change to his past role as secretary over many years, Mr. R.A.Hoyle was
installed as chairman for the 1996/7 season. Tributes were paid to Mr. J.A.Eastwood, a
founder member of the Helvetia Philatelic Society fifty years ago and who has been
treasurer for the Northern Group for many, many years. He has served the Society
loyally for half a century but is finding it increasingly difficult to get to the meetings and
has felt it necessary to relinquish the office of treasurer. It was agreed by the meeting
that the two offices of secretary and treasurer should be combined. We send greetings to
all those members who have found difficulty, for various reasons, in attending as often as
they would have wished and hopefully look forward to welcoming newcomers to our first
DC.
1 A4, C mrnhor
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Did you know?

M Rutherfoord

- that the PTT Giro system is being reorganized. Started in 1906 it
is now a major banking institute, with 25 clearing offices. These are
now being concentrated into six units, completely computerised. Bern,
Basel, Luzern and St. Gallen remain but at Bulle, in Canton Fribourg,
a new centre has been built to handle all French-speaking areas, and
in Netstal in Canton Glarus a centre to handle mainly all Zurich City
accounts. In the early 1970s a new building in Fribourg City was to
house all accounts, but the danger of terrorist activity stopped the
plans to have everything in one computer, not forgetting possible electronic failures. Two of the three slogans used in 1956 are shown below.
- that the annual OV (list of all POs) will be issued in early June,
for CHF 3,-; if you would like a copy send £3- in UK stamp booklets.
An alphabetical and a numerical list of all Swiss postcodes will be
included, free, if desired.
- that in the 134 years since 1862 (sitting Helvetia, perfs.) the basic
letter rate has risen only eight times, four times in the last 20 years.
- that Ed Walton can be assured that red meter marks are very collectable. Practically from the start they were allowed, and used, for a
number of reasons. In his catalogue of Swiss meter marks H Durst devotes 15 pages to them, and in the SVPS Bulletin a three-page supplement has been printed recently. A brief introduction is being prepared and, when Heiner Durst has checked it for me, it will be sent
to our Editor.
- that every time the rates change a great variety of solutions appear
how to make up the difference, for A and B mail. This time I have the
feeling that many more older stamps (mostly valid since 1963) are being
used. Not so many years ago 70c was a rare one to find in the mail, now
it is normal. So one gets 20 + 50, 30 + 40 and the usual 10 + 60, and
even more now for the new 90c rate. It seems likely that collectors
are using up their stocks which they once put away, and now find it is
more profitable to use them up on their daily correspondence, unless
they fax their E-mail into the Internet.
- that the only correction I can make to the table on page 21 in the
March Newsletter 'Philatelic Bureau Stickers' is that Max Wehrli has
shown me two covers used for sending PJ mint stamps to POs, dated
October 1931. That puts the use of 'Forerunner I' back from 1947 to
1931. That is quite a jump, who will be next?
- that on 1st April the parcel post rates were 'redimensioned', more
expensive for under 4 kg and less expensive for above 5 kg. That means
the family, i.e., philatelists, will pay more, and the firms less.
There the competition is greater with the private delivery firms, who
will not deliver to mountain villages at all However, all are now
insured up to CHF 300.- so that 'registration' is being dropped. If
a signature is desired this now costs CHF 1.- (registration was CHF 2.),
The old parcel label shown on page 94 of the December 1994 Newsletter,
for Menziken, is now being replaced by the self-adhesive, all black,
square-cornered label shown below.
3000 Bern 21
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M Rutherfoord

' RV' REGISTRATION

Following my article in the January 1996 Newsletter I have found a
reference in an internal PTT document of 1961 (with help from the
Library staff) which could indicate the start of the system. It is never
mentioned in tarifs available to the public. All users I have seen are
banks, big firms, official departments or, rarely, stamp dealers. Now a
yellow cover has turned up, sealed, with R label but without a 'V',
dated 20.V.58 (ZH 22 to ZH 3). Was this a forerunner of the 'RV' system?
Dr Ralph Soderberg looked through his extensive collection of 'R'
labels and similar items and could only find a few marked with a 'V',
confirming their rarity.
An explanation that I have heard is that the 'V' indicated to potential thieves within the PO that this sealed cover was listed like a
'Valeur' (Declared Value) letter and, therefore, the chance of discovery
was higher. Ordinary 'R' letters are not listed for the journey from
one place to another.
(continued from p 96, December 1995)
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Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Printing Machine:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Printing Dates on Sheets:
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

Mehrfarbiger Stichtiefdruck — Specimen 1966
Recess/Photogravure Combined ( multicolour recess )
SSR III
Ordinary
50 ( 5 horizontal rows x 10 vertical rows )
2 and 4 have been seen
4 X 66
Sheets seen have numbers
None

1966 RECESS/PHOTOGRAVURE — ORDINARY PAPER — CREAMISH GUM
Photogavure
Recess
250

Blue
TYPES 1 & 11
No. 250 Type 1:
No. 250 Type 11

Violet

Blue Mountain Peaks ( areas on mountains and dome on tower )
Deep Blue Mountain Peaks ( areas on mountains and dome on tower )

NOTE;
There are numerous intermediate printings
VARIETIES:
No. 250a Misplaced Violet ( violet going into bottom white border )
PROGRESS PROOFS
—Violet Colour only on Ordinary Paper
— Blue Screen and Violet Colour on Phosphor Coated Paper
— Blue Only on Ordinary Paper ( without blue screen and violet colour )
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50th year

THE SOCIETY'S GOLDEN JUBILEE COMMEMORATION DAY
A programme and booking form, printed on pink paper, for the
Society Day at the Regent Hotel, The Parade, Leamington Spa,
Warwickshire CV32 4AX on Saturday 28 September 1996, is enclosed
for members residing in Great Britain. The Regent Hotel is
attractively situated close to a good shopping centre and to
two pleasant parks, one of which has a botanical garden.
A plan showing the location of the hotel is printed on the ticket
you will receive in response to your making a booking.
Leamington Spa has direct rail links from Birmingham and London
and the hotel is only a few minutes walk from the station.
For those coming by road, the hotel has ample car parking.
Leamington Spa is centrally situated. The town is:-

miles from
14 miles from
86 miles from
95 miles from
130 miles from
1

Junctions 13 & 14 of the M40

Junction
Bristol
London
Leeds

6

of the M6

For members requiring an overnight stay, there are still some
rooms available in the Regent Hotel (as at 20 May) at a special
weekend bed and breakfast rate for members of £27 per person
per night. Early booking is recommended. State that you are a
member of the Helvetia Philatelic Society when making your
reservation. The telephone number of the Regent Hotel is:
01926 427231.
Any overseas member wishing to attend should write for a
programme and booking form to:
CeMistely, "Beech Dene", 15 Hollymeoak Road, Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 3QA.
Please note there will be about a fortnight's delay in acknowledging
bookings made in the latter part of June.
HELV PHIL SOC NEwSLI5Oth yearlNo. 6IPP 41-48ILondon June 19961I55N 0951-0001
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PIONEER FLIGHTS 1913 by Evert Poel. Reprinted, with permission, from
Jungfraupost, journal of the 'Studiegroep Zwitserland, Nederland', and
translated by R S Johnson. (Continued from February Newsletter, p 11.)
BERN-BURGDORF-BERN The double mail flight by Oskar Bider on 30th March.
the establishment
Introduction In connection with the mail flights for

of a Swiss air defence, organised over the whole country, which came
to be known as the pioneer flights of 1913, the capital of Bern was the
centre of attention on the 30th March.
There had not been many flying activities in Bern before 1913 and the
National Flugspende connected with the government was determined to
make something special of the event in the capital.
For this was organised two mail flights. An outward and a return
flight over the route Bern-Burgdorf (Burgdorf lies about 20 km north
pilot
east of the capital). It is true it was carried out by the same
and the same aircraft but through two different local organising committees and in completely different philatelic guises (special cards,
air stamps and airmail cancels). Accordingly on one day there were
two 'Air Days' !
The airmail flight Bern-Burgdorf will
go down in history as Flugtag Bern,
and that of Burgdorf-Bern as Flugtag
,
i
Burgdorf. With a single exception
1 .
there was no philatelic connection
BURGDORPBEfill
4
'"
laiimia
between the two flights. This was
,
- 11 , ,
-° 11111,
-; 7
a letter with the Bern airmail cancel
FLUGSPENDE
"
wile.ue wy 111.1.outu-Le unc
50 CTS
50 CTS
DI FLUGPOST=
,
cancelled. On arrival in Burgdorf it
was provided with the Burgdorf airmail
far known
vignette and then cancelled. This is the only postal item so
with the cancels of two different pioneer flights.V
I

t

/

•f ,
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BERN

I

FLUGTAG-BERN In the week
preceding the 30th March
there was a great collection organised for the
fledgling airforce. In
Bern the organisation
committee had a house-tohouse collection, and not
without success. More than
CHF 30 000 was given! It
was decided that each donor
of 5fr or more would have
confirmation of the donation by a special card
carried on the mail flight
Bern-Burgdorf. The flight
from Bern to Burgdorf
lasted 25 minutes and
passed off excellently,
watched by an enormous
crowd.
.
Philatelic specialities of 'Flugtag Bern' -The air vignette shows in
t.w.
'Jugend' style a Bleriot plane above a silhouette of the government
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building and the cathedral of Bern. Above all, the colour shades and
the perforation faults in the selvedge (among others a double perforation, which is scarce) are interesting for the specialist. The best
known is the colour variation 'blood red'. An item not often seen,
.
but which still exists in the imperforate proof impression. The Swiss
Luftposthandbuch illustrates two different colours, violet and blue.
I find this doubtful, the difference is too small. In my opinion the
Zumstein Specialised Catalogue is correct in only showing one colour.
The card from the organising committee acknowledging a donation and
the picture side showing the pilot, Oskar Bider.
.
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FLUGTAG-BURGDORY There was much leas publicity for the airmail
flight in Burgdorf than in Bern. There was not such an interest for
the return flight than in the capital. Thus the numbers issued of the
Burgdorf airmail vignette are considerably less than those of Bern.
The numbers issued were not made known but no more than 4000 to 4500
can have been printed. The whole organisation was on a much smaller
scale and the provisional post office on the airfield was a reconstructed covered wagon. The arrival in the afternoon was photographed
extensively but without any special events. It is quite clear to see
from the size of the mailbag (no more than 75kg) and the length of the
shadows that it is on the Bern airfield.
The official postcard and the arrival of the post in Bern (2765 items)
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Philatelic specialities 'Flugtag-Burgdorf --The air vignette is a
splendid design by the graphic artist F Schott and shows a clearly c=.
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s below each wing
recognisable Bleriot monoplane with the Swiss cros
. No varieties are
flying over the pointed towers and over Burgdorf
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s in the kind of paper
known in the desi n but there are many varietie
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ly something for the specialist.
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Red Cross Airmail letter, p 33 last month.
, who were responsible
L E Stiles asks if the 'A' stands for 'Abwehr'
tion to German Censorfor the censorship,and quotes from 'An Introduc
cachets were used as transit
ship 1939-1945' by Entwistles "these
ce without being
marks on mail which passed through the censor offi
cover from Lausanne to
opened". He goes on to say though that he has a
' used to tie the piece of
Surrey - 3.11.43 - with a similar mark 'A b
The 'b' indicating Berlin.
brown paper used to reseal the envelopes
d, is it not". Is it?
Les remarks "3verything is so nicely cut and drie

SALES PACKET
DON'T FORGET TO SORT OUT SOME MATERIAL
FOR YOUR SALES PACKET. THIS IS
URGENTLY NEEDED BEFORE THE END OF JUNE
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BEYOND THE CATALOGT3 - The auery by Ken Reeves about the card with
the stamp of General Guisan (Newsletter last 'month p 35) has brought
replies from Heinz Katcher, Eric Lienhard and Peter Vonviller. They
all refer to the Sulser catalogue which lists 'General Guisan Xmas
stamp 1944 showing the General in a greatcoat, designed by F Traffelet,
printed by Courvoisier, La Chaux-de-Fonds, brown only, three versions
of the inscription; German - Soldaten Weihnacht 1944, French - NoZ1
du Soldat 1944 and Italian - Natale del soldato 1944.
details
Our member in Bern Adriano Gervasi was able to fill in the
p
y
not mentioned in the catalogue! During WW II the Swiss arm was rotecting the frontiers and many soldiers were unable to be with their
families at Christmas. To help the soldiers have a happy Christmas
far from home, General Guisan started a collection of gifts and money
so that every soldier on duty over the festive season could have a
gift parcel.
All those who made a donation received a thanks card from the
General with the text in their mother tongue. The cards were franked
with the appropriate stamp and the cancellations were also in the
three different languages. The cards were enclosed in a window envelope and sent out with a PP cancel; few have survived complete.
Herr Gervasi gives us the following translation of the card he
received and remarks that as his card is numbered 111674 there must
have been many more donations received than this.
"Far from his loved ones some of our soldiers must pass Christmas
on military guard duty. With your generous donation you have made
easier the duty of guarding the independence of the country. I thank
you from my heart for that." Christmas 1944 General Guisan.
M Rutherfoord

SWISS METERS ANOTHER NEW NUMBERING SYSTEM

showed the growth
In the Newsletter for September 1991, p 69, a table
trating the
of the new 1986 machine numbers across Switzerland, demons
overwhelming increase in Zurich. Since then the position has got
worse, forcing the PTT to change the system again. Instead of juggling
things about they have gone for the least imaginative solution.
each KPD can
There will no longer be a centralised office, in future
do its own thing, only the manufacturing of the value and date dies,
which remain the property of the PTT, stays centralised.
and on their
Trials were started in Luzern on 15.1.96 for PK VII,
successful completion it was decided to introduce the new six-figure
VII, in the old
numbers generally from 1.3.96. The example, from PK
system would have been a five-figure number in the 60 000 group (up
it is apparently not
to 54 999). ith the new computerised system
possible to find out the last five-figure number which was used in
each of the PKs.
KPD
Geneve
Lausanne
II
III Bern
Neuchatel
IV
Basel
V
Aarau
VI
VII Luzern
VIII Zilrich
St. Gallen
IX
Chur
Bellinzona
XI

NUMBER RAINGE
100 000 - 149 999
150 000 - 199 999

- 249
- 299
- 349
- 399
- 449
- L199
- 549
550 000 - 599
600 000 - 649

200 000
250 000
300 000
350 000
400 000
450 000
500 000

999
999
999
999

A

ET!
r)

ty
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;
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999 Pr or rta
999
999
999
999
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REPORT OF THE 'ODDS & ENDS' MEETING - 8th May 1996. The fifteen members
who attended the last London meeting were treated to a miscellany of
snippets which many have suggested is the finest meeting in our calendar. Eight members brought material which started with some left-overs
from the letter 'J', as well as a follow-on from the 'Dawn of the Confederation' showing the Jubilee postcards for the 1914 centenary. Some
Swiss lottery stamps, about which not much is known, were shown on
bonds emanating from Austria and Holland.
A very interesting 5c Tell Boy stationery item was displayed which
when opened showed 101 different adverts from the Basel area; it was
printed Series A - does anybody know of others? .Information was offered
on Newsletter queries: the Geneva Distribution Mark was examined and
research is still continuing; the PP mark was suggested to be either
'Par Frontier' or 'Par Fran2ais' and, furthermore, this mark can be
found on mail from the colonies! Another recent Newsletter query, the
Postal stationery card (Zum. 92 type 1) was shown (p5, Jan.'96) and it
was suggested that this is a well-known forgery - but why? The vertical
line does not go to the top of the card, there are minor discrepancies
in the figure of value, no watermark and even the spacing of the dotted
lines do not match correctly!
Information on a WW II postcard was sought and given. A selection of
forgeries together with Stamp Exhibition covers was displayed, some
with exhibition vignettes and some with the special cancels. Finally
some Suchard and Tobler cards were shown and the 1914 Jubilee cards,
some with the original wrappers and one with a Feldpost cancel.
The vote of thanks was given by the Chairman and everyone agreed
G W H
the evening was well worth attending.

Prop: Geoff Hubbard

EUROSTAMPS
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M Rutherfoord

- that the Zumstein BBZ tas been running a series of articles by Otto
4icki on the history of Swiss postcards. This started in the December
1995 issue and is a most useful and interesting documentation. (The
relevant issues of the 33 are in the Society's Library. :]d.)
p
- that almost every week a PC somewhere is robbed, or an attem t is
made, seldom with injury, but on the 3rd of February this year a
temporary postmistress baid with her life. The PTT has now sent a
leaflet to 1 million households in eastern Switzerland offering a
reward of CHF 100 COO for information. The tiny PO in Mettlen TG had
little to offer in the way of cash, stamps, phone cards etc. The leaflet is in German, Turkish, Italian, English and Serbo-Croat. There is
little chance of success.
- that since a certain dealer offered FDCs of the new Express labels
(stampless) there has been a lot of discussion here about it. The FD,
1.11.95, was not announced in any way, so one had to have access to
confidential PO information, and to have studied it carefully. It is
unclear when the label alone makes stamps unnecessary, but not in the
Cantons, or PKDs, of Zurich and aen:eve. On the first •day many POs were
closed as it was a Catholic holiday.
- that the only private train line to stop using its TPO cancel this
year is Lugano-Ponte Tresa. I could not find out if mail is still
being carried, but it is likely. The last day of use is the Saturday
1st June 1996, when the timetables change over.
- that the MLB is a little-known private railway owned today by the
BLS. The Moutier-Lengnau Balm is mostly tunnel and has only one
station, namely Grenchen Nord. In fact 9 of its total length of 12 km
is in tunnel. The only station cancellations with MLB are shown below.
Grenchen PO is open on Sunday afternoon, for cancelling and sorting
only, there is no need for mail to be cancelled by station staff. On
p
the platform I found a still-functioning, hand-o erated dispenser of
the 10 and 50c 'figure' coil stamps. How could I resist! This must be
one of the last ones left as 1995 was supposed to be the last day.
- that on 14.5.96 eleven new stamps in four series were issued, each
series having its own FD cancel, so four on one day is a record I
think.(see below). All the stamps are above average in popular appeal.
It will be interesting to see how the two PP 70c stamps fare.
- that on the 30th March the PTT withdrew from general sale the two
address labels, self adhesive, with CHF 3 and 3.50 impressed stamps
on them. These had been issued on 1.7.94 with a minimum of publicity
p
(see the Newsletter for August 1994, 63) and were never mentioned in
the Philatelic Bureau sales lists; they are classed as postal stationery, not stamps. The paper is high gloss so an unsmeared cancel is
practically unknown, but they are convenient for general use.
- that Markus Seitz has calculated that the total running costs of
the 2300 or so PTT ATE vending machines is about CHF 200 000 a year.
This sounds a lot, but is negligible to keep them warm and ready for
instant use.
- that a most peculiar meter mark has been shown to me by Heiner Durst,
the specialist on meters. Other than that it is badly designed, ie,
the lettering is too small, what is the part frame for? The matter is
being investigated.
(cn The illustrations mentioned above are at the bottom of the previous page
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BERN CANCELLATIONS - April 1996 Newsletter, p 26 M Rutherfoord
This is a very interesting analysis of the many cancellers in use in
Bern Brief-Expedition during this period in which many changes were
introduced, Bern being the natural place for such trials, being at the
centre of the postal organisation.
by the
In 1903 the de Coppet flexible cancellers appeared, indicated
p
&
ril
so-called 'Fleurons' at the side (see the article in the A
issues of the Newsletter), Types 4 & 7.
August 1914 saw the change to a new style with a Swiss cross in the
upper segment and the postal region number in the lower segment, Types
5, 6 & 8. The Great War slowed down the modifications to existing cancellers, and the production of new ones. Cancellers with Fleurons were
no longer made. In April 1919 the 24-hour system was adopted by the
Swiss Railways and, therefore, by the PC as well. Previously Roman figures had been used for a.m. and Arabic for p.m. Before all cancellers
could have new hour reels fitted, or new ones could be made, the p.m.
reels could be used from 1 to 12 but also on to 19, which was OK for
most postal business, from 1 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sometimes a Roman evening
time slipped through.
Very often the modification with the cross and the exchange of the
hour reels was done at the same time. This is shown exactly by the original canceller Type 4 in the article (June 1911) and in its modified
form as Type 8. Types 6 & 7 are two other cancellers, as shown by the
length of 'Bern'. It took years for all these modifications to be carried out. Type 6 was made originally in October 1909, but Type 7 I
could not find. Most machine cancellations were applied during the evening rush hour. Morning handstamps are less common than afternoon ones.
Type 1 - this rigid canceller was made in November 1901 by Miler and
two more in October 1904, and another in September 1910. All cancellers
with hour reels indicate 'First Class POs'; until quite recently smaller
offices had no time reels. Bern was obviously 1st Class. This type with
date bridge was the standard 1st Class until Types 4 & 7 took over. See
the article mentioned above. For some unknown reason it was occasionally
manufactured in later years. The missing dots have worn off.
Type 2 - two of this rigid type, without cross, were made in November
1904 and one in June 1911. Type 3 was made in the German style. At first
thought to have been imported, but a number were made by Miler at this
time, also for Germany. I believe they were all of the 'hammer' type,
but the trial was apparently not successful. Type 5 shows a modified
de Coppet trial canceller (see above article). 4.02 & 4.01 could not
have been used in 1919 & 1922 as they were replaced by 4.03 in 1902.
It is most difficult to identify these old Razor Blade cancels, so the
table on p 35 of the 1993 article, by Pierre Guinand, is an essential
guide. The diversity shown in this list is remarkable, the number of
Razor Blades for instance, also the curious Type 3, seldom seen.
Elaine Wiltshire wrote a comprehensive artible on the 'Brief Expedition Postmarks of Bern' in the August and September 1972 issues of the
Newsletter, which is worth going through. The standard work on the cancellations of Bern is '75 Jahre Briefmarken-Tauschklub Bern' by Paul E
Heiniger, but he does not mention 20th century cancels.
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NEW SWISS RULES FOR SENDING LIVE ANIMALS THROUGH THE POST
M Rutherfoord
No you can't stick a stamp on an elephant and take him to the local
PO with an address label tied to a tusk, but new rules define what
you can do, and there are two new labels to collect.
At the beginning of March 1996 new rules were promulgated in the PTT
Bulletin. Summarised they say: no dogs, no cats, no COD, a correct
type of container must be used, the recipient must be informed of the
time of arrival after you have arranged the exact type of parcel
service to be used with the PO, and you accept that if delivery cannot
be made as expected then all ensuing costs of care are to be paid by
the sender.
The address side of the label, shown in figure 1, is to be signed by
the sender, and the number and type of animals stated. On the other
four sides of the container the label, figure 2, is to be attached.
The labels are black and red and are self-adhesive. Chicks I have seen
and I expect guinea pigs are a possibility. I will keep my eyes open
for more in future.
The cost is the ordinary parcel rate, with a maximum of 15kg (bees
20kg) (app. 20 000 bees, Ed.), so that solves the elephant problem.
There is a surcharge of CHF 5- for bulky or awkward parcels.
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Since the first issue in July 1933 there have been about 18 printings,
with a total of about 6.7m labels, in strips of five. Previous labels
have been green with the text in dark or light red, then pink paper
with blue or black text.
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NEW BOOKLETS FOR A & B MAIL

The new rates for inland letters (1.1.96) meant that new booklets for
70c and 80c stamps were required. The FD for the 70c 'Rabbit' was the
22nd November 1995, i.e., the pre-release date for all the new issues,
as this stamp was - picture wise - no different from the existing
stamp, figure 3. However, the brand new 90c stamp got the full FD
treatment on the 28.11.95, with the special FD cancel, figure 7, but
could be had from the 22nd!
As before with the 50c and 60c booklet stamps these have one cut
edge. Strips of 10 stamps are taken from sheets and the manufacture is
the same as described in previous articles in the Newsletter, October
1988 and Jan/Feb 1993.
Note that the previous 'A' mail 80c stamp was, for some inexplicable
reason, not cut from counter sheets, so is the same as those, with all
four sides perforated.
On page 3, 1993 I mentioned that the 60c booklets seemed to lie
'between' the 1st and 2nd (50c) versions I had mentioned earlier. This
is now confirmed with these two new booklets, so that it is time to
define the 3rd version; no column values, only vertical centring marks
on both stamp sheet and cover card, printing date and sheet number
shown, basically as shown on figure 4, page 2, 1993 and figure 6, page
3, 1993. Nothing is printed on the inside of the covers.
3rd version (60c, 70c & 90c)
Sheet 1
with five booklets per sheet
Type (identifying marks)

cr'= V.150d-111

V.I.S0d V7

1.3
2.3
3.3
4.3
5.3

A : 3.1.50d -V1

'
= 31.50d tf7
„

none
none
vertical marks
printing date
sheet number

d"1.= 1.S0d 31C1

Sheet 2
with four booklets per sheet
6.3 none
7.3 perhaps a trace of
vertical marks
8.3 perhaps a trace of
vertical marks and
the printing date
9.3 none

MnM

Jr.. 4.54C)C1,:lt(7

-

-

I
,

Figures 1 & 6 show the covers,
green with black, and orange
with black respectively.

r-%•T'4

Figures 2, 3, 4 & 5 show the
identifiable types per value.
Figure 7 is the 90c equivalent
of the 70c, figure 3, both
with PD cancel.
(The figures are shown at the top
of the next page.)
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THE SOCIETY'S GOLDEN JUBILEE COMMEMORATION DAY

STOP PRESS -Members

requiring an overnight stay at the Regent
Hotel should ring them now on 01 926 427231. There are very few rooms
left at the special rate quoted on the front page of the Newsletter
last month. Remember to state you are a member of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society and are attending the Special Day. (See also page 54 this month.)
Contrary to rumour your Hon. Editor does not have a supply
of printed club booklets available for members wishing to put
material in the Society Packet! It does give me the chance though
to repeat previous requests that members must enclose a stamp
if they are writing to Officers of the Society, or other
members, and expect a reply. It keeps down costs:
--- Bob Johnson's 'Locarno Transit' postmark query - the card has been
examined by Fred Pickard who comments that as well as no watermark,
the cancel has been printed on and the colour of the postcard is
different from that of the genuine. Bob hopes to visit the Netherlands
Postal Museum in September and will take the item with him for them
to examine it. The D.66 is also suspect as these marks were not used
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ITEMS SPECIALLY SELECTED:
SCARCE AND UNUSUAL.
MOSTLY IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND AND OF VISUAL IMPACT.
(PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER)
1750 Postal History superb letter from Lucerne to the Farm Manager of the Duke of Lunaby.
(1848) Geneva Dark Eagle (Cat.N0.7) 13th stamp in the sheet,cut out from the rare Reuterskiold
book,forged Geneva postmark. Practically indistinguishable from the genuinely issued stamp.
3. 1851 Rayon I 1711 Type 19 from Stone Cl/LO. Retouches in shield surround. Forged Framed
Cross to turn stamp into 171 (Cat.$110,000.00).
4. Strubel 22Ga very fine horizontal pair.
5. Strubel 23Gc fine, fully centered thimble strike ot EGLISAU, variety: year missing.
6. Strubel 24Gb very fine thimble strike of AFFOLTERN a/A.
7. Strubel 25Gc very fine, Aarau-Winterthur Ambulant postmark, rare on stamp!
8. 1892 Control Marks wide & narrow (A & B) on original unprinted paper. No serious collection
of Helvetias & Numerals should be without such a preface.
9. Ditto in sheet margin blocks of four.
10. Sitting Helvetia ) the scarce yellowish green No.40a on fine small cover, COLOMBIER thimble
postmark.
11. Sitting Helvetia No.38f in unmounted mint corner block of 30. Stunning!.
12. Sitting Helvetia No.37i, the rarest shade, virtually never seen! A lightly cancelled copy
Only
with minor corner perf. fault at lower right (Cat.$450.00).
13. Sitting Helvetia Granite Paper No. 44 mint block of four overprinted Ausser Kurs Type II.
14. Sitting Helvetia Granite Paper No.47 on neat c.o.d. cover from the Law Court President of
Hitzkirch (oval imprint).
15. Numeral No.57 white paper horizontal pair, rare, superb & eye catching.
16. Numeral No.58Ab rare mint multiple of 8 (4 stamps unmounted).
17. Numeral No.62B brilliant unmounted mint corner block of 8.
18. Numeral No.65Ba mint horizontal pair, prominent frame variety.
19. Numeral No.81 brilliant unmounted mint corner block of 10.
20. Numeral 65B on post card to Brussels. Double straight line Simplon-Hospiz (Wallis) strike.
Card shows Hospiz St. Bernhard dog.
21. Numeral No.83 on post card, Ambulant No.5 strike and straight line FRIBOURG on 1900 11th

1.
2.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Catholic Congress commemorative pictorial card.
Standing Helvetia very fine parcel card to Germany with 66A, two copies of 70A & Numeral 61A

$ 80.00
$ 50.00
$
$
$
$

75.00
40.00
40.00
50.00
80.00

$ 40.00
$ 175.00
$ 40.00
$ 95.00
$ 180.00
$ 35.00
$
$
$
$
$
$

375.00
625.00
200.00
140.00
25.00
125.00

$ 50.00
$ 40.00

120.00
also Vignette (German?) "Aus ZOrich" (from Zurich).
180.00
Standing Helvetia No.67 imperf black plate proof on cardboard.
65.00
Standing Helvetia two-colour Essay of an unadopted design for a 30c. stamp.
35.00
Standing Helvetia No.67Ba 9i perf. premium used horizontal pair, full perfs.
22.50
Four used "White Helvetias" (730,690,710 & 96A).
50.00
Standing Helvetia 98A four used copies with various retouches, part to full oval, fine group.
60.00
Standing Helvetia 98Ab unmounted mint corner block of four with register mark.
40.00
1900 UPU No.78B used, Field 10, retouched upper right corner.
90.00
1900 UPU No.78B used, Field 139, the rare retouched shield.
40.00
1924 UPU No.167Ay in superb first day cancelled block of four.
22.50
1924 UPU Nos.167/8, first day cancellation, superb.
65.00
postmark.
day
first
struck
centrally
pairs,
vertical
in
set
Nos.143/45
1919 Peace
37.50
1919 Peace No.145 used, the very elusive and under-valued "broken knee" variety.
65.00
Only
1914/28 High Values unused (no gum) fresh copies of Nos. 130,131 & 178 (Cat.$375.00).
75.00
1936 the scarce mint coil stamp 203AyRC with control number.
1940 scarce cover from Zurich with cachet detained in France during German occupation.
$ 50.00
Received in London April 17th, 1945.
1945 PAX stamp 50c. on censored cover to London from the International Football Association
$ 60.00
in Zurich to the late Sir Stanley Rous at the Lancaster Gate Football Association.
$ 260.00
1961 Evangelists, superb first day cover, rare now.
Liniger
With
spot.
thin
insignificant
copy,
dated
fully
used
1920 Airmail the rare No. 1 fine
$ 675.00
Certificate and signed by him. Bargain for this stamp'.
$ 90.00
1923 Airmail No.8 in complete unmounted mint sheet of 25. A gem for exhibition purposes.
$ 110.00
1933 Airmail No.8z on grilled paper Ditto as above.
$ 170.00
flight.
first
Mittelholzer
1924 the scarce Zurich-Teheran
$ 90.00
1926 first Africa Mittelholzer flight to Alexandria with Airs 3, 5 & 7.
1932 Geneva-Casablanca flight from Hilfikbn Castle (blue cachet), being under-franked a
Interesting: $ 50.00
circled T postage due strike was applied but the dues not collected in Morocco.
to find
impossible
Virtually
cover.
day
first
rare
extremely
on
No.38
Air
1944 (Sept.lst)
$ 60.00
and under-valued.
scarce
Both
Geneva/London.
flight
Trident
first
1964
&
Zurich/London
flight
Comet
first
1960
$ 50.00
& elusive.
Airmail No.2 on superb post card dated 8.VI11.1919, flown from the old abendorf (Zurich)
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airfield to Lausanne. Exceptional quality.
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1955 first flight Zurich-Damascus by Swissair. Rare.
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SE-TENANT Z3 fine used from Stamp Booklet.
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cover to Berlin. Very rare.
Z35d genuinely used on 1942 _ censored
SE-TENANT
_
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st-ItNANI Liba, etc. superb rare vertical strip of four including the elusive TR combination. $ 130.00
1912 Pro Juventute Forerunner I (German), slight thinning but fully centered and with perfectly
r-..+Ir=11w
Amirm" nne+mmrle 10 YTT 17
An nn
nrilv
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CLIENTS IN THE U.K.
To arrive at £ Sterling
Prices please cieduct

H.L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
P.O. BOX 242, LONDON N2

OYZ.

Inland Tel: 0181 348 0296 Fax: 0181 347 8397
Overseas Tel: 0044 181 348 0296 Fax: 0044 181 347 8397

30%
A

NEW V.A.T. Regulations incl.
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IVAN TILLEN
Members will have been sad to read in the May Newsletter of the death of Ivan
Tillen from Birmingham who had been a member since 1963. For a number of years
he travelled to the London meetings and I first met him at the Northern Group
meeting in February 1973 which, for that session only, were held in Halifax.
In the autumn of that year the group began holding its meetings in Leeds and
for some years Ivan became a regular visitor, always ready to join in the
discussions and bring items from his many collections for display. He gave
several full displays to the Northern Group and will be particularly remembered for his enthusiasm and the variety of material he produced, including
fiscals, labels, MPOs, TPOs and station cancellations.
He had visited Switzerland many times and must have travelled on almost every
railway, lake steamer and postal coach route. I well remember him describing
how on one occasion he had asked for / and received, an example of the handstamp
for every station on that particular route. How he managed to get the train to
wait long enough at every station I will never know- but that was typical of
R A Hoyle
Ivan.

Mrs. Vivienne Davis.
It is with regret that we have to report the death of Mrs. Davis, one of our long-standing
members who joined the Society in January, 1963. Following a visit to the Northern
Group in 1971, Vivienne eventually became a regular attender of these meetings and on
a number of occasions in subsequent years she occupied the chair. Always of a cheerful
disposition and ever prepared to give a display of her Swiss collection she had a
particular interest in Pro-Juventute and Soldier material but took pride also in thematic
displays which were always artistically presented. Her philatelic interests went beyond
Switzerland, being a member of the Yorkshire Postal History Society and the Netherlands
Study Group. Born and brought up in Hull, Vivienne had not been in the best of health
for some time. She was admitted to hospital after suffering a stroke and died on the
30th May, 1996, at the age of 75. She will be sorely missed at the meetings of the
D.C.
Northern Group who send their condolences to her relatives and friends.

GOLDEN JUBILEE COMMEMORATION DAY Saturday 28 September 1996
Please note that admission to this special event at the Regent
must be
Hotel, Leamington Spa will be by ticket ONLY which
l
News Letter.
s
month
last
with
enclosed
form
the
on
for
applied
Bookings must be made in advance. Ticket applications will be
acknowledged in the normal time as from early July.

SALES PACKET
PACKETS WILL BE POSTED EARLY AUGUST. IF YOU WILL BE AWAY
DURING AUGUST/SEPTEMBER. PLEASE LET ME KNOW
THANKS.
Prop: Geoff

Hubbard

EUROSTAMPS

Tel: 071-794 8078

P.O. BOX 940

P1S

LONDON
NW6 2JP

Meet me at the following Fairs:- 6 Jul., TOLWORTH, 13 Jul., CHINGFORD,
14 Jul., HERTFORD, 20 Jul., WIMBLEDON, 28 Jul., TONBRIDGE.
I AM STILL LOOKING FOR BUNDESFEIER CARDS AND WILL PAY AT LEAST HALF ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUE PRICE. SOMETHING DIFFERENT - DO ANY MEMBERS HAVE GERMAN POSTAL
HISTORY AND STATIONERY ETC., ETC. ??
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- that I cannot keep track of all the changes happening here in the
parcel service, as well as all the changes in other areas. Below 5kg
are the responsibility of the PTT, above 5kg can be handled by private
firms. Therefore the rates change as the PTT tries to defend itself
against pressure from the big, often international, firms who are, of
course, not the slightest bit interested in delivering a parcel to the
Val Calanca (Gr). Switzerland handles the largest number of parcels
per head of population in the world.
- that 'next day' delivery is promised, which has led to new parcel
labels and to new electronic gadgets at the counter. So we have a
number of test systems in use, which are not announced in advance,
except to some dealers . . But are parcels interesting to collectors?
- that at the beginning of June 1996 Bellinzona started up with an ILV
coding and sorting AEG installation, using the number 30 (of the new
MLOs Biel was 8 and Aarau 12). In Bellinzona new software is being
tried out which can read proportional typeface, and more handwriting,
at the rate of 15/sec so that these letters too can be coded and sorted
right to the postman's walk, without the help of a girl video operator.
- that these 20-odd ML0s, existing and planned, are now being put
directly under the control of the GD in Bern, and will no longer come
under the individual PKD (the old 11 regional directorates). This makes
co-ordination easier, to follow the electronic control from Bern. If
a street name, say, is changed anywhere, this information is sent from
Bern to all the coding machines in Switzerland at the touch of a button.
- that Zumstein has now published a booklet on the 'History of Swiss
Postcards' by Otto Wicki, based on the series of articles in the BBZ
which I mentioned on p 47 in the June Newsletter. It is in German, A5,
32 pages for CHF10-, direct from Zumstein plus p P.. Excellent.
- that the new-style ATM Framas were a great success on their FD,
14.5.96; it took the PTT more than 2 weeks to apply the FD cancel to
all the covers sent in. Generally all are pleased with the result, no
miscuts seen so far:
- that the new Pro Patria stamps were officially presented at a ceremony. in the old Pfäffers Baths which have been beautifully renovated
with the help of the PP Fund, see the 90+40 stamp. Also being.celebrated was 50 years of this fund. The PTT had a show of all PP stamps,
as well as the accepted and un-accepted artwork for the present issue.
- that Mettmenstetten has introduced a peculiar K-cancel with a text
in :English only. For how long will such a cancel be used? Until this
sport fashion disappears! (See below)
- that the splitting off of the Telecom part of the PTT from the Post
part of the PTT is nicely shown on the two new publicity slogans below.
- that many HPS members have fond memories of Spiez on the Lake of Thun,
so I am sure they will be interested in the new slogan No. 4.2.390 to
be used from the 1st July 1996 in 3700 Spiez.

PTT Museum Bern
.. 14'414!LOP-AWAR
AN),C51kitn

PTT Museurn,
Bern
Z___GAJJ/

I I ke

,„,wwftww,,mmN
SP1401
SCHWELZ SEINER 018e1MC, ITIMEIEEE
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS by Derrick Slate (continued from p 40, May 1996)

ELECTRICAL EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE

--;..

.• ,;-.

:

- .i . . . . : . .
... ........

-...........- ....

Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Printing Machine:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Printing Dates on Sheets
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

Mehrfarbiger Stichtiefdruck - Specimen 1 966
Recess/Photogravure Combined ( multicolour recess )
SSR III
Phosphor ( With Violet Fibres )
50 ( 5 horizontal rows x 10 vertical rows )
1 to 4 have been seen
See below
Sheets seen have numbers
None

Printing Dates on Sheet:
1967 RECESS/PHOTOGRAVURE - PHOSPHOR PAPER (WITH VIOLET FIBRES) - WHITE GUM

260
261
262

Recess

Photogavure

Light Blue
Blue (Numerous shades)
Grey - Blue

Red & Brown
Red & Brown (Shades)
Red & Brown (Shades)

9 V 67, 17 V 67
4 I 67, 24 VIII 67 & 25 I 68
18 VII 67

NOTE:
- There are numerous shades of the blue recess printing (I have selected the three basic colours)
- The red photogravure varies from very pale red to a very bright red
- Printing dates of 4 1 67 have very pale red engines
- Printing dates of 25 I 68 have very rich red engines

PROGRESS PROOFS:
A set of 5 Progress Proofs (including the actual print) were displayed at the P.T.T. Stand at
Stampex in about 1970. These sheets had been stuck onto thick board. After the Exhibition
these prints were soaked off the cardboard and from the sheet of 50 a maximum of 30 sets were
salvaged ( including one set in blocks of four ).
-

Blue only (recess)
Red only (photogravure)
Brown only (photogravure)
Red and Brown only (photogravure)
All colours (blue, red & brown)

BALLOON POST
IF SENDING BOOKLETS FOR THE EXCHANGE PACKET BY BALLOON POST, ENSURE
PLENTY OF TIME ........ THEY NEED TO ARRIVE BY CHRISTMAS
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
PrintaA 1-vcr WPM Rar)rnaronhinQ

Plninhator

UDC 656.835 (494)
ISSN 0951-0001

HELVETIA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY
NEWSLETTER
Founder Edward H Spiro

Hon. President: Mrs A Lee FRPS L, RDP, CPhH

Hon. Secretary: J A Cordingley, Ysguborwen , Bryn Crug, Tywyn, Gwynedd LL36 9PU Tel: 01654 710020
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GOLDEN JUBILEE - FIFTY YEARS OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
The Society was founded by Edward H Spiro (left)
and two or three other members of the Wimbledon
Philatelic Society, all of whom had an interest
in Swiss philately. They formed the Helvetia
lik
S tamp Club, a name which was soon changed to
4 .7
''- 7,k 4.
the present one. With the Second World War just
ended everyone was anxious to take up activities
;
which had been denied for so long. Some time in
1947 a Stamp Fair - probably the first held in
London - took place in the exhibition gallery of
a fashion store in Leicester Square where the
Swiss Centre now stands. At this fair a number
Edward H. Spiro,
of dealers were present, all ready to resume
Founder
business, including Mr H L Katcher of the Amateur Collector. Mr Spiro
had a large stand and was recruiting members. From the contacts made
that day events just snowballed. A meeting was held at the Bonnington
Hotel in October 1948 and the first properly-elected committee was
constituted. The second issue of the Newsletter appeared, and ran to
some 36 pages that year.
In January 1948 the Editor commented on the fact that the Swiss franc
was a hard currency and, although the official rate was 17.50fr to £1
the foreign dealers were bartering stamps at the rate of 9 or 10fr to £1.
(The rate this morning was 1.87fr. Ed.) The Exchange Packet Secretary
that year was appealing to all members to contribute to the packet otherwise they could not expect
/ n-;* 4611
to receive packets regularly (No change!)
Mr Spiro continued as Editor until January 1958
when Mr P W Stratton took on the job for just
over a year until ill health prevented him from
continuing. Mrs E J Rawnsley, who was already the
Secretary and Librarian, took over as temporary
Editor. At the AGM in November 1959 she was
elected Editor and served the Society in this,
and her other posts, until 1986 - a grand total
of 28 years as Editor. As only the fourth Editor
in the history of the Society it has fallen to
Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley
me to write this brief history.
•

14111

a

4

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 50th year No. 8

pp 57-64

London Aug 1996
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TAXE PERFE - POSTAGE PAID

The UPU decided more than 100 years ago that 'postage due' moneys
collected in the recipient's country for insufficiently paid letters
were not to be handed to the country from which the letter came. That
would be cheaper and the taxes would balance out on average. The Swiss
PTT, among others, realised that it was better if the missing money
could be collected before it left Switzerland. However, the letter
should not thereby be held up unduly.
However, I have a letter which I sent to Edinburgh in 1977 with insufficient postage. This was cancelled in Winterthur, the label added
but sent back to me in Bassersdorf for the additional postage to be paid.
I took the label off the letter and put on the extra stamps before I
handed it back to the PO in Bassersdorf who cancelled it and sent it
on its way to Edinburgh. Below is the reconstructed letter when I put
the label back after my friend returned it to me. Was this an exception?
Who has seen one? No additional fees were charged.

ar:Ef!,;1•71:311
an dux

Strasse

Ratiorieilere
Postzustellung
133132:41111MICLIkla

id '

zirt77..v,

r

Schweizerische Post / Postes suisses / Poste svizzere

Zurück an den Absender
A rendre a l'expediteur
Da restituire al mittente
Adr • ..................................................
Ind.:
........... J ......................derf`r/

M. RUTHERFOORD
Breite-Strasse 82

8303 BASSERSDORF
Switzerland

Es fehlen
II manque
Mancano

C5-

c.

PTT 236.16 IV 69 600 000 A8 0 80

At some time a rubber stamp must have been introduced. The earliest I
have found is shown in figure 11. Here a parcel was insufficiently
stamped and Basel 7 got the money back by sending a COD card to Riehen.
This is a standard 'Official' card, No. 4337 of V.25 when 1.2m were
printed. Basel HP0 in August 1927 printed on the back of 2500 copies a
Rp.', underlined, made
special addition. The red mark 'Nachnahme
its purpose clear, and the postman in Riehen had to collect 20c from
the sender of the parcel as COD. All without delay to the registered
parcel, and without additional tax to the sender. Perhaps this was done
for registered parcels only as the mistake had, in effect, been made by
the counter clerk who had accepted the parcel originally.
More recently the system is as follows (in England I believe that it
is called the 'Dutch' system) for foreign and inland letters. The office
which detects the missing postage marks the letter with one of the rubber
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stamps (figures 1 to 10) or similar and sends the letter on its way.
At the same time a double A6-sized postcard is sent to the sender
asking for stamps to the missing amount to be stuck in the box
provided on the return half of the card which is then returned to
the PO designated, at no cost. The oldest I have (figures 11 & 12)
is PTT No. 099 22 of which 0.5m were printed in 1965, K 180 means
'
2
'Karton 180g/m , the weight of the card used for the printing. The
half marked * is the return part. Apparently no check is kept of these
cards, so they trust the sender to pay up. Recently I had one for 10c,
which I paid on a photocopy as I prefer to keep such items of postal
history. Most of the examples I have were for letters to foreign
countries, but a number are for inland letters. So for foreign mail
the missing amount is kept in the country, if people pay up, and for
inland letters the postman is relieved of the task of collecting the
postage due (including 50c fine) from the recipient. Of course all
such systems depend on the sender putting his address on each letter,
and this is usually the case in Switzerland.
The whole area has not, to my mind, been investigated at all. A lot
of the evidence, particularly the early letters, is still somewhere
outside Switzerland. That is where you come in Members are asked to
send photocopies of anything they may have which could throw some
light on these items to the Hon. Editor.
Figures 1 to 10 show examples of rubber stamps, in black, except
for figure 3 which is in red using a Hasler meter.

'Time.

1

Airmail to Melbourne 7.V.47
Affranchissement manquant
réciame par Geneve 1.

2

Used in Geneva 3.10.65

s

z;:iprc , -! 1 aVEFVERS4

030 I PRI

3

ay
Happy 50th Birthd
all the past and

and a big "Thank You" to
present Officers of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society, as well as all the newsletter editors
and contributors, without whose tireless efforts and enthusiasm our excellent Society
and Newsletter could not have gone from
strength to strength for so long.

Airmail to USA 11.5.76

CH-8400 Winterthur

4

Taxe

peeçue

C c.

Letter to UK 27.1.77

Affranchisternent menctuarit
5

'

r6c.larne

C•ic

pa:

Zurich 1 Exp.lett.

Letter to Edinburgh 14.3.81
The figures continue overleaf.
(page 61)

Wanted to buy
We are currently short of stock in the following areas and welcome your offers:
Miniature Sheets U/M,m,u.
Airmail Covers and F.used
K/Z/S lots & better items
Officials, Int. Offices m+u.
Only very fine quality required. Write or
send for inspection WITH PRICE, to:
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1939/45 MILITARY STAMPS
For more than 2 years we have had to disappoint our many clients
who collect this popular field with poor selections of singles, unable
as we were to refill approval booklets for lack of stocks, outbid
whenever we hoped to buy.
The situation was even worse for newcomers who wanted Starter
Collections of up to 500 different stamps.
Early this year I decided to increase prices for these collections so
that I would succeed in getting supplies. Even then it took months
to find someone willing to part with his stock!
Having at last something to offer again (and more than I had
planned!) I am reducing prices for a limited period until "equilibrium"
is reached on Collections by approx 20% as follows, VAT inclusive:
(list prices in brackets)

50 Different £21.00
100 Different £52.50
200 Different £155.00
250 Different £225.00
500 Different £500.00

(£26.25)
66.50)
(£ 192.50)
(£ 280.00)
(£ 630.00)

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO START A COLLECTION
OF THIS INTERESTING MATERIAL!
MORE GOOD NEWS for our many clients who already collect Soldier stamps and want
to fill gaps:
We have purchased a 4-volume Collection including covers exceeding
2500 different stamps which we have individually priced.
Requests to view will be treated in order of arrival.

H. L. KATCHER

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
P.O. Box 242 London N2 OYZ
Tele: 0181 348 0296 Fax: 0181 347 8397
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postes suisses
TAXE PERQUE
postage paid / Taxe bezahlt
CH-2540 Grenchen 1

6

postes suisses
TAXE PERCUE
postage paid/Taxe bezEihlt

7

CH-9000 11.61Han

Postcard to Zürich 12.10.86

Letter to Glarus in

hiehlrssgd

Letter to Ebnat—Kappel in '86

Poste suisse
Taxe pergue
CH-4125 Riehen

8
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Versand
Fehtende Taxe nachbezogtn
cts.
Taxe perdue
Polta.ge paid
CM-4500 Sotath .urn 1

9

'94

L—_.

Letter to Winterthur 1.10.95

I
Dercue
1 Taxe
T

lo

Letter from Räterschen to

cts.

Winterthur 1.11.95. New style?
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Philately
Special Issue: "Guinness Record"
On 22 June 1996 a quite exceptional event took place in Berne's Wankdorf Stadium as part of Switzerland's national gymnastics festival
'Berne 96': a new ' postage stamp world record • was set.
On the initiative of the Postal Service, one of the main sponsors of the 1996 National Gymnastics Festival, 11,000 male and female
gymnasts from all over Switzerland wearing coloured T-shirts and caps arranged themselves in such a way as to portray the A-post
stamp (Switzerland's stamp for first-class delivery). This was an extremely impressive performance, when one considers the demanding
2
nature of the choreography for a performance which covered an area of nearly 2,600 m (about 28,000 sq.ft). This world record will
also be accepted for entry in the Guinness Book of Records as the 'world's largest living postage stamp - represented by human beings'.
To acknowledge this unusual event in an appropriate manner and to document it for posterity, an aerial photograph of the ' living postage
stamp' will be used as the subject for a special issue - bearing the caption 'Guinness Record 22.6.96 - to be included at short notice in the
•
1996 issue programme.

SWISS STAMP OPEN - Winterthur 29th August to 1st September
Nothing to do with tennis or golf (unless thematic) but an Open philatelic
exhibition. For the first time Swiss philatelists can have their entries
in an Open Class and be judged by a jury composed of laymen. Stamps, covers
and other philatelic items must make up at least 50% of the entry and the
rest can be photographs, maps, posters and every kind of item which helps
the better presentation of the display.
The philatelic section will be presented in 700 frames and be divided into
an Open class, a MOPHILA class will be judged by the visitors (free entry).
A thematic room will be reserved for displays on the protection of the environment and displays by lady collectors. The postal administrations of both
Switzerland and Liechtenstein will be there as well as 36 dealers.
The guest nation is the USA and the general theme in the Eulach Hall in
Winterthur will be the American way of life with a country band, choir
and a Cowboy Bar. Has a new era in philately commenced?
SE
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Prop: Geoff Hubbard
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Td: 071-7948078

P.O. BOX 940

P1S

LONDON

VISA

NW6 2JP
Meet me at the following Fairs:- 24 Aug., LYMINGTON, 25 Aug., BP-MSGRO..,F,
31 Aug., St. ALBANS, 1 Sept., HERTFORD.
BUNDESFEIER CARDS STILL WANTED (MINT & USED) AND MOPE GERMAN MATERIAL Ril-QUIRIF
- I AM NtIDW DriLff STOCKING SWIT2ERLAND AND GERMAN?
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- that once again the PTT has produced a special stamp within hours
of the event. A new, unannounced, 90c stamp was on sale on Thursday
27th June in all POs in Switzerland. It was issued to prove the acceptance by the Guiness Book of Records of the representation by
about 11 000 gymnasts at the 1996 National Gymnastics Festival in
Bern on Saturday 22nd June of the current 90c stamp. Each gymnast
wore an appropriately coloured T-shirt and cap. My sheet carried the
printing date 23rd June, a Sunday. Not bad. (See Press Release opposite.)
- that this new stamp is slightly larger, 28 x 33mm, than the original
(to suit the printing cylinder diameter) and is in four-colour offset,
red, yellow, blue and black. The original is 24 x 29mm, and is without
the black, also offset printed.
- that the PTT descriqion mentions that the area covered by the gymnasts was nearly 2600m , and they add in the English version 28 000so ft.
- that this new 90c stamp is the second to carry the indication 'Druck
DIE POST' lower left. Courvoisier have always carried their name on
the stamps they have printed, now the PTT are catching up. In the
stamp issues of 14th Iday the PP were by Courvoisier as usual, but the
two Europa stamps were by the PTT. (PostEurop seems to be the successor
to CPT.) However, only the '100 Years Olympic Games' 1.80 stamp
carried the text 'Druck DIE POST'. I expect this will now be the rule.
My copy was printed a week later than the two ladies stamps.
- that on the 28th August the PTT Board of Directors will decide on an
important step; should the 11 Regional Directorates be down-graded to
purely sales organisations (like UK Post Office Counters) and then have
product divisions, eg Letters, Parcels and International to run the
service more directly. This would involve a reduction by 2000 in a
total staff of 39 000 today. Strangely the Swiss voters are not being
consulted, nor on the splitting-off of the money-making Telecom from
the loss-making Posts.
- that a 30-year old tradition is being broken by the PTT. This year,
the first time since 1966, there will be only one special cancellation
for the 1st of August, namely 'Rütli', but without the other two towns
and their arms or something similar. Pity.
- that one of the finest philatelic periodicals, to me, is the 'American Philatelist' published by the American Philatelic Society. During
the first few months of 1996 they have discussed the type of safe
suitable for philatelists. Most important is that 'fireproof' types
should not be used as they contain materials which produce water when .
heated which ruins the contents. Several such tragedies are described.
- that at the beginning of July the Lausanne coding installation was
updated with newer models of AEG equipment, ILV, and also the latest
technologyfor recognising stamps, to determine if A or B mail was
being Paid for, and to indicate how each cover should be faced for
correct cancellation.
7.<0 V4-;>.\\
- that after my comment in the March DYK
bounds
their
about tail feathers breaking
it appears to becoming a popular theme.
1
The cancel from Vaduz for 2 Sept 1996 is
erg.;
another one but when looking at the one
,1,11N1 1996
\<-7L 1906
p
for the Olym ics it seems to be just a
breaking out of the FL border!
(The first DYK column was published in June 1972! Ed.)
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For those of you who have got this far this is the
perennial plea from the Editor for items for the Newsletter.
I am quite surprised how many members I speak to who do not
read (mark, learn and inwardly digest) the contents of the
Newsletter. It does help me to pick up plums from non-Swiss
N....dealers though and add them to my hoard. Before I fall off my
‘.........
perch though I must makes notes on the items as to why I got
them and they won't end up as a bulk lot in an auction!
Your queries have formed a continuing theme over the years and while
some have been answered there remain many which are a puzzle. From an
editor's point of view the articles about the missing cross on San
Salvatore church (z 215) and the hunt for Tiefenbach in Canton Bern
generated a lot of interest. The most important series of articles that
I have published were perhapsthe research into the Razorblade cancels.
Thanks to the keen eyes of two members of the Society at Stampex one
year the key was found to enable the story to be unravelled, and saved
for posterity, in Switzerland. You can always say that you saw it first
in the Newsletter.
Another quiet, but eagle-eyed member who has turned up exceptional
rarities over the years is Heinz Katcher. Remember the rayed 5c pcstage
due? Well for the 50th year of the Newsletter he has turned up another
unique item - this is an hotel stamp for the 'Hotel Bellevue au Lac,
St Moritz-Bad'. It is printed in dark brown on blue paper and comes from
the same printers as the Engadinerhof stamp (St Moritz).

n7!"...!Cte—

original size

Rare pieces such as this do turn up if you look for them. An important
tool to assist you is a library of books. Even if you only start with
the PTT list of post offices you are nearer to understanding the postmarks on the stamps, covers and cards. Then get hold of a gazetteer of
Switzerland and a copy of Baedeker or Cook's guide to Switzerland,
after that you could try telephoning me (the number is on the cover)
or you could write for help, with an SAE, I may know a man who knows!

SALES PACKET
PACKETS WILL BE POSTED EARLY AUGUST. IF YOU WILL BE AWAY
DURING AUGUST/SEPTEMBER. PLEASE LET ME KNOW
THANKS.
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"THE FLYING DUTCHMAN" - again? Ian Gilchrist has sent this strange
postal stationery card of the 1950s. At first glance it seems to be
genuine, but on closer inspection the paper is only0.16mmthick, half
that of other such cards, and it has no watermark. The stamp shows
two edelweiss and the 25c rate was correct at the time. The stamp
and card are printed in dull vermilion. The message and address
are not hand written but printed in blue/black; even the address is
a tongue-in-cheek t non-existent place. The 27mm cancel is printed in
grey through a screen and is similar to 4.861 in the Ganz list with
GENÈVE 3 RIVE 8.IX.50 9, 3 stars below, Swiss cross above and 1 in
the lower segment. 'Foto Aschwanden is down the middle - is he real?
The B&W view side shows FlUelen from the Axenstrasse. Across the
top is a black rubber handstamp of KIM, the Royal Dutch Airline.
How many more such fakes, forgeries, imitations or reproductions
are there? Why do they originate in Holland? Do the Dutch produce
such items of postal stationery of other countries? IS IT LEGAL?
Remember Bob Johnson's card from Locarno to Amsterdam in 1926:
•
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NEW 'EXPRESS' LABELS IN SWITZERLAND

M Rutherfoord

On the 1st of November 1995 at all main POs in Switzerland a new style
of label was put on trial, and will probably be introduced at all POs
in the near future. Clerks I have s p oken to find the new system more
time consuming at the counter. However, it should speed up the delivery of these letters, which has been the source of many complaints
recently.
A large sheet, about A4 size, contains seven complete labels only,
printed in deep red with white and black lettering or numbers, on
self-adhesive paper. See the illustration of a complete label in figure
1, below. A delivered envelope is shown in figure 2. Stamps could have
been used, or a meter mark. This is inland only at the moment and the
cost is at present CE? 8.90.
The label is in four parts, as follows: '1' is stuck in the counter
book to give a complete record; '2' is used on a receipt if required
by the customer; '3' & '4' are stuck on the cover together and then '3'
is removed when the letter is delivered and stuck in the delivery
record book, with the date and time of delivery. That leaves only '4'
for the recipient, which can be easily removed from its backing!
If registration is required as well then a cross is made in the
white box on '4', and nothing else. The cost would be an additional
CHF 5.-, plus the Express fee of CE? 8.- which makes a total of CHF 13.and includes the A mail minimum fee.
Apparently for 'PP' bulk sendings the label itself becomes the stamp
for postage, and this might be the future system, as is the case in
Germany today with Registered letters.
,,
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On the 2nd of June more changes to the parcel system were introduced.
Figure 1 shows the new label which replaces the old numbered label.
The new one is self-adhesive and carries the PLZ of the dispatching
office in a bar code. 'CSI' stands for 'Colis Signature', le, a
parcel which has to be signed for. This costs only CUP 1.-, and was
CUP 2.- before. There is at the moment no label for parcels which
do not require a signature.
All parcels, if registered or not, are insured for CUP 300.- now.
Some main POs already have the printer to produce their own labels
at the counter (see figure 4). This includes more information than
the labels produced for each PO (figure 1) such as date and time of
handing in. Note that no stamps were used, this is allowed, but not
everywhere I believe.
If handed in before lunch, more or less, at most POs, the parcel
will be delivered the next day, at no additional cost, if within the
towA or own delivery zone. The cost is CUP 2.- anywhere in Switzerland. At some special offices parcels can be handed in up to 5 p.m.
For parcels within the same town delivery is guaranteed if the
label shown in figure 2 is used, 'Colis Prioritaire', for no additional
cost. However, for the neighbouring places the cost is CUP 2.- and
for the rest of Switzerland CHF 4.- (going back to three Rayons?).
Now figure 3 shows a use during the trial period in Geneve, and in
Luzern as well, ie, the whole PR, postal region. The label has a wide
red border and is self adhesive.
Figure 4 shows something new and not seen very often. The same label
but with 'ohne Taxe' le, No Charge in three languages added in black.
This is used when there has been a slipup by the PO, and to make
sure it is delivered in time it is treated as an Express item.
There is a criticism of this: as it costs a minimum of CHF 3.50 for
a parcel over 1 kg, this can be a large letter of B4 size, this can
be sent much cheaper than an Express letter which costs CUP 8.- in
addition to the letter rate.
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from H E Quinton

SWISS POSTAL AGENCIES IN ITALY

There were 38 of these agencies in Italy as well as 3 in Austria and
6 in France, but it is only two of the Italian ones that I am seeking
information about their cancellations and dates of use.
LUINO - I have a postal stationery card with a cds of 10.V.37-- on the
front and a straight-line cancel on the back (see below). The translation gives an explanation of their use and makes me think they were
applied as a favour. The straight-line cancel is not shown in Emmenegger
only one reading 'AGENZIA POSTE SVIZZERE/IUINO. The translation is:
'This is to confirm receipt of your registered letter of 28 April which,
however, only reached us today, 10 May. Before we cancel the stamps
that you sent us in accordance with your wishes, we would like to draw
your attention to the fact that we only have a date stamp, the impression of which we enclose herewith. In order to clarify matters
further and to be of greater assistance to you, this is to let you know
that any correspondence mailed from this Post Office is not postmarked
here as the cancellation of the stamps is carried out on the train and
therefore receives an 'Ambulant postmark'. We can only forward franked
correspondence from the SBB and the Customs Administration. Private
correspondence has to be franked with Italian stamps. However, if you
would still like a cancellation mark, we can arrange this for you,
however, you will not get the usual postmark in this way. Therefore,
we await your further instructions and remain, Yours
TIRANO is the other agency * I would like more information about. Emmeneger list three marks but only show two. The late Felix Ganz also gave
two in his article on Postal Agencies. The only differences being that
of the number of bars in the segments above and below the date bridge.
Emmeneger shows 7 and 17/18 and Ganz 17/18 and 10. I have seen only 10.
If any members have examples of the straight line or cds of Luino and
of the cds of Tirano would they please send details and dates of use
to the Hon. Editor who will forward them to me. All info acknowledged.
••
•

S. GOTTARDO

-

POSTKARTE CARTE POSTALE

nidat entwertet Iverd41, die Abstempelux
erfolgt mm Zuge mit den Stempel
"Ambulant"
und wir können nun' fraakierte Horrisp.
.van der
SHB und der Zollverwaltung
zur B eförderung annehmen.Private horr.
müssen mit italienischen Marken frankiert warden.
Wenn Sie nun trotzdem die 1
Abstempelung wünschen, w,:rden wir es jh
nen besorgen, aber eine normale Post-%
frankatur erzielen Sie nidht ddbei.
Mir erwartea-deahalb
nodh ZaraPer
Weisungen und grüssen erg. .
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DOES ANYONE SPEAK SURSILVAN ROMANTSCH? or at least know of a source
of texts in Switzerland's fourth official language. Our member in
Northampton, Richard Howard, would welcome assistance. He can be
contacted at 15 Blackberry Lane, Northampton NN4 8QU.
RUTLI 1st of AUGUST CANULLATIONS - Derrick Slate asks if there were
cancellations prior to 1941, which is the earliest one he has. Was
there a PO there before this although it may not have had a special
cancellation like the one shown below.
NO RUTz
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SALES PACKET
DON'T FORGET TO SORT OUT SOME MATERIAL FOR THE EXCHANGE PACKET
MATERIAL IS NEEDED

BEFORE CHRISTMAS

AUTUMN STAMPEX 1996

BUSINESS DESIGN CENTRE
UPPER STREET, ISLINGTON
18 — 22 SEPTEMBER
;*

**
*
**

*

We hope to see you in the "Village Green"
COURT OF HONOUR AREA at our stand (No.V3)
h
where we shall take pleasure in showing
superbstock.
you items from our supe

i

H. L. FLALTC1HER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
P.O. Box 242 London N2 OYZ
Tele: 0181 348 0296 Fax: 0181 347 8397

***
**
**
*
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GOLDEN JUBILEE COMMEMORATION DAY
Leamington Spa, Saturday 28 September 1996
The accomodation that was made available for Helvetia Society
members at the Regent Hotel is now all taken and no further
rooms are available there. However, there are other hotels
in the town for those still needing accomodation.
IMPORTANT: Members wishing to attend who have not already booked
should note that the DEADLINE for all applications and remittances
to be received by C P Mistely is:
NO LATER THAN TUESDAY 10 SEPTEMBER 1996
to have lunch included. Details of the Day are in the June News
Letter. In case of any queries, telephone C P Mistely on
01737 551689.
Admission on the Day will be by pre-booked ticket only. Late
bookings made after the above date will be accepted at the same
rate of £20 but will NOT include lunch.
AUTUMN STAMPEX will be held at the Business Design Centre, Islington
from Wednesday 18th September to Sunday 22nd September. Entry the first
day costs ,E5- but other days are free. The nearest Tube station is
Angel but there are buses Nos. 4, 19, 30, 38, 73, 43, 56 and171A
which stop even nearer. Engineering work on the Northern Line via Bank
results in no service southbound between Moorgate and Kennington.
There are stands from 115 dealers and postal administrations!
NORTHERN GROUP The first meeting of the new season takes place on
Saturday the 14th of September at 1.45 p.m. in the Leeds Institution
for the Blind and Deaf, Centenary House, North Street, Leeds. All
members are invited along to show 'New Items', even members who are
only 'passing through' coming or going on holiday.
C K Karsten, our member in Fife, writes to explain the meaning of the
large A in circle on censored letters out of Switzerland in WW II.
It means 'Auslandprufstelle' - foreign letters censor office. All
foreign letters were censored and the various offices came under the
OKW, Oberkommando der Wehrmacht- High Command of the Armed Forces,
and not the Abwehr, but in 1944 came under Reichsfahrer den SS (Himmler).

Prop: Geoff Hubbard

EUROSTAMPS

Tel: 071-7948078

P.O. BOX 940
LONDON

VisA

NW6 2JP

Meet me at the following Fairs:- 21 Sep., THATCHAM, 28 Sep., SOUTHAMPTON,
5 Oct., SWINDON, 6 Oct. HATFIELD.
MORE GERMAN MATERIAL REQUIRED - COVERS - STATIONERY - PICTURE POSTCARDS STILL LOOKING FOR SWISS BUNDESFEIER CARDS AT HALF ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE PRICE.
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- that one of the two dropped Pro Patria 1st August cancels could
have been in Mesocco where they have been celebrating 500 years of
incorporation of the Italian-speaking valleys of the Calanca and
the Mesolcina into the then independent Graubtinden in 1496. This
saved them from annexation and exploitation by the twelve old Cantons
of the Federation imposed on the other Italian-speaking parts of
what is known as the Ticino, or Tessin, for 300 years until they
were liberated by Napoleon in 1798.
- that they say that the colours of the Ticino arms, red and blue
(see the PJ 15c of 1920, and the PP 70c of 1981), were those of
Paris, chosen as gratitude in 1798.
- that the ever-popular annual Zumstein catalogue for 96/97 covering
CH/FL & UN Gen.;ve for CHF 23.- is also now available as a CD-ROM
for the price of CHF 85.-.
- that an old friend wrote to me, but used the old Bassersdorf address.
However, the letter was forwarded to me in Z-drich by the PTT, although
we left Bassersdorf in 1983. Redirection costs CHF5.- for 1 year, but
someone somewhere must consider me to be a good customer.
- that the PTT not only sells a variety of well-made cardboard boxes,
but will now also do the packing, for CHF 3.- per parcel.
- that the fourth Sport stamp of 1996, 70+30c, has achieved sales of
only 1.6m so far (the first sold 13m), used covers will be scarce.
- that for CHF 4.50 the PTT are issuing on the 10th September something new and unannounced - 'Tour de Suisse der Post 1996'. This
consists of the four new ATMs, cancelled, and a cover showing one of
the designs from the recent childreris competition. Motto: To bring
us nearer to the Post!
- that the NZZ on the 12th July published a short article on the
postal service for the Swiss 'Yellow Berets' in Bosnia for the OSCE.
Below is shown the undated cancellation applied to the free letters
coming back to Switzerland. Philatelic wishes cannot be met. This
is a really rare cancel.
- that the tiny village of Mutten (1394m asl) near Thusis GE has above
it Obermutten (1863m asl), a few houses occupied only in the summer
to keep the cows company, but it had a PO, open only from 1st July
to the middle of September (there are still about ten such seasonal
POs). In the spring of 1996 the house in which the PO was situated
burnt down. So the PTT Direction in Chur had rather a good idea they announced that 29.6.96 would be the 'last day', see below.
- that the BBZ for September 1996 has the perfect addition
,i3
ERA1
to my article on the new booklets in the July Newsletter o
N
);.,
with a cover picture of a miscut pair of the rabbit
29.-6.96-10 z
stamps for the new CHF 7.- booklet, imperf between!
To me it seems that the cutter was set for, say, five
booklets per sheet (Type 1), but the actual sheet was
a Type 2, ie, only four booklets per
sheet,, or vice versa. Must be rare.
61e0Skva
(Attempts to get a decent photocopy of
s
the pair of rabbits failed, holes that
)...
PRIORITY
A
are not there complicate matters. Look
PR
Swiss Army
CH-3030Bem
at figure 2 on page 51 of the July
Newsletter and imagine the centre row
of perforations is missing. Ed.)

t
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS by Derrick Slate (continued from n 56 July 1996)
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Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Printing Machine:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Printing Dates on Sheets
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:
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Specimen 00
Recess/Photogravure Combined ( multicolour recess )
SSR III
Phosphor ( With Violet Fibres )
25 ( 5 horizontal rows x 5 vertical rows )
1 to 4 have been seen
23 V 75
Sheets seen have numbers
None

1975 RECESS/PHOTOGRAVURE — PHOSPHOR PAPER (WITH VIOLET FIBRES) — WHITE GUM

270

Recess

Photogavure

Black

Pink and Green (light & dark)

VARIETIES:
No. 270a Misplaced Black Printing ( trees going into the top white border )

.i

VIEW OF FIELDS, LAKE & MOUNTAINS

4
''',

1
Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Printing Machine
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Printing Dates on Sheets:
Sheet Control Numbers:
Value in Margins:
Sheet Inscription:
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Specimen 1984
P. Schopfer
Recess/Photogravure Combined ( multicolour recess )
SSR IV
Phosphor (without violet fibres)
25 ( 5 horizontal rows x 5 vertical rows )
1, 4, 5 and 6 Square dots with eighteen white sections ( pattern inside the dots )
have been seen
9.5.85
Sheets seen have numbers. Prefixed with an A or B
00.00 appears in the left hand margin on each row ( X10 )
None

1985 RECESS/PHOTOGRAVURE — PHOSPHOR PAPER (WITHOUT VIOLET FIBRES) — MATT
WHITISH GUM
Photogavure
Recess
280

Black, Green & Brown

Yellow, Brown, Light and Dark Blue
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTICE is hereby given that the
A:YNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on WEDNESDAY 13th November 1996 at
6.30 p.m. prompt at the Victory Services Club, Seymour St., London W02.
AGENDA 1
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5
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 8th November
1995 and published in the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter of December 1995
Matters arising from the Minutes
Chairman's Address
Eon. Secretary's Report
Hon. Treasurer's Report , and Statement of Accounts
Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
Election of Officers and Members of the Society's
Committee for 1996/7
Motions and Resolutions
Constitution of the Society, Hon. Secretary
Any Other Business

NOMINATIONS
Nominations for the Election of Officers and Members of the Committee,
i.e., Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, and (not
exceeding) TWELVE Members of the Committee, should be sent to the Hon.
Secretary IN WRITING to reach him not later than Monday 11th November 199(
RESOLUTIONS
Any member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the Annual General
Meeting must give notice IN WRITING, enclosing the text of the resolution, to the Hon. Secretary Not less than 14 days before the Annual
General Meeting.
24th September 1996
J A Cordingley Hon. Secretary
C P Mistely Chairman
ALL MEMBERS who can are asked to attend this meeting, when they have
the opportunity to criticise the running of the Society and to put
forward suggestions for future policy.
The AGM will be followed by an Auction.
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PIONEER FLIGHTS 1913 by Evert Poel. Reprinted, with permission, from
Jungfraupost, journal of the 'Studiegroep Zwitserland, Nederland', and
translated by R S Johnson. (Continued from June Newsletter, p 42.)
THE FLIGHT LUGANO-MENDRISIO 8th June 1913
Introduction Of all the Swiss Pioneer Flights that from Lugano to Mendrisio (the most southerly place in Switzerland) is by far the most
well-known and famous for the philatelist. This is not simply because
of the special flight stamp used on this occasion - small of format,
simple in design and primitively printed. The stamp makes one think,
in the design and printing, of the earliest stamps such as those which
saw the light in the middle of the 19th century.
The stamp is not the scarcest (issue 4100) nor is it
il-UMIN019/3.
a case of the number of flown covers, but it seems
to have been hand made. There are many varieties and
E,cpr9
,
l cod04,,
ifl ,
,,t
printing shades. From the philatelic point of view
,.
. ,
, Alnaztorte ,
t '.-.
it is this way in which a mysterious atmosphere has
L 1/47 waz ional ie
r
come to exist about this issue and the course of
things on the 8th June 1913. Because it is very unclear and no one can
tell the way it happened. Most current theories about the exact course
of events have been repeated in the splendid study by Gino Negri of the
Circolo Filatelico Bellinzona in 1977. J Gn g.gi and Roland Kohl have
added something in the SBZ of August and October 1981. In this article
we will try to set out the most important facts and add what is new.
The history of the mail flights The Cantonal Committee of Ticino was
also months in setting up a mail flight in the summer of 1913 for the
benefit of the 'Nationale Flugspende'. Among other things, different
-- , 37 special cards had been designed including
a splendid card showing a young girl who
.
floated in space on wings and held the arms
of Ticino in her right hand and Dante's
saying 's'impenna si che lassu voli' - he
who has no wings, who climbs upwards.
Attilio Maffei, the best-known Ticinese
flyer, had been re-engaged and was willing
'
to offer his talents for nothing. The
printers, Societa tipografico Lugano, were
=
charged with printing 4100 air stamps and
the PTT had provided a special cancel.
After there had been in previous weeks sev\
eral flights made by Maffei, 31st May
should have seen the actual mail flight
Lugano-Mendrisio. Maffei had to make an
a:NO'
o
emergency landing on arrival in Lugano on
tm,
30th May when he damaged his aircraft and
PER , L cAVIAZIO,N
NILITARE SVIZZERA the mail flight had to be put off until 8th
June to allow repairs to be carried out.
Meanwhile the stamp and cards were for sale in the bookshops in Lugano,
and also in Bellinzona, Locarno, Chiasso and Mendrisio. Up to 11.00 p.m.
p
on the Saturday evening it was possible to ost or hand in mail for the
flight on the following day at these four places around Lugano. In
Lugano itself it was possible to do that on the Sunday up to 4.00 p.m.
on the airfield (Campo ii.:arzio). There were thousands of spectators and
the flight there and back lasted about 10 minutes each time. tw.
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Philatelic aspects of the fli hts The mail which was handed in at
Lugano, Bellinzona and Locarno was flown by Maffei from Lugano to
Mendrisio, and that posted in Chiasso and Mendrisio he took back on
his return flight i.e., from Mendrisio to Lugano. This is the current
theory. Because the special cancel was only available in Lugano the
items flown on the return journey received it on arrival at Lugano.
The items on the outward flight received an arrival cancel at Men drisio, 8.VI.13 -8. The items which travelled by the return flight thus
had the air mail stamp but
no arrival cancel in Lugano,
UWE:POSTA ,04;:trZ
because such an arrival
-..
. 411&.- 4.1itilátiaLSIME
-INVERS ;
r.,i. ,--0.4.01,0
n1.1.." #.,:o . k*f.
...
. . .,.. . .4 1' 2,9103+ ,..,...,...10 ir___L___,
4
cancel was not available
there. Perhaps no one in
'-- ,—*_ 4''
Lugano
had thought about the
-'
* =-\*~!'‘
'
- - tsu. sk,
-A.-,
.....
needs of the return flight.
- , ..;,,,...-tz.-.:: -.. ,-,e..., . • .
Unfortunately there is no
_
.,(/>-,
.
.
..-----4n,,,.,, .- ,
,
cl ,.
-2NYIP..,:n
wholly clear situation about
r-'r, --/
.--;i::,'-' --P G I, V-• ' '.- :: -' -' - the Lugano items. The letters
and cards without the arrival
-'
— r-, :.• , '=.- -'
• , ,,
cancel of Mendrisio have a
,
.
different history. They were
.
cancelled and a number (a
local newspaper quoted an
Outward flight with Mendrisio arrival cancel
'enormous number') of postal
items in Lugano which did not
travel by the aircraft
' 41. givt; - f
„ f: 7 ,' )..•-•.:,
-,
.. '''t."''..
., ,\''
because there were too many
i
.A 4 %A
'., ° -"' Ir;.: -.74—r;./,-,1.;-j.- ' it1,1 '
' ...i.
.,
for the mailbag! (Today such
,
*L PlefiSI:
*
tc5 '.'
.4 f fw-4 -:, 11,, A 5 t '‘, -i
a thing seems inconceivable
mg; ar
''. . .,'
,,„...i
n-licuest.,..4
:Tv:A 2.. ... _At/
ri',..
but we are writing of 1913
and in theory everything is
possible.) These items thus
received the special stamp
and cancel but were carried
by 'ordinary' transport to
- .
-,
', , ! •, -': %. :' - .§44 4:: . 7-ii,,.. '
'
l
the addressees. I find this
a remarkable tale (the
people had not for nothing
paid 25c extra for an airOfficial card without Mendrisio arrival cancel mail service) but I cannot
prove that it was not possibl
Another theory is, and I believe this to be more likely, that a lot of
mail arrived too late, i.e., when the plane had already left. The plane
certainly did not leave earlier than intended (about 4.30 p.m.) thus
a lot of mail individually handed in should certainly not have been
too late. Rather is it possible that this mail handed in late concerns
mail collected in some of the surrounding places? Also the stamps not
sold in Bellinzona, Locarno, Chiasso and Mendrisio were not returned
promptly to Lugano. (Unfortunately no one put a sender's address on the
cards and letters as is done now, which would have made it possible to
test this theory.)
In Lugano the stamps had been sold out prematurely. There were 2200
stamps on sale in Lugano. The other 1900 stamps were distributed to
Bellinzona (500), Chiasso (450), Locarno (500).and Mendrisio (450)
and were not sold out but the organiser had neglected to return those I
g
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remaining stamps to Lugano promptly. (The existing unused stamps were,
for the most part, from these remainders.) When the stamps were sold
out in Lugano the public could buy the 'air fee' for 25c without getting
a stamp. The postal item was provided with the special cancel and should
have been forwarded by air. Because no single one of the letters and
cards known so far without the air stamp had the arrival cancel of Mendrisio, it is my opinion that none of these postal items was really
flown. The situation can be summed up as follows:
1. Items with air stamp, special cancel and Mendrisio arrival cancel.
These are the only items which with certainty were carried from
Lugano to Mendrisio on the flight - estimated about 2000.
2. Items with air stamp, special cancel but no Mendrisio arrival cancel.
Either they were not carried on the outward flight and were sent on
'normally' by the PTT to the addressees; estimated at about 1900.
Or they were part of the 370 flown Mendrisio to Lugano. (There is
one special card known which, by way of a joke, was cancelled in
Mendrisio before the flight back to Lugano.)
3. Items without air stamp but with special cancel. These were all
handed in at Lugano and none have been traced with an arrival cancel.
Therefore they were not flown. Number unknown.
In total the number of items in 1, 2 & 3 comes to between 6000 & 7000.
Philatelic specialities on stamps and cancels As mentioned at the
- -...
....
beginning of the article the Lugano vignette
=me 1913i LUGANO 1913
is a small and very simply designed stamp, In
spite of which it exercises an enormous attracType I
Pro .0:1
.
.I It !Pro
i
Al'iasione 6: ir;1Alliasione ,
tion. It was printed in blocks of ten stamps,
am
Nassionale
Nasionale
......
...,
five
vertical
pairs.
Each
stamp
has
its
dharac•1
LUGANO 1913 LUGANO 1913 :
teristic features and can be plated. They are
D
printed
in three colours by typography: grey
e
et .1,1 Pro A
et J . Pro .as •.
4
A'biasione
ci
AWasione
ci
background, red frame, value and ornaments,
n Nationale n. Nationale 1
....... 1...... .... 4........................ green inscription. The specialities are given
UGANO 19131 LUGANO 1913
in a study by A Bertsch in BBZ nos 1, 2 & 3
D 0
r
0 I
Ol ro. OL____LI
t 0 x>
of
1927, supplemented by Negrini in 1977. A
Type III
[et .At Pro .0 .n [0. J. • Pro
.astone
:.ot
d Alfiazione • nes Al
vertical printing form of five pairs was used
Nasionale
-I NasiOnale :
with many varieties so five sub-types exist.
1*
LUGANO 1913' LUGANO 1913
The printing form was placed twice on the
01°0 11/
sheet to make a block of ten and the sheet was
Type IV
N .4 Fro ..0 : 01 0 Pro .0
Alliasione
6 Abiatione : i.«.1
put six times through the machine, twice for
Naziona(e : n. ) Nazionate
each of the three colours. Proof of this is
19131'LUGANO
1913
LUGANO
the considerable variation of the grey backit 01 0 10 [1 di 0 * a
gro
ground
d between the left and right vertical
Type V
^t .4 Pro .. : e t J ' ' ro .
ti AWasione •, ti Abiazione
rows. Horizontal pairs are known, one dark
Nazionate
[.- Nasionale •6
and one light. There are also differences
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between the red boxes, left and right. It is
believed the block was issued in a booklet but
I very much doubt this. It is suggested that
the block would be stuck in by the left edge
the right hand Type II
and the other three trimmed off outside the
booklet, the left edge remaining in the booklet when the stamps were
torn out. A sheet edge is not known top, right or bottom but a piece of
left sheet edge is known on a stamp on a flown cover. The perforating
was very badly done with imperf stamps being the rule rather than the
exception. Perhaps the printer felt that the perforations were less
important on these three edges and therefore omitted them. PI.
Complete block of ten
showing the five types
and the 'z' variety in
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Apart from colour shades the following printing varieties occur on
occasion: a different 'z' in 'Nazionale' on Type II in 20% of all
stamps; an offset of the green print on the gum; a shift in the red
print due to bad centring; a red double print of one vertical right
hand row which must have gone through the machine twice. So far only
two copies are known, Type IV & V, nos. 8 & 10 from the block; also
a few retouches of the ornaments are known.
The cancels The special airmail cancel Posta Aerea Svizzera 8 Giug
1913 Lugano was used only at Lugano on the airmail stamp and as
normal franking, both before departure of the outward flight and on
arrival of the return flight. The usual colour is black, blue is
scarce and blue/black is known. There are
v-dorb,-.9
two versions of the Mendrisio arrival
4111ffine,
EcSIW13.-21°
t
M13-3
cancel. The usual one is that on the
let; the one on the right is the
N4M071.
most scarce.
Forgeries The simple printing process and the scarcity of the stamp
mint or used on an item have been a challenge to forgers who have
used the same materials as in the originals. A number of attempts
were made in the 1920s and stamps exist with a pink background,
irregular perfs and other differences from the originals. The forgers
had difficulties with the colours and a stamp on card with a green
background is known, easily recognisable at a distance. Many forgeries
were destroyed and are therefore scarce but do be warned.
This Lugano card has all the possible forgeries, only the Tell Boy is
genuine. The air stamp, special cancel and two arrival cancels are all
false: (The Editor of the Jungfraupost added that the forgery
probably originated in Germany as these letters and cards are all sent
to the same person, Negri Cristoforo at Pescoggia in the Ticino.)
„
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LUGANO STAMPS ISSUED IN A BOOKLET? - a number of questions arise.
Why does not a single booklet remain of the 410 which could have been
issued (4100 + 10). Three blocks of ten are known, but not in a booklet though philatelic interest would have made a booklet a very collectable item. Unused stamps would have been better protected if they
were left in a booklet. Can you believe the blocks were stuck in a
booklet and then passed through a perforating machine? Such a sequence
is impracticable if not impossible.
All these are sufficient to place a big question mark over the
PwiatAnna nf

linnklet for the Lu g ano air stamps.
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The Northern Group commenced a new season of meetings on Saturday, 14th
September, under the chairmanship of Mr. R. A. Hoyle who, up to 18 months ago had
occupied the secretary's seat for more years than he cared to count. After welcoming
members he paid tribute to Mrs. Vivienne Davis who died at the end of May and spoke of
the contribution she had made to the various philatelic societies of which she had been a
member. Following one or two items of business, the remainder of the afternoon was
devoted to what members had acquired during their summer wanderings - and a wide
variety of material it was indeed. Contributions were made by Messrs. P.Vaughan, D.Hope,
D.Ripley, M.Proctor and R.A.Hoyle. Space will not allow me to list everything that was
displayed but it covered virtually every aspect of Swiss philately and associated material
such as photographs and postcards. A few notable items, however, might be mentioned:an early Rayon and Standing Helvetias on cover, (different covers it should be said), a
main line TPO of the late 1930's with a straight line BASEL-CHIASSO cachet, various WW.II
censored covers, one bearing the insignia of the German SS, a sheet depicting examples of
flaws found on the "Messenger" stamps of 1960 and a most up to date selection of the
"Landscape" designed Frama stamps, mint in strips as well as used on cards or letters.
The chairman also gave a fascinating account of the state of the art technology used on
Swissair's new fleet of Airbuses. Whenever he goes to Switzerland, Tony has the knack of
spending half his time on the flight deck of whatever Swissair plane he happens to be on.
This year he even met for the first time a female flight deck officer! He was suitably
i mpressed! All in all a very enjoyable meeting was enjoyed by those who attended. D.C.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
Northern Group - November 2nd, Cantons Basel & Bern, all members.
Sussex Group - November 2nd (NOT THE 12th) War & Peace, all members.
London - November 13th, Annual General Meeting followed by Auction.
Prominent among the flags on the Last Night of the Proms this year,
during the singing of Land of Hope and Glory from Elgar's Pomp and
Circumstance No. 1, was the Swiss National flag. Was this by any
chance a member of the Society? Ed.

SALES PACKET
MATERIAL IS URGENTLY NEEDED
FROM

OCTOBER TO CHRISTMAS
Prop: Geoff

Hubbard

EUROSTAMPS

Tel: 071-7948078

P.O. BOX 940
LONDON
NW6 2JP

Due to ill health I have not been to as many Fairs lately as I
would have wanted. However I hope to meet you at the following
events:- 12 October, TOLWORTH. 9 November SITTINGBOURNE. Lots of
new stock is now available.(Swiss and German)
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M Rutherfoord

- that the 'Basler Taube' National exhibition of June 1995 has proved
not to have been as successful as expected, only 10 000 paid entries,
plus 15 000 gratis, and that the well-designed block was bought even
less often than the Geneva 90 block. Was it too big?
- that the 'Fund for Furthering Philately' (supported 50% by the PTT
and 50% by the VSPhV) celebrates 30 years of activities in its latest
annual report, with its capital of CHF 5.9m still higher than the start
of 5.25m. In Bern in 1965 2.3m blocks were sold each with a surcharge
of CHF 2.70! (with 30c postage). That was the starting impulse.
- that the Swiss catalogue publishers (only Zumstein and the Dealers'
Association) have decided that the new self-adhesive stamps will not
have a new section, but will be noted as ordinary definitives, singles
only, as they are in effect cut apart.
- that the new 1997 catalogue of the Swiss Dealers' Association comes
again in two versions, German with some titles in French, and French
only (each CHF 23.-). As an attraction they give away a facsimile of
the Zfirich 4 & 6. Many people think this is a dangerous precedent.
- that a new R label has appeared, in Bern only (?), which has been
designated Type 10, which requires no stamps. See the figure below
and note that it was issued on 1st August, a public holiday, so must
have come from the special 'Urgent counter'. It is self-adhesive and
printed, in black only, at the counter. The computer also prints out
the receipt for the item.
- that the strange 'discord' regarding stamps or not on Express letters
is still active (DYK June) in that only in PK Genve and Ztrich stamps
are required, in the rest, of Switzerland not.
- that yet another test is being carried out with a 'pink spot' of 30mm
diameter, self-adhesive, applied to some Express letters. Not quite
sure why, really fast handling, or letter is being 'followed' to check
actual times, or something. Watch this space.
- that the reason why we find so many 'Declared Value' letters from
the 19th century is that there were then no banks for ordinary people
and small firms, therefore cash had to be sent by post, and it was a
significant part of postal activities.
- that Max H Wehrli, who has written much on the Swiss Hotel Posts,
is amazed at Heinz Katcher's find. Neither is it mentioned in the 1995
book on the subject by M Kottelat.
- that the Swiss Coil Stamp Society has published a very useful 8-page
A5 booklet in German on the Swiss ATM Types 1-10. Write to Dr H Widmer,
Markircher-Str. 38, CH-4055 Basel for a free copy, but please include
stamps for postage (minimum CHF 1.10) and an addressed return label.
- that the 'touristic' steam line running in the Val de Travers has
produced a nice K cancellation for the 7.9.96, see below, and a number
of special covers and items for collectors, as all these enthusiasts •
trains do, Blonay, Oberalp, Rigi and others, mostly attractive and
hard to resist.
- that Geneve 1 Mont Blanc is having
Vous n'avez pas de case poitale
trouble with postbox addressees!
a Genave 1 Mont-Blanc 1
A

CIE PST
1 4 1ag

6P

ia

PIT

52

01081996
R-Brief

3000 Bern 1 Schanzenpst
0-F

17.55

R 7662

11

consequence = courrltar retarclé !
-Z-9.96--8

5.00

um

En indiquant votre adresse correcte á l'expéditeur,
d'une distribution dans les délais.

VOUS VOUS assurez

----

vwx.monms
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from Rene Dee

My Grandfather on my Mother's side was a Maurice Andre Kaspar, born in
Geneva in 1892 and died there in 1946. He married my Grandmother, Adele
Suzanne Henriette (known as Georgette) Degallier and they lived first
in Villa La Brulay, chemin Louis-Degallier in Versoix and later at
39 rue de Pinchat, Carouge, Geneva. The house in Versoix was the family
home on my Grandmother's side of the Debhusses-Degallier family, who
themselves played a prominent part in the development of Versoix.
Joseph-Francois Deshusses was Mayor of Versoix for 22 years from 1878
and was also the proprietor of the then world-famous sweet and chocolate
factory 'Bonbons Deshus', based in Versoix. At its height the factory
had over 100 employees but was closed down and demolished in 1942.
Louis Degallier was also Mayor of Versoix for 9 years from 1897. The
street in which the family home 'La Brulay' was situated was named
after him and is still there. The house, although no longer owned by
them, was sold to the famous Faberge family.
Maurice Kaspar practised as an architect and an artist,and designed
the present Quai de Geneve in Versoix. He produced a great number of
watercolours, many of which were sold as prints by a publishing house
entitled C.E.L.A. in Geneva. His watercolours covered much of the old
town of Geneva but he also painted in other towns such as Basel, Bern
and Fribourg as well as smaller villages such as Kippel in the Latschental, Excenevex, Thonon and the famous Chateau de Chillon. He also went
to Verona, Naples and St Tropez - a quaint fishing village.
I do not know how many of his paintings were sold as prints, some may
even have been turned into postcards. Members of the family have some
60-70 paintings and prints. Three prints I have are numbered 1009, 1010
and 1018 which could indicate that many more exist. He signed his
paintings very clearly M KASPAR - Does this ring any bells?
I would also like to hear from anyone who may have letters or cards
addressed to Degallier, Deshusses or Kaspar or any material relating
to the 'Bonbons Deshus' factory. All this would be from Versoix or the
Geneva area. Information to the Hon. Editor please.
LAST MONTH'S QUERIES - Mr Howard has been sent details of the five
versions of the 'Romantsch Grishun' language spoken by some 50 000
in Grisons and northern Italy! Derrick Slate has been helped over his
search for Rfftli cancels. Mr Quinton has a lot of information about
the Swiss Postal Agencies in Italy.
THIS MONTH'S QUERIES - A request for information of the Lake of Luzern
boats and of those around Interlaken. Much of this is probably on the
postcards of the areas concerned. A suggestion has also come in about
picture postcards themselves, the photographers, printers and publishers.
Why has no research been done on this in Switzerland? It is not enough
just to collect the cards by the scene or for the postmark. Should they
be classified by subject, publisher or what. A member asks if there are -,
others interested in forming a postal study group such as exists in at
least one other specialised Society? He asks you to put pen to paper
and let the Editor have your thoughts on the matter. (The Editor has
his PPOs grouped by Canton and this turns up some strange anomalies!'
Who has the earliest postally-used picture postcard? Send a photocopy
for the Newsletter. If you already have a computor list of your large
collection of PPOs then how have you classified them?)
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
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No.11 November 1996
COLIS PRIORITAIRE

M Rutherfoord

Following my recent short article on this subject, showing the labels
used, some more details have appeared. First the costs have been
reduced: for Zone 1, from CHF 2 to 1.50, and Zone 2 from CHF 4 to 3,
as an introductory price. Local remains free.
Secondly the boundaries are more clearly defined:
Local - the same place or within that political commune, to cover
remote farms.
Zone 1 - within the same Distribution area and its adjacent areas
or Leitkreis. See the map and table overleaf.
Zone 2 - the rest of the country.
Looking at the map, which is the same as the basic Postcode (PLZ)
areas, one can see that, for instance, the Engadine is 7b and it has
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only one adjacent area, 7a, to form Zone 1. This is given in the table
as one adjacent area only. On the other hand, Luzern being in the
centre of the country has six adjacent areas.
As can be seen the Alps divide three areas into two sub-areas each
(which affect the speed of delivery considerably). The designations of
'a' and 'b' come from me, but the PTT may use them too, an improvement
on their definition by PLZ only.
Maybe this division of the country into twelve areas, instead of the
previous nine, will be used in future for other delivery systems, as
speed becomes more important.
The Colis Prioritaire system, guarantees delivery during the next
working day, Monday to Friday, even if handed in 'late'. This time
limit depends on where the parcel is handed in, i.e., the type of PO
in the delivery network.
Centre

PLZ

Area

plus adjacent Areas for Zone 1*

total

Lausanne

1000-1999

1

2

3

Neuchatel

2000-2999

2

1

Bern

3000-3899

3a

1 2

Brig

3900-3999

3b

1

Basel

4000-4999

4

Aarau

5000-5999

5

Luzern

6000-6499

6a

Bellinzona 6500-6999

6b

6a

Chur

7000-7499

7a

6a

St.Moritz

7500-7999

7b

Zürich

8000-8999

8

St.Gallen

9000-9999

9

3a 3b
3a

4
3b

3

4

6a

5

3a
2

2

3a

5
4

3a

4

6a

4

6a
5

6b

7a

8

3

8

6

7a
6b

2
7b

8

9

7a
5

6a

1

7a
7a

5

9
8

4
2

* = Zone 2 is the rest of the country.

SELF-ADHESIVE STAMPS FOR SWITZERLAND

M Rutherfoord

Do you remember the 'free-form' stickers, I mean stamps, produced for
Tonga and, I think, Sierra Leone, bananas, pineapples etc.? Well Switzerland has resisted this, so there will be no cheeses, cows, Matterhorn,
or even alphorns to look forward to.
On the 10th September a new booklet went on sale containing two sets
of four 'A' stamps (90c) for 'Special occasions' the PTT say in 'FOCUS'.
There are a few points of interest: They have been designed by an
artist who designs carpets; will thematic collectors be interested?
The size of the print run was announced at the PTT 'do' at the factory
where we could see the stamps being printed, namely 650 000. So there
will be only 1.3m copies of each design printed, not many. If there is
a second edition will they be identical? So a few in
stock might be a good idea. The stamps can be
washed off in water as usual, not like those of
some other countries. There are no official Fb0s,
as . these new stamps cannot be fed into the automatic
sticking and cancelling machine used by the PTT in
Bern. The cover has a chequered pattern, in
a dull red. (The four designs in the booklet.)
-
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GOLDEN JUBILEE DAY
On Saturday 28th September the first
national meeting of the Society took place in
the Willes Room of the Regent Hotel in
Leamington Spa. This celebratory meeting for
the Society's Golden Jubilee was attended by 36
members and wives from England, Wales and
Scotland. The accompanying lunch brought
together not only members but also their
partners.
Claude Mistely our Chairman introduced Mr
Katcher who in giving congratulations on the
Jubilee paid tribute to Edward Spiro, a devoted
collector of France as well as Switzerland, who
had instigated the formation of the Society in
1946. It was Edward Spiro also who had
approached Mr Katcher with the idea of issuing
an English specialist catalogue of Switzerland
and we were reminded of some of the
difficulities in produdng the first version
priced 2/6. A copy was available for our
inspection - pity prices have risen so much!
Claude then formally opened our
programme for the day by introducing Mr
Tony Hoyle with his display 'A Lifetime with
Helvetia'. Tony told us of his first experiences
within the Society but also expressed his
apprehension over showing at national Sodety
level • rather than within the Halifax area.
Although he described his contribution as
merely an accumulation of material to be
regarded as a curtain raiser for other material the overture before the serious Swiss material
to be shown later - this was far from the case.
The presentation of worn plates, doubling of
frames and snowfield shadings of the 20c
Landscape Grimsel Dam issue was so well
done using outlines of the stamp that even this
writer could see these varieties. Sitting Helvetia
combinations on entires also took the eye
especially a cover with 50c + 10c for being
overweight travelling NeuchStel to Florence
and cancelled on the Luzern- Fliielen steamer.
With PTT letter cards for the 1939 National
Exhibition, the 1924 UPU issue in blocks and
sheets, early PJ issues from the semi-official
issues to a representative selection of the coats
of arms mainly on cover in blocks of four, to a
complete sheet of the 20c overprint on 25c
Helvetia with sword, the material on display
superbly showed Tony's wide interests.
Reassuringly he asked us to collect as we
individually want to collect and if we want to

illustrate our material with our own
photographs and with postcards we should do
so - he does and never mind the 'so - called'
experts.
The bedrock of the classic stamps of
Switzerland are the Cantonal issues through to
the Rayons. Our President Mrs Alma Lee, RDP,
FRPSL, CPhH showed gems from her collection
covering this period. Speaking of the dignity of
a black stamp she began with the issues of
ZUrich displaying both the 4 and 6 rappen
values with examples of the five types used on
the lithographic stone. A charming triangular
cover bearing a 6 rappen and with a red 'Nach
Abgang der Post' cachet showed -how at that
early stage in postage stamps people had begun
to show interest in the shape of the cover. Items
ranged from Zurich through Geneva and then
to Basle Doves. Transitional stamps included a
splendid item of a single Winterthur on cover
being the only one known cancelled in the
rtirich area. Both the Orts Post and Poste
Locale were well represented. The Rayons were
delightful. Essays and proofs were seen. The
Rayon I, the black and red on blue paper both
framed and unframed cross was superb, as was
the violet blue shade on thin paper. Blocks,
pairs and an irregular block of six showed the
strength of the collection. A simply marvellous
item was a cover with a 2rappen Orts Post
used with a Rayonll paying a nachnahme rate
of 58 kreuzers. Without doubt a display that
gave tremendous pleasure to viewers coupled
with the added chance to handle the pages. We
saw material usually viewed through glass
sheets at postal museums and are grateful for
the occasion.
The third presentation of the day was by Mr
Dennis Cairns on Swiss Airmails and covered a
wide spectrum of material flown during the
period 1913-63. His interest in the subject had
been aroused by the acquisition of a cover
carried on Walter Mittelholzer's first African
flight in 1926. Pioneer flights included Oskar
Bider's crossing of the Swiss Alps, his flight
from Basel to Liestal carrying the first Swiss air
mail, and the third postal flight between
Herisau and Niederglatt flown by Charles
Favre - a flight that would have gone as far as
Geneva but for mechanical trouble we were
informed. In 1919 after World War I the Swiss
Air Force carried a limited amount of mail on
c
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an experimental basis for which an overprinted
stamp was issued. One of these items was
shown with a photograph of one of the planes.
In the 1920s attempts were made to promote
and popularise flying in Switzerland through
trail-blazing international flights and special
aviation meetings many of which had special
postmarks. Dennis showed a wide selection of
covers from this period several featuring flights
made by Mittelholzer who was director of the
fledgling airline Ad Astra Aero and
subsequently of Swissair. Items included all
stages of his three African flights, one from
only 660 covers flown to Persia in 1924, and one
carried on the Lockheed Orion mailplane
during the record-breaking 1933 Mediterranean
flight to Tunis - another scarce cover. Dennis
explained that up to the start of World War II
Swissair scheduled flights wholly within
Europe. Subsequently the airline acquired
aircraft to fly long distance routes, the first in
1947 being to USA. Covers tracing these
developments were shown together with
photographs of Swissair planes from the
Douglas DC2 to the Convair Coronado.
Beautifully presented this was a brilliant
display of Swiss aviation material especially as
it also included Graph Zepplin airship flights
and covers carried on smaller Swiss airlines
such as Alpar.
Before the final session Mr Katcher
unexpectedly produced superb colour
photocopies of a Proof and Essay collection that
he had sold 20 years ago; a substantial
collection that he had been delighted to
purchase whilst in Switzerland and slightly
unexpectedly sold as a collection before he had
left the country. It had formed the basis of one
of the very best of such collections.
Nine members now responded to the item
entitled 'My Three Favourite Swiss Sets' ; an
opportunity to show material and give reasons
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why they had made their choices. An
unexpectedly wide range of stamps and covers
was revealed that showed no duplication in
choice. The 1944 20c Air Mail stamp showing
the Fokker aircraft with the wrong registration
CH157 was an early example. One of our
preacher members chose the 1961 Evangelists
and supported this with stamps from other
countries. Two air covers showed the
promotion of the receiver from Col. to Brig.
Studd whilst serving in Singapore. The
Essay/Issue stamp of 1870 for RIGI KALTBAD and that for BELALP dated 1880
provided considerable interest. The 1Fr Gold
Sitting Helvetia as a double print and forgeries
from the same series were displayed. And
found in a job lot purchased for £15 was the 30c
broken column variety from the 1938 League of
Nations issue shown with a 20c missing
perforation pin variety. As a completely
different choice work by the stamp designer
Hans Erni was selected by one member. With
other contributions of the 1900 UPU issue, TPO
cards (!), and the first PJ flower issue of 1943
members displayed a wide miscellany of issues.
The Society has benefitted from the
enthusiasms of many collectors. Edward Spiro
was remembered by Mr Katcher. He himself
has had a great influence with the Amateur
Collector catalogue. Tony Hoyle within the
Northern Area and as Society Secretary
acknowledged the influence of John Highsted
and his wife. As their choice of favourite Swiss
sets one participant produced some sheets of
Pro Patria issues from the collection of Mrs E
Rawnsley - the Editor of the Newsletter for so
many years.
At the end of the meeting Wendy Lamble
thanked Claude for all his efforts in arranging
the meeting - heartfelt thanks because she knew
the difficulties having in the past run the
JAC FP CPM
Chippenham meetings.

It is hoped that members liked the souvenir covers produced for the Jubilee.
These were produced with the co—operation of Michael Rutherfoord, our member
in Wrich. The design was based on ideas by Denis Hope of the Northern Group.
tor.

SALES PACKET
DON'T FORGET TO SORT OUT SOME MATERIAL FOR THE EXCHANGE PACKET
MATERIAL IS NEEDED

BEFORE CHRISTMAS
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At the meeting of the Northern Group in Leeds on 5th Octoberdq r Cairns gave a
beautiful display of mail addressed to Crispin Dusser of Schwyz. His display
consisted Of a large collectionof items addressed to Dusser, a merchant whose
family continued to trade until the 1930s. The items were mostly stampless
with many types of postal markings, but also some lovely pieces with Strubels
and perforated sitting Helvetia. Of Particular interest were letters with early
TPOs and steamer cancellations. In many cases Mr Cairns had photocopied the
contents of the letters showing how much interest and information can be
gained from a study of such material.
Mr Cairns followed his most interesting talk about the life of Dusser
describing his visit to the Archives building in Schwyz and the help he received
from officials in gathering information from the records. He also displayed
postcards and his photographs of Schwyz and the Archive building.
R A H
On Wednesday October 9th Claude Mistely was in the
chair to introduce the first meeting of the season to 13
members of London Group gathered in the Victory
Services Club. Before the main item the Secretary
informed members of the death of Mrs M Thorns from
Winchester and of the letter of condolence that had been
sent on behalf of the Society. On a happier note he was
putting on record the thanks of members to Claude for
all the hard work that it had taken to organise the most
successful Golden Jubilee meeting at Leamington Spa.
Switzerland 1940 -1949 was the theme for the meeting to
which all members had been invited to contribute. In
the event seven provided us with a remarkable variety
of stamps and covers. A run through of special flights,
centenary stamps, Pro Patria material, and PAX issues
contained many complete mint sheets. The 'spider on
the hammer' variety of the 1941 Bern 750 years issue as
the fifth stamp on the top row was easily seen in this
guise. The 1942 Pro Patria issue variety showing light
and dark clouds was illustrated as occurring on both
stamps and miniature sheet. And whilst military mail
went free, covers were shown where postage had been
required to pay for Express and other additional
services. Illustrative comment was also made on the
four language dispatch cancellations for the 1940 special
flight supporting Red Cross funds - attention was also
drawn to the 16 different Feldpost arrival cancels that
exist for this flight.
The 1932 stamp design competition asked for

suggestions for values up to lfr. Initial suggestions
produced designs to the same format as that used for
the 1936 landscapes. However as the chosen theme
involved Swiss art masterpieces in local museums, the
detail required resulted in the larger stamps produced
in 1941 as Historical motifs. A fascinating display of
this issue included a block of six 5fr stamps on a Red

Prop: Geoff Hubbard

Cross cover. We were told that single values on cover
provided insights into postage rates and that used
blocks of four were surprisingly difficult to find.
A representative collection of censored covers of the
1940s extended to 1949 which was illustrated by a card
censored in Austria. Some discussion arose over the
instruction 'By Clipper' which we were informed related
to the Pan American Airways flying boat service across
the Atlantic. The non-stamped Bundesfeier cards
provided a contrast whilst a 1947 claim form, complete
with a Historical series stamp, for lost luggage to
Mexico was an intriguing item. A collection of soldier
stamps was a clear favourite for inclusion in the
evening. The arrangement and selection provided
representatives from the 5000 or so issued during the
period. We saw stamps produced for the artillery, the
baking sections, the pigeon service, horse-mounted
troops, cyclists, telegraph pioneers and even the funeral
service.
The evening ended with an excellent display of all sorts:
postal stationery, an imprimatur of the 1941 Bern 750
issue, the dashes variety on the 1947 10c for the Swiss
Railway centenary, more censor and Red Cross covers,
but also an outstanding collection of picture postcards
to support the1949 Definitive landscapes. Examples of
internment mail from Raterschen, Dicken, Unterkulm
and others were shown but of particular interest was a
postcard showing an unusual lakeside view of a
Gotthard Railway train crossing the Melide bridge, the
bridge illustrated on the 25c 1949 Definitive issue.
The verdict on the evening was that members had
provided an excellent variety of material with which to
represent the 1940's. All had been extremely interesting,
some of it most unusual and quite a lot had provided us
with the stimulation to go back to our own collections to
see what we had got.
JAC

EUROSTAMPS

Tel: 071-794 8078

P.O. BOX 940

P1S

LONDON
NW6 2JP

Meet me at the following Fairs:- 16 November, GREENFORD. 24
November, TONBRIDGE. 30 November, ST.ALBANS and 1 December
HATFIELD. More new stock available. (Swiss and German)
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M Rutherfoord

- that the PTT Library and Documentation is being 'ripped apart'. All
philatelic books and periodicals are now in the PTT Museum, and a comparable infrastructure is being built up (open 8 hours per week). On
top of this the Telecom is taking over all books and documentation
applying to telephony. Improvement?
- that a new edition of the Ktimmerly+Frey 'Postcode' map has been
issued, 1:300 000, for CHF 16.50. The usefulness has been enhanced
with the addition of the cantonal borders.
- that a new service 'Florissimail' is being offered. A standard range
of flowers is prepared by the Migros chain of supermarkets, and the
post delivers them, in Switzerland only. I have not seen a label for
them, but there must be one. I usually get rockets.
- that once again the OIMA card is being offered by the PTT of St.
Gallen, at CHF 4 per card, for the third time.
- that not to be outdone by the efforts of St.Gallen, Chur and Neuchatel Philatelic Counters, Bern is offering eight postcards for 10fr.
They are all of the ?HQ type well known in the UK, depicting, in most
cases ,, a modern stamp enlarged. I see little use for such cards,
mainly because they cannot be used for maximum cards (as they represent
an issued stamp completely). Liechtenstein changed their policy, but
the UK has still to follow, to help Maxicard collectors.
- that Liechtenstein is again in the news. On the 2nd of September 1996
they issued a very nice 10fr stamp, which was not well received by
collectors, now in 1997 they are going to produce one for 20fr: I
wonder how many 1000s of sheets of the 1961 Swiss 20fr are still lying
around, unsold? Meters and SFS labels have taken their place.
- that in May 1996 the Swiss Airport of Basel, situated in Mulhouse,
France, celebrated its 50th anniversary, and by an unusual method: a
pair of machine slogans were used. See the illustration below with the
French one above, and the Swiss (No. 4.2.388) below. It is also the
nearest airport to Freiburg in Breisgau, Germany.
- that at the Swiss Open in Winterthur,Markus Seitz of Luzern put on
sale his new 'Handbuch und Spezial-Katalog 1997' covering all aspects
of Frama ATMs of Switzerland and Liechtenstein, 175 pages A5, including
71 pages of historical and technical notes which you won't find anywhere else. Best I have ever seen; CBI 40-, including P&P, in German.
- that in the PTT annual report for 1995 they mention that sales of
stamps rose from 699m to 715m, of which 573m were printed by the PTT
and only 142m by Courvoisier. Standing order customers dropped from
•
1 89 000 to 174 COO, with about one third foreign.
that
a
125-page
illustrated
'History
of
the
Fischer
SOEME ANMVERSAIRE
:
1946 1996
Post 1798-1832' by Annelies Htissy, has appeared. his
. EtItOattiOrt
will be of great help to postal historians and
Bafel Nhith0181111 Freiburg
collectors.
:
SAINT LOUIS
- that the latest issue of the PTT-published 'Focus
:: 50.GEBURTSTAG:
1946,19911•
on Stamps' mentions that the new version of the 'Year
: Collection' is vastly improved and is now 68 pages,
I
• ort
Eut0A
8Osel:moh.000Frelburu
full of information, in four languages. (The old redcovered booklet issued since 1982 is finished.) The
'Year Set', on one black card only, remains on the
sales list. The former contains a non-postal block.
.

T

r

' FOCUS on stamps' is available FREE from the Swiss Postal Service, Directorate
General, Postage Stamps, 'FOCUS on stamps' magazine, CH-3030 BERN, Switzerland.
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BUNDESFEIER 1st AUGUST - NATIONAL FESTIVAL
Special cancellations of the Ruth i and other post offices.

Derrick Slate

I would like to thank Adriano Gervasi who provided this material in response
to my plea in the Newsletter.
1940 — The first additional cancellation
beside the normal postmark, was
applied by the main Bern post office.

til BERN K
+.4.4‘'-‘%-‘<
7F; Bundesfeier

1941
650th ANNIVERSARY OF THE CONFEDERATION
ADDITIONAL CANCELLATIONS ( BESIDE THE NORMAL POSTMARKS) OF RUTLI, BRUNNEN, SCH1NYZ & BERN.
AFTER THIS, THE AUTHORISATION FOR THE RUTLI CANCELLATION WAS NOT GIVEN UNTIL 1st AUGUST 1965.
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1965THE FIRST SPECIAL CIRCULAR POSTMARK OF RUTLI WAS PERMITTED. ALSO
ADDITIONAL CANCELLATIONS WERE USED FOR BERN & ZURICH.
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FROM 1996 ONLY A SPECIAL POSTMARK OF THE RUTLI IS PERMITTED.
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WHAT WAS OPEN AT THE SWISS OPEN IN WINTERTHUR?

M Rutherfoord

From the 29th August to the 1st September 1996 a group of Philatelic
Societies around Zurich ran the new style 'Swiss Stamp Open' as a
trial of new ideas. In effect the 'Open' is a misnomer as only one of
the seven Exhibition Classes was really 'Open', in a new way.
Following a Scandinavian lead this means that up to 50% of the exhibited material can be non-philatelic, i.e., picture postcards, newspaper cuttings, photographs, train tickets, menus, concert programmes,
real flowers or anything as long as it can be mounted behind glass.
This system has been extended experimentally in Holland where a
thematic exhibit on reptiles has included a glass-covered vitrine
with live snakes crawling about below the frame of sheets. This has
it's limits.
But to come back to reality, one exhibitor told me in Winterthur
that he had now included all the sheets he would have left out of his
collection to exhibit under 'normal' rules, i.e., stamps and cancels
only. The general opinion during and after the show has been positive,
even though it was clear that few of the 59 exhibitors in this Class
had really grasped all the possibilities. We shall see how this has
developed at the next show, as it surely will be done again, in the
hope of attracting a wider spectrum of exhibitors and viewers.
There was another novelty at the event, a class for 'Ladies only',
a very good idea, with an information stand for newcomers. I would say
that this is needed more in Switzerland than in the United Kingdom.
----i
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THE EARLIEST USED PICTURE POSTCARD - This has produced a number of
cards used prior to 1900 and the oldest to date is one showing the
Luzernerhof and p osted on the 15.IX.89. This
Hotels Schweizerhof
date is confirmed as correct by the arrival cancel in Brough, Yorks,
2 days later as SP17 89! Now who has an older card?
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MINUTES of the FIFTIETH ANNUAL MEETING of the HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
held at 6.30pm on WEDNESDAY 13th NOVEMBER 19% at the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street, London
with 17 members present and apologies from 5 others.
The meeting was chaired by Mr. C. Mistely, Chairman of the Society.
1. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Wednesday 8th November 1995 and published
in the 'Helvetia Newsletter' dated December 1995 were taken as read, and agreed unanimously
2. Under Matters Arising it was asked if the £30 Library Allowance had been used. The Chair stated that this
had not been taken up this year.
3. In the Chairman's Address Claude Mistely started by saying that this had been a momentous year for the
Society as it reached its Golden Jubilee. The celebratory meeting at Leamington Spa could have had a few
more in attendance and there might be a small loss on the event Several members had guaranteed to make up
any amount involved and thanks of the Society were due to these generous individuals. It was noted that the
membership numbers were not at record levels and although still at a healthy level the average age was rising
because we were not attracting younger members.
Although this was billed as the fiftieth AGM it might not be so because there were a lot of gaps in the early
records. The meeting was reminded that the Society had been founded by Edward Spiro as an adjunct to the
Wimbledon Philatelic Society. The Chairman had consulted their records which dated from the same year as
our but these also had gaps. Other 'great names' of the Society were remembered. Edythe Rawnsley who
virtually ran the Society for many years and to whom we owed a great debt. The first President had been
Winifred Pengaskill a noted philatelist as was our present President Alma Lee. Major contributions had been
made by Lawrence Moore, Frank Bulstrode, Chris Rauch, John Highsted and Miss Solley.
The Chair commented on the excellent quality of the programme of meetings and ended by giving thanks on
behalf of the Society to the committee members who worked hard and made the Society run.
4. The Hon. Secretary presented his report.
'This meeting marks the end of my first full year as Secretary. An unexpected change of address to foreign
parts initially fooled some members but seems to have caused little difficulty to the Society. Only a few items
of mail have had to be readdressed by the Post Office and this arrangement lasts until the middle of next May.
Some considerable time has been spent on a reappraisal of the Society Rules and the main efforts of this are
due to appear as an agenda item. I wish to record my formal thanks to committee members who have
responded to various drafts either in writing or over the phone.
Although Claude in his report has thanked members and committee for their contributions to the Society I
would like to underline this. The general running expenses of the Society are extremely modest as you will see
from the balance sheet to be presented by the Hon.Treasurer. What is not apparent is the financial contribution
by way of postage and telephone costs that committee members readily give to enable the Society to run as
smoothly as it does. I suspect that without these contributions the Society as we know it would cease to exist.
Looking to the year ahead, I realise that the Newsletter is the lifeline of the Society as far as the majority of
members are concerned. I know from the Jubilee and London meetings that members have fascinating
material and a great deal of knowledge and enthusiasm There must be some way of putting these two aspects
together to the benefit of both readers and exhibitors.'
5. The Hon. Treasurer presented his report.
'It has been a disappointing year concerning the finance of the Society and this is reflected in the accounts for
the year where expenditure has exceeded income by just over £600. This figure was, and I believe, could not
have been foreseen at the AGM last year. This report attempts to outline the reasons for the situation, and
gives some suggestions as to the actions that need to be considered, and proposes an increase in the annual
subscriptions.
I have presented a copy of the last accounts as well as the ones for this year. You will observe that we have
spent £610.60 more than the income received for the year 1995/6. As we did not increase the subscriptions last
year I had anticipated a small over-spend this year. I could not have anticipated the cumulative events that
have contributed to this "loss".
The main areas that have affected the financial situation are as follows:
The overall membership has dropped by just under thirty of which two thirds were based
1. Members.
in the UK. This has meant a reduced income of £252.50 from the previous year.
Interest rates have fallen further this year and with reduced capital the total interest
2. Bank Interest.
received has dropped by around £28 from last year.
3. Exchange Packet . Continuing the downward trend the revenue from the exchange packet operation has
further reduced by approximately £60 this year.
The cost of the Newsletter has increased by about £180 this year mainly due to less
4. Newsletter.
advertising revenue (£100).
y
c.nrne headed notenaner. the first for 6 to 7 ears, and this cost £85.
The. C.nriahr
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To complete the overall review members should note that the Balance sheet includes monies for the packet loss
that occurred during the year. It is necessary for the Society to seriously consider this financial situation and
action to be taken, and the following are some suggestions and proposals, any other ideas would be welcome.
a Increase the subscription by £2 this coming year and £2 next year. This would allow a almost break even
position next year and slow recovery of the "loss" the following year assuming that the membership levels
remain the same.
b. Increase of the subscription by £3 this coming year and £1 next year. This would allow a slow recovery of
the "loss" over the next years assuming that the membership levels remain the same.
c. Increase of the subscription by £4 this coming year with no changes next year. This would allow a recovery
of the "loss" in two years assuming that the membership levels remain the same.
d. Small payment by members attending the London meeting - say 50p per meeting. This would on average
offset the cost of renting the room.
e. Reduction in quantity of Newsletters to say two in every three months. This would result in a saving of
about £166 per issue. If membership drops too much this suggestion would become a reality.
In conclusion the Treasurer would propose a subscription increase of £3 this year and another £1 or more next
year and would ask that the members accept this or a similar recommendation.'
(A copy of the Balance Sheet can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary on receipt of 2 x first class stamps)
Discussion ensued with a series of points made:
- for many members the Newsletters were the Society
- reducing the numbers of Newsletters would increase the downward spiral in number of members.
- do not increase subscriptions and but produce Newsletters for 9/10 months of the year
- keep monthly Newsletters and greatly increase the subscriptions
- an increase in subscriptions would result in a loss of membership (how great a loss for how large an
increase was an unknown quantity)
- at last year's AGM we did say that there would have to be an increase in subscriptions
It was proposed by the Hon. Secretary and seconded by Mr F. Pickard that as from January 1997 subscriptions
should be increased by £4. The proposal was carried by a vote of 10 for and 5 against. The Chairman stated
that an explanatory note must be included in the Newsletter.
It was proposed by the Hon. Secretary and seconded by Mr D. Houtris that those attending a London meeting
should be asked to contribute 50p per head. The proposal was carried by 10 votes to 2.
Further discussion raised the issue of a possible change of venue for the London meetings in an effort to reduce
costs. An attractive offer was made for which the Society was most grateful. There were a number of issues
involved and these must be discussed by Committee at their next meeting. It was suggested that attempts
should be made to advertise the Society more extensively and that a questionnaire should be sent out with the
Newsletter asking for members views on and needs from the Society. This idea was to be included on the
agenda of the next committee meeting.
6. The Hon. Packet Secretary presented his report with two heartfelt statements.
• Please double check your purchases and what is entered on the booklet covers - very few booklets/packets
actually tally with the amount purchased.
• It really is time for somebody else to have a go at this activity.
During 1995/96 158 booklets were submitted for sale, 24% fewer than 1994/95 numbers. The total value was
£9 991.11, 25% less than 1994/95 amounts. Sales amounted to £4 096.06 .... 41% of the total value compared
with 34.9% last year. This shows that material priced reasonably does sell. The previous 15 years have
averaged 43%. 23 packets were circulated.
One packet was lost and then found - it had been stolen, but the contents were in order. One packet was lost at
the very end of the season. (In consideration of lost commission on sales) we have had £48 donated by
contributors in response to a letter sent to them. This is greatly appreciated and this money will appear in next
year's summary.
For 1996/97 we have received 128 booklets valued at £10 503. This is 20% fewer than for the same period last
year but the value is higher. Sales are approximately at the same level as last year. 18 packets are in circulation
and another 7 are just starting their circuits. There are 119 members on the circulation list compared to 129 last
year. Deletions from the list have been made due to unpaid subscriptions. Booklets, especially of interesting
material, are urgently wanted before Christmas. Only booklets with a total value up to £200 can be accepted.
During subsequent discussion it was decided that Committee should consider the insurance costs of the packet
in comparison to those offered by other societies.
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Election of Officers and Committee Members.
No nominations had been received. The present Officers and Committee were prepared to continue in office
and it was proposed by Mr E. Stern and seconded by Mr.D.Symonds that they should. This was unanimously
agreed by the meeting.
(The present Programme Card contains a full list of Officers and Committee members together with key phone
numbers and addresses.)
8. There were no Motions and Resolutions submitted.
9. The Hon. Secretary presented an updated set of Rules for the Society. He explained that on taking over as
Secretary not all officers had reference to the same set of Rules. On examination of the various versions it had
become apparent that none were really adequate for a Society celebrating its 50th anniversary. But using these
together with the constitution of another specialist society he had produced a draft which had been scrutinised
and improved by committee members. What was being presented to the AGM was not perfect but a more
coherent. Major changes included a redefinition of the object of the Society, procedures for membership,
quorum for meetings, definitions and running of AGM and SGM, and notification of Society activities.
The adoption of these Rules was proposed by Mr. M. Kuriger and seconded by Mr.F.Pickard. The meeting
unanimously accepted the proposal.
10.Under Any Other Business
The Hon. Librarian submitted his report and in his absence this was read by the Chairman.
'As you are aware I would like to relinquish my post as Librarian when a replacement can be found. In the
twelve months ended 31 August 1996 eleven books were loaned to eight different members. This compares
with twenty in the previous twelve months (thirteen of which were borrowed at the Chippenham Seminar)
What these figures show I think is that the library is very much an under-utilised resource. Following a
request from Martin Kuriger I sent him a list of recent acquisitions for the preparation of a computer based
library list. I am not certain if even a new library list will greatly increase usage, as even following publication
of the last list in 1989 usage was modest. However there is no doubt in my mind that people like to look at
books before taking them out - they go like 'hot cakes' at the Chippenham Seminar. Ideally any new librarian
would be based in the London area, and able to attend monthly meetings and perhaps bring along a few books
each time for members to peruse and no doubt borrow.'
It was asked from the floor if the editor of the Newsletter or the member concerned with publicity had
anything to report. The Chairman said he thought the Newsletter adequately represented anything that the
editor might want to say. Mr.F.Pickard said that there had been some encouraging publicity in a variety of
Journals
There being no other business the meeting closed at 8.10pm
The LONDON MEETING of 13th November started with the AGM but then continued in traditional fashion with
an auction. In the absence of the usual gifted auctioneer Claude Mistely filled this arduous role. As usual there was
a variety of lots reflecting members diverse interests and whilst bidding for some was disappointing for others it
was quite intense. On offer was some quite extraordinary material - a small collection of standing Helvetias, a
complete set of the 1974 'INTERNABA' miniature sheets, used railway stamps on piece, and some unusual reference
material like a Perfin catalogue. Again as is usual in these situations your correspondent left wishing he had bid for
more items because some had gone at very reasonable prices. One lucky member left with two Zurich pre stamp
covers bought at the low reserve price of £7. Indeed quite surprisingly much pre stamp material remained unsold.
Perhaps the most fiercely contested item was a picture postcard with a 1925 slogan cancellation that your
correspondent eventually bought mentally kicking himself for having paid too much - until he got home and found
that it was first day usage! If you were not present you could not pick up the bargains that were to be had. JAC
Geoff Hubbard, the Society Vic-President, was unable
to attend this year's AGM because of another visit to
hospital. Geoff is our usual auctioneer and his jovial
presence was greatly missed by members. Not only
does he ably fill this role in the Society but amongst
other things he distributes the Newsletter to members a tedious job involving folding, stuffing into envelopes,
sticking on address labels and stamps, and sealing
envelopes. Members have also missed Geoff from some
of the usual Stamp Fairs that he visits. The Society
sends Geoff its best wishes and hopes to see him
quickly restored to his bouncing self.

Postal Cancellations and Markings in Swizerland by Felix
Ganz is a book that is always good to dip into. For
instance - 'Leichtenstein did not receive a machine of its
own (Vaduz) until 1960, but Vaduz machine
cancellations exist from 1925. ... (Vaduz) forwarded
large amounts of tourist-season post cards and large
amounts of printed matter to ... St.Gallen. This "guest
mail" is cancelled by machine but with a loan crown
which indicates the actual posting point.' i.e. we have
foreign mail cancelled in Switzerland. There are also a
number of slogans that appear on both Swiss and
Leichtenstein mail including one advertising Swiss
JAC
winter sports and sent to Vaduz by mistake.!
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Members are reminded that subscriptions are due on January 1 1997 and should be sent direct to the treasurer,
M.J.Kuriger,'Quarries', Stone Quarry Road, Chelwood Gate, HAYWARDS HEATH, W.Sussex, RI-117 7LP.
Rates for 1997 are £12 (UK only) £14 (Europe) £15 (rest of world).
Despatch of Newsletters to overseas members is by Airmail. It is suggested that all overseas members pay by
Sterling draft if possible, or by bank notes at the current rate of exchange. Overseas members are advised that
banks in the UK charge a £5 negotiation fee for each cheque drawn in Sterling currency, therefore this extra
amount should be added to the payment.
For example, a US member paying by cheque in US$ would be requested to pay £15 + £5 = £20.
So at the November 1996 rate of exchange of $1.69 this would amount to $33.80

It is with some considerable regret that it has been found necessary to increase the rate for
subscriptions for 1997. As you will read elsewhere in the Newsletter the accounts presented
to the AGM this November showed that the Society was running at a loss with no immediate
prospect of any improvement. A variety of measures are in hand to reverse the trend of
falling reserves. With the prospect of an increase in the cost of producing the Newsletter the
choice was a bleak one - reduce the number of Newsletters or increase subscriptions. As the
Newsletter is the main benefit for many members it was felt to be essential that this be
continued on a monthly basis. For UK members the new rate means that they will receive
each copy for El which includes 20p postage, the cost of the envelope and label. For 8 sides
that contain news and information about your Society and the stamps of your collecting
country this must represent quite good value.

H.L.KATCHER
AND THE STAFF OF THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY OF WISHING ALL
HELVETIA MEMBERS
A JOYOUS FESTIVE SEASON AND A HEALTHY AND
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

I
I
*
*
*

**

.

*

LOOK OUT NEXT MONTH FOR SOME STUNNING t
**
OFFERS FROM US.

**
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As has been intimated on various occasions in the past, the Northern Group is
sustained by the loyalty of a handful of members, some of whom regularly travel quite a
distance in order to attend. When, for quite legitimate reasons, absences do occur
amongst these stalwarts and when the programme for the afternoon is everyone's
responsibility, we sometimes wonder what sort of a display is likely to be presented. We
have never yet been disappointed. Because of sickness, Saturday, 2nd November saw our
attendance down to seven but with six bringing along material relating to the Cantons of
Basel and Bern. Even though some of us may "re-hash" items which have been seen on
previous occasions under a different guise, whilst others not used to displaying tend to be
apologetic about their offering (and they have no cause to apologise for we all have to
start somewhere), it never ceases to amaze what new items do appear. The range of
material displayed on this occasion was too extensive for me to list exhibitor by exhibitor.
Sufficient to say that it ranged from pre-stamp covers with Basel markings from the time
of the Helvetic Republic, thematic and commemorative items relating to the two cities of
Basel and Bern, early mail from the U.K. to one or both of the cantons, to modern covers
and cards. The early Basel material with the various tax marks and routings is something
we see only rarely, and there were certainly at least two other items worthy of special
mention. The first was the rather scarce green registration label, on cover, used in earlier
years for pre-paid items posted in bulk. Then a member who shall be nameless produced
an airmail cover, asking in his casual, inimitable way if it was any good. It was a letter
from Basel to Karachi flown from Genoa on Imperial Airways first flight from London to
India in June, 1929! Your correspondent turned a shade of green! Yes, in spite of the
small attendance it was another good display which was thoroughly enjoyed. So come on,
you other H.P.S. Northerners out there. You don't realise what you are missing, or what
you can learn.
D.C.

SALES PACKET
IF A PACKET ARRIVES NEAR CHRISTMAS

PLEASE HOLD SAFELY UNTIL
AFTER CHRISTMAS
BUT DON'T FORGET THAT YOU HAVE IT!!
DUTCHMAN CARD shown on the cover of the September issue of
the Newsletter brings the information from Ken Eadie, a member in
Canada, that he has 16 of these for 13 different countries. The Swiss
one is addressed to a couple in 'Springville Ohio' but Ken asks how
many language versions are there? He says that there are hundreds of
postcards and trade cards showing Swiss stamps. Would members be interested in seeing such a listing?
THE FLYING

It has been suggested that the label shown at the bottom of page 79
of the October issue of the Newsletter is an advertisement for Post
boxes rather than an instructional label. Has any member seen this
on cover? Is this listed in the PTT list of stationery among the other
instructional labels? Is there a member in Switzerland who could go
to Geneve 1 Mont Blanc Post Office and make enquiries about it?
responsible for seeing you get the
Newsletter each month wish you all the best for the festive season.
Your contributions are what keep us 'in business' and as long as you
read what we prepare and continue to comment on it we should still be
alive as a Newsletter in 50 years times Needless to say not with the
THE EDITOR, AND ALL THE PEOPLE
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1 Rutherfoord

DID YOU KNOW?

- that the SBB/CCF have introduced a new service. For Quite a number
of 100 franc notes you can travel with the driver over certain main
routes and have an off-duty driver explain all the si g nals etc. As the
waitin g list is getting longer perhaps the PTT will allow philatelists,
for a fee, to accompany a postman on his round, and carry his bag!
- that Bern main post office, Schanzenpost has now been updated with
three new ILV coding and sorting machines, and that completes the
planned renovations. Only three new installations to come, Sion in 1996
and Chur and Winterthur in 1997. Then with the eleven 'read only'
sorters, all letters will be coded at: the nearest collection point,
then read at the distribution point (which might be the same place in
say, a city) to be sorted automatically into the specific postman's
bundle, i.e., no hand sorting needed anywhere.
- that the Swiss TV gave full coverage to the Feldman auction in
Ztrich where the Swedish 3 Sk yellow stamp changed hands for 2,9m C.
This unfortunately gives the impression that philately is only for the
very rich. They should see me going through the wastepaper baskets in
the POs I come across (and I could mention a few others too).
- that just in time for your Christmas stocking Zumstein is putting on
sale their 1997 catalogue in CD-ROM form, all details, price list and
all stamps in colour, in German and French, for CI F 85-. You can order
this, and all other stock items; Internet i http://www.13riefmarken.ch
- that a new specialist book has been issued by Paul Bach, Basel, on
the peculiar 'retouch' marks found on many stamps from 1932 to '52
printed by Courvoisier, which were discovered to be caused by damage
to the glass screen used during this period. The author is KUbli
Heinrich. It is in German and French and costs CHF 49-.
- that it is not often that an author publishes five editions of his
catalogue/handbook over a period of 50 years, but this remarkable feat
has now been accomplished by Heiner Dürst with his work on the 'Meter
Marks of Switzerland' in German. His 5th edition is now in two volumes,
but the 2nd volume with Type 3 in detail and with all the other
special sections, will appear next year. Volume 1 has 171 pages and
costs CHIP 20- including postage.
- that Liechtenstein has done it again, feathers protruding through
the frame of the cancellation, see below.
- that users of stamps are increasingly confronted with the problem
of which way is up. From many recent examples the three shown below
are those most often seen. How does the upside down beaver feel?
According to the artist the one in the middle is correct.
- that the new self-adhesive stamps are proving popular, and I believe
a second printing is being considered. The stamps do wash off perfectly. The shiny surface does make for a smudgy cancel at times.
(While in Luzern in September our members Mr and Mrs Dawson were able
to get these new stamps, on a cover, signed by the artist. Bruno
iiitiller-Meyer told them he will be exhibiting in London next April.)
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